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s' Pea kerS  opp 'o '  . . . . . .  ' ' ' condom .. ma ch  in e 
TERRACE " :  Condom in a reco'rded v0te:atits June 12 oShe 'desc~bed, 'i~ppo:~io~0 r. professionals toist0p the spread would be  inv~/ding i p~rents,' ~Condoms:in ~h001 washrooms. 
m~tchinesshouldn the installed publicmeetlng:~; i ) , :  : sC~ndom ~hi~a s' .~ p~:am;t ;  of  AIDS by trying to stop the jurisdiction,if they adopted the "Our j0b is.not; t6 belhmlth i 
ifi~:juni0r andsenior secondary The;m~ting WaS the *first ~ cu lar , - iba~k ~hi,! $ " virus at the carrier, rather than recommendation. ',The school professionals--~ it;sl ~:~ be 
• schoolS, a majority of those at- chanceifor;th~!.public rto SPeak ~ ~:~ligio~s: t~ ibgs~d ~d!e. all, at the recipient. "We i~nfiot board would be crossing a fine ,edUeat0rs.',::  i ~ /~; i  :i~ i !  • i 
• tending aMay 15 meeting on on the*issuesihcelastDecember Cond0ms;a q~plist!c"approach~ ~.deai with this until W~el;restrict which , Idgn't feel is thei~s to BeVerle Ha  den~ One 0 
tl~e :lssu¢ i;t01d school board wheh/~e~Skeenal health ua i t  that,doesn,t addr~underlying:, the carriers," hesaid ... . .  * ~ '~,^,~i, ti,,-~/,;a' i,r~2 :...-,.,-, ,-- ~-,'-,~ y "Y. :~-~:~ ::' ~ 
members,_ : .  . . . -boardi~k~d>northwest.school pr ~lems,.~,~,i ; .~.~,~i.~:,i-..£,i::~, , i  Lmda Wllkerson echoed his sending asubfle message of sup, supporting .the'lnstallaflon,of . . . .  ', 
-:.~:MoKOf~the 15 people Speak- boards!~,!iii0 '. !: ifi~t:i/ll .;cOndom *~Egangeitcav f ree ~hurcn'~:, "concern. "There mmtbe . . . . . . .  : • " !: ' 
• ' , , ,on~ . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . , .. : . . . . .  ~:~:. . ... . ,.,:> ;.,.. . . .  . . . . . . . .  . ..... . ,-,.' . . . . .  . . ' . a way port for sexual promiscuity. ~ the machines ;~- said:coMom i : 
rag ,  .the issue arguedchastlty . machines;;:~to.;:'help~-istop, th :; pastorBfllG!as!,pel!i~d.,disease.i::.i.f.o r the healthi.'authorities 'to . :S!ogam such as "safe sex:', uestion is n0w'it h~th  ~e . . . . . . . .  
r du~Ide6fmarriage and fidelity .SPread 6fAIDS.~I ;~ ¢ontr0rs~uldn~tbe~erespon.!~:~.iaent!fy who th.~e ~.~DS,du-i ,aredangerous and misleading, nqo/:!a mdmi issue. "/.~ ' ! , ' :  1 
~is;!ih'e',:~.besfwayto keep local '.' ! 'We ,<,Shbuid~'-:.i,i~fea:ch: :.OU'rr! ~sibllity 0t:i,'~ch00is;i~e;ip~intea" "riers, a re  so we. :can  be  'added Run Bartlett He called ' 
t~nagei.s from contracting, the childre//':by 0ur~p l6  ' not to to the":i'ates',of,~oiid0ni:,:.faimr/); p otected, .~h,~ n;a  ,,',-,----' -'-:,:~:--= :L'L --.-" -. - ~ 
" "~' J  ' ' ' ' ~ " ' . . . .  : ' r ' . . . . . .  = " " , , . .  : ....... , ~nese avmncacc me on ly  option fo r  
,C...OOper~to!d parents the board ~ 'diseaseV "Would be  cured ~ • AIDS usa reSuR0f itsactions ' .' are" " ' ' school"' co"n'- . . . . . . .  ~ ' - -  ! 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... " - - " '  ' " - ,~ ,  . .  . .~  u scuor I~ i l zaoet f l  
settle rthe condom question forever," Nancyvan Herk said:i' L :. Olasspell..alsoi!~ri;ed .hea!th~ Tim Wiebe ' said trustees Metzmeier opposed putting 
• !i : i  : : ,  • . :  ~ . : .: • . , : . . i  . :  i i . ! '~,~,. . ~ - ! . i . . . . .  ' ~ '"!~" ! i 
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IT "re:es, o Id;hi d e tra i ns 
Pezim joins:< 
road  ta lks  ' 
tERRACE - -  Murray Pezim's 
?rime Resources has been add- 
.~d to the list of companies 
~egotiating for a road into the 
~old-rich Iskut Valley area 
lorth of Stew~rt. 
Company spokesman Ralph 
]rown said last week the corn- 
)any wants the road so it can 
mild a connection to its Eskay 
.'reek development project in 
he Iskut area. 
The road is expected to start 
Lt Bob Quinn on Hwy37 and 
~ad into the Iskut with com= 
)anies building their own con- 
tections to their own proper- 
ies. 
Prime's connecting road 
~ould be :5km in length and 
ave the  benefit of saving. 
aoney on flying in.equipment 
nd workers,, said Browm 
i"It's a very substanti~il cost/' '
aid Brown of  air transporta- 
on costs. Tie estimated Prime 
,ill spend $25 million in the 
iskay area this year with a mind 
lure scheduled to open in 1991. 
Prime is already inv01v~|n 
the Iskut area by a 40 per ~fi* 
ownership (Cominco has the're => 
malning 60 per ten0 in the :~ 
SNIP property. A production ~
decision is expected soon .  ' ' 
* *****  , 
In the meantime, Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm could announce a
plan to build that first segment 
of road into the Iskut at a Min- 
ing Association of B.C. lun-  
cheon tomorrow. . : : 
Negotiations to have the pro- 
vince and companies share costs 
have been underway for some 
• time. 
The latest proposal to have- 
the government involved in the 
main route and companies build 
their own connections will 
sabstantiatly,.cut the Costs of an 
originai plan/t~ hi, re h t6 i i~  
road~ , . ..... . .  .... .......... 
'.Mining companies and the 
province have been disagreeing 
over how much each party 
should pay for the road. 
Jail site delayed 
I'ERRACE -- The B.C. 
}uildings Corporation (BCBC) 
tas extended until July 9 the 
leadline for a Terrace prope/ty 
)wner to accept,its final offer 
or land on which it wants to 
)uild a new correctional centre. 
Although BCBC had 
,riginally indicated last Friday 
was the deadline for either 
securing the property - -  
described as the most suitable 
site "7" or eliminating it from its 
short-list o f  three, spokesman 
John Murphy Said complica- 
t 
TE~CE:  ~'There coul d one . Clarksaid' the Society wfll-in~- ~ . .  , .  *'~r 'I'I' wants to to. ".i. :" >i tions arose forcing the two par- 
uay oe two rows of trees lining a. Ve~ti~ate-0wnershin Of the ia,~i . '~~ ' ~i;. He  sfiid; there ~vasn't a set ties to agl'ee to a new timetable. 
portion Of:CN, s, rml tracks as in, ;question) ~ detef~hine : what:' '> ~" CN spokesman Scott Roberts policy.of planting trees along or Although Murphy would not 
thez, p.as~~throughthe city if a 4YPe Of trees' would :be m0st:~*i Said ,tWo~!~!bther ~ t0whs - -  on CN's right-0f-way on either reveal the location of the pro- 
IoeaiSociet~has it way, i.~: ' !i Suited,'i ihow 'many l Would ' b'e~' MohStbn, i~C~' and i0n0way, side of its tracks butthatcertain perty, he confirmed it was not 
liThe ~s l  ~, would• act 'lag a-i. need, ed !,and. how. t0 .go abouti'. ;~,i~bei'ta ii~:b~v, e.accompfished Safety;measures tO ensure clear on the bench, the location of 
ettm t what the beautficatmn soctety sou/id bUffe~:,and J~prove~the ' g g !  hdmi i .... i ~'.~?i~ ... .  :(, ' -  ! '" ' " " lines Of site must be met. other sites described as high on 
v isual  ~tS .~0f  CN'soiJera,.  'i-i. i . . . .  ' . , , -  i)i'.'.ili.:.~...:.~ , ' ; ,~ i  . . ,.. ( . .~ __  the correetional centre sitelist. 
tiom~,he.re'ii'saY  :GebrgeiC!a rk,. '-': ': ~ ' ;~A m~m~,~' iB '~,  i; ~ ~ ~.--A ~,~ > In a letter to mayor Jack 
. past'i:p're~ident ,of :.the~Terrace . ; ,  i 4M~[[ l l [ J  | ,~~11~! , i , i / [~1 [ - ' ]  m ~ s  wanted  , Talstra, Solicitor General Russ 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =. J .  v Fraser .a~recd that a Keith Beautification Society ....  ~.~, ..,. , ,.:. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
'~Without: '.stepping "on'~ any. ~ C E  -:-, A local aide rman. ]ng.a subdivision contmnmg af- A new road surfac~ and sewer Avefiuesite suggested by coun- 
wants a hOUSing advisor corn to~Lwe*thinkthatCNisnotthe'.~ :~... . . . . .  Y , 7: ,  'fordable~:;housmg on what are system on HaIliwell might lead cil,w0uld'beideal." 
m0stilrbe~flfuli~site,.i~, ~, to~¢hi,,'/mission formed after.suggesting  :noW~Webei and Goulet streets, acreage owners to develop, he Talstra laStweek declined to 
oymws and regulattons have "But saki!Cla/k. ' i i '"  ,~ " . , " : " " ' . ~thosehav¢ been in- said. idefitify the Keith Ave, parcel 
,?~', .~,. . . . , . : , . . ' ,  hampered affordable housing... , valuable as  starter homes and . . . . .  I t s  an.ioeamat s stiainits, ' :Bob Coo-er Lsald the cit ~! " "":' :~ : • " ,, . Noting t.he city was also suf- favoured by.the city because it
.... • ~ . .  ' •, . . . .  ., ~ v :. ,: y .~ for mose,:.on'mw ,income, ne feting from a '!drastic', shor- :might ' compromise purchase 
• infancy;burR ssomethingwed should ensure -rovisibn :' =~ .... -*~- ' ,.::~ ~ .; 
• i if:!. !:!. : . . , . . .  ~:i '!;! .i~ii.'; : .:::i!: , : / i i i l " . ' * ' . ,  i .ii !~!.~!!; ii>~:, ! ,.i.J!ili:/''i~i,:. >'i;:" . . ' tage of places to rent and there- negotiations, i, The only large, 
~~!hp:~reat t f l~!  i~pd:~f:~af~rd~ilne~!s~g~ ~!d~u; :2 :~! ! i i t  ~ wasawaltinglistforaccom-undeveloped properties along 
modation Stieff as thi/t offered Keith are west:Of Braun St. 
• o~i ~ g s • ~ ~! ~' p '  "* r.ec.ailed the cRY :W, as ii ibis. been: the Case :untiI vacant bY,,i,mthesureWilloWS,we canCQ°perdo,betteradded'with ingP°intingfor the°Utpropertythe currentwas zOn-ap. 
:erpas.  , ~ /", ! : i criticized in the 1960s fo r allow - lbts elsewhere were taken up. a commission." propriate -- M2 light industrial 
• • , L i " II ' I I . ] ' 
City ets read N h R u 
fo 0 ay pow r  i 
ort west, ound p 
TEpeE " It  may never already evidence ; f  Change iu  
i rt~ai:Palm springs~ bmTerraee ' the traditl0nal pattern of nor, coulff one i'day bec0me the ,i~ thwesteiners leawng the area~ r~f i~ent  ~ntre for there~on ~ni'eurement. i '~:i~ ,i ; I 
andthat sa sacit s okes an " ' . ,  ,,.~ , . Y-, ~YLI!!P .... i~.,m.! , ~'.i"ii~,i.~.~,We re findlng~n0w .a lot of i i ' [  
--- Talstra said, "As far as we're 
concerned they're away from 
populated centres, more or less, 
and they can continue their 
wood cutting operation without 
too much of a problem being 
created for others. 
F 
out  there  
live there,,: he said, 
. 
) 
, 
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found gu,mty ,:ii ' ....... ' crash " '  
rafting death .  quest' ] date set . 
TERRACE -- A 22-year-old another fashioned from a stick ten/ion that Bjorga~.d'ic6uldn ' TERRACE -- A',coroner~s 
Terrace man was found guilty to steer the craft, be heldresponsible~usetti~ inquest into last year's fatal 
Friday of criminal negligence Bjorgaardrecounted hearing two girls had  :decided 
causing death in connection 
with a fatal 1988 river rafting 
accident in the Kalum River. 
Judge William B. Scarth rul- 
ed Darryl Wayne Bjorgaard 
"showed wanton, reckless 
disregard" for the lives of the 
two 15-year-old girls he and 
22-year-old Dwayne Turner led 
I' !:~,)!:.,:.. down the fiver. 
Tunier and Shelley Anhe 
Dilley drowned Aug. 16, 1988, 
when the inner tube the four 
were riding capsized in a canyon 
in th.e fiver. Bjorgaard and the 
other.girl --  Jasmin Reed -- 
made it to shore. 
Testimony in the case in- 
dicated Turner and Bjorgaard 
had tubed down the Copper 
River and Kleanza Creek before 
attempting the Kalum. 
Bjorgaard bought alcohol for 
the four that day and drove 
them to the river• 
Bjorgaard testified he did not 
know the Kalum was a 
dangerous river when the four 
a roar above the sound of the 
river just before, they entered 
the canyon -- a stretch of water 
filled with large standing Waves. 
When they saw the canyon 
before them, he said he and 
Turner tried frantically to pad- 
dle to the side of the river. 
Turner's paddle clipped 
,Bjorgaard onTthe head, and 
Turner lost the only remaining 
paddle. 
They then lost control of the 
tube which, Bjorg~tard said,flip- 
ped over when it hit the ~'cond 
standing wave in the canyon. 
All four were separated fi'om 
the raft and only Bjorgaard and 
Reed reached safety. 
Scarth rejected defence 
lawyer Douglas Halfyard's con- 
went rafting there. 
Unlike trips down the other 
rivers, Bjorgaard and Turner 
didn't scout the Kalum River 
before attempting it, court was 
told. They used no safety equip-. 
ment or life jackets, and had 
themselves to go on the-trip;,. 
Once the girls were onthe river, 
Scarth found, they': couldn't 
practicably eave. 
"That the accused failed to 
take precautions for the lives of 
others, I believe, is proven 
beyond reasonable doubt," 
Scarth said on reaching his deei. 
sion. 
He said Bjorgaard's lack of 
knowledge of the river cannot. 
excuse his failure io scout he' 
river and provide life jackets. 
"He would have had to turn a 
blind eye to be unaware of the 
dangers lurking in thesemoun- 
tainous rivers." 
Bjorgaard is to be sentenced 
in Terrace court June 15. 
TERIO, CE -- RCMP here are "It's not a high maintenance,. 
BlOck watch promoted :i 
looking for residents interested program. It's a matter of a 
I Skylink aircraft crash has 
been scheduled to take place 
June 18 in Terrace, 
Prince George regional 
coroner John Wolsley ~ 
who is to conduct the inquest 
--  said last week five days 
have been set aside. 
Witnesses are being sub- 
poenaed to appear before the 
inquest, which,will be:c0n~ 
ducted in the Terrace ¢OI/l~j, I 
19-sea 
disintcarated,when 
P) TABLE LINEN 
RENTAL 
k ' 
• Weddings ' " 
or ANY function: ) 
,)~ requiring banquet I 
size tablesl ~,,. 
• f .  , • 
, , . ) 
SUPERIOR LINEN 
SUPPLIES 
x m, =,,,,,, d. 635"2838 
44o4 t~, ,!~ ~e~ ey th. Cu,lng R)n~. 
J Skylink's 
aircraft isintegrated,when~it~ :,!:~Hest:~36½,.:!!lS.,,:,1an, d - - "  ~'~-- - §1~ inehesfrem 
hit trees just west o f i~2 ' ,  ': 
iit~mbgh the race airport Sept. 26 : i~!  ~ii~m~yllwa Sfliddi!:i Nutd /System 
all five passengers e~, > :.::" , 
crew members on boii~i" :"": Weight Loss  Cent re  Program." 
Canadian Aviation Safety 
Board. investigators have 
been piecing together w.hat . The Nut r i /~*  Weight Loss Program Includes a vadety of. 
happened to flight ff/O since acute,gun men)sand snacks, nutrltiorm[and behavioral counsel ng; 
then, and are to present some light actlvtty,'and weight malntepance. " .' _: • " 
of.their findings 'at, the in- '" " " *' : * '- . " " " - : 
quest.. The safety board's / -~  . . . . . .  
f*mal report has not: been l
made public yet. I 
in setting up block watch pro- 
grams. 
The concept, involves 
residents keeping an eye out for 
unusual or suspicious activity,, 
says local community relations 
officer Constable Ken 
group getting together," : 
Harkness. 
There are two .block w~ 
groups in existence, one  
Thornhill and, one in Tern 
More information can be ] 
by calling Harkness at the k 
only one small paddle and Harkness. detachment, 638-0333. 
they're not, you're sadly 
• mistaken." 
Hayden rejected charges that 
the failure rate of condoms 
means the board would be mak- 
ing a false promise that con- 
I from front 638-SAVE 
C-on loms 0pposed ! I 
AIDS today," she said. "The ' because, if you don't, one or 
percentages sayyour kids are two years from now you're go- 
sexually active, and if you think ing to need the R.E.M. Lee 
theatre for this meeting. ~ 
Because you know who's going FEVER SALE  to be in here ' every irate 
parent in town because you've ' I 
got one AIDS child in the  [ ABBEY ABBEY 
school. And i t will happen if Min i  Blinds "Vor t i ca l  B l inds  doms are safe. you don~i siartnow." " . 
~"Y0u have tO take respon- Gail Murray' agreed. "We ' A . ,  :.starting at at , [ 
sibility," she told trustees, can't bury our heads in the 4 .  ¢ ~ $ 1  m 9 9 '  I 
C o n d o m s  sand," she said. "If this saves one life it will be worth it." 
No students addressed the ' per square inch . per inch . 
b a c k e d  meeting.school b ard officials said " eg. 48"x48"x 4¢ = $92.16 72"x84"x$1.99 = 814&28 
anyone else who wants to ad- LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
dress the board before trustees 
TERRACE Area teenagers vote should submit briefs to the " I[~:'q[.e'lP - '~ l '~ l 'n 'n  
are more sexually active and at school board by June 4. ~ " = ' " ' = "  == w~ 
higher isk of contracting AIDS 
than are other B.C. teens, 
statistics presented by the 
region's medical health officer 
s _   'adit', nal Excellence Dr. David Bowering endorsed calls for condom machines to be installed in secondary schools 
and released figures supporting ' , ~ o ~  
that recommendation n a letter ': 
distributed at last week's chool " ~ : : ' '  :: ~ ~ " : " ! 
board public meeting on the " (-',f3.~ f.I~.NT.'T'.D,V 
issue. 
His comments followed a let- .- 
ter sent by the Skeena health i ' ' C 0 L L E C T I 0 N 
unit board last year asking ! 
school districts to install con- 
dom machines. 
Bowering noted' three of the 
five people testing HIV-positive 
last year in the Skeena region 
were teenagers. "Twelve per 
cent of births in this health unit 
occurred to the 15- to 19-year- 
old mother, as compared to six 
per cent in the province general- 
ly. Rates for gonorrhea nd 
chlamydial infections in ! 
teenagers in Skeena are among :. 
the highest in the province." : 
Bowering also cited the 
i ') . ' ' ' :  " "  "~ '~ ' : '  : : '  " ' ;~ '  ~ . . . .  , '  " ~ i , .  ' .~)"  ' '  : 
At Totem Furniture: 
Canada YouthandAIDSstudy CU iTOM ORDERSALE findings that 50 per cent of grade 11 st dents have had sex- 
ual intercourse at least once, 
"There is no evidence to suggest 
that encouraging abstinence and * '~ 'O  ~70 ¢~9n %/2 .~:  - -  J~OO/ )7 .  ~.~'U~ ~ '  i ' 
monogamy, which provide ; ¢,(7 ~2~.  ~/V£ffJ" -~¢~(Y¢~/2~ , p p ! : 
superior AIDS protection to . . . . .  ,: , : , .:, 
those students Who adopt hem, ' (7~ " 
will alter the fact that large ~!  ,~/O/J. dO?'/. P/~ ~.£,~ L~ tb2 ~£ ~O' /~ 2_._ . .  
numbers of students are and ' 4 
will continue to be sexually ac- ~ ~a~Z ~'L~O..~:~ t~j ~i 
tire," he said . . . .  , 
Hecalledproperly.usedlatex 9~ ~.~,~£E~. O.YI.d: oo'E.'t. 200/0.~ 
condoms an effective barrier to ~ ~ , / .~ ,  !S:' 
transmission of the di.~ease:that ~ , , ,,.. , ,i i 
can be :expected to signific~flyl :; S TO $300='  |0 
reduce' the' r isk of:i: infecti6n : A V E,U P O N 
when one partner i, ififecied.- ' i SOFA ...... OF YOUR 'DREA "The "thodght ,"0f Condom',. ' 
machines in :school' washrooms ' - - - -  ' : . . , , 
may embarrass 0r, offend, some . . . . . .  ,.:. : 
people,'; he said/,On the o ther  
hand, they': might save 'a life or " ' 
lives b~/:,~helping ~establish .in' • 
responsible.~sexUai,ethio:among:l  " S8  . . . .  : :¢:  "': : ' : "" " ~K l  ~ iL~¢m, iB~ 
sexlmlly:aetive teensi Giventhis: ,/, : i ,  PH0~ RI ~8=I~[  . . . . . .  ' ,',:,.": ' ' . ' '  " 41 j0~ ILS l l  -~VE. ,  ) f IR  ' 
i tradeoff): I: support;the: union: : ' ' ~ ..... ' b0ard'~) soiution,, : 2 : . : ,  : 
- . , ,  . . . . .  
i, 
-& ' :  ey~?~.  : ,4 ,  
"City cuts tax hike bite a touch 
Overal l  
I zaxes on 
: / i l /  
" : total comes: 
. cent school 
" ;amount 
:will!~pa~ " 
sand dollars:assessed proper- 
ty!value. That means the 
o~er  •of an $80,000 home 
can expect o pay more th~ 
$L950 in property taxes this 
year, '
The total tax bite is split 
,almost evenly between the ci- 
: tYand"  school district tax 
:rates. The city's budget and 
! 'debt payments account for 
50 per cent of the tax load, 
:;while,the school district rate 
~ ;'is about 45 percent. Addi- 
iti0nal levies for transit, 
assessments, the regional 
hospital board, and the 
Kitimat,Stikine regional 
' ~district make up the balance. 
In previous years, the 
school board has set its 
residential property tax rate. 
Changes this year meant he 
actual impact of the school 
board's $33.5-million budget 
was decided by Victoria, not 
local trustees. 
As /we l l ,  the school tax 
relief promised by the pro- 
vinciai government could go 
largely unnoticed in Terrace. 
• i~, School district secretary- 
jtreasUrer Barry Piersdorff 
said the eight per ¢ent school 
tax hike here is among the 
highest in the provinee;'while 
J Kitimat homeowners are en:. 
joying a 16.6 "]Ser cent 
decrease in their school 
taxes, 
• ' ater w izards  
THINGS W~NT SWlMMINeLY at Saturday's ceremonies to mar, the o,ici~l : 
reopening of the pool complex. A popular addition has been the wading pool 
which, while a natural for toddlers, also attractS.the older setwhb'ehjby!lb"ungidg .... 
in its warm waters be'~een dips in the regular pool. AbOVe, Lyn~s~,'~~iisle (from ~'~ 
top), Johanna Dahl, Wanda Wookey and Jenny:Pritchard are seei~ doing just 
that. 
the rise 
!not only face an increase in 
property taxes to meet city 
costs but also to help finance 
schools. 
Figures compiled last week 
by city o~ficials indicate that 
'homeowners will pay 5.7 per 
centmore this year. That 
from an eight per 
tax increase and a 
:3'.8 per cent rise in city taxes. 
City treasurer Keith Nor. 
manlsaid the ~ addition of the 
school tax  ra te  brings the 
local homeowners 
/to: $24.43 :per thou- 
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TERRACE - -  An unexpected 
increase in revenue and the 
Cancellation of more than 
$110,000 worth of public works 
projects has prompted council 
to reduce tax hikes this year. 
The original budget, released 
in February, included a five pe r
cent across-the-board increase 
in the general taxation rate. 
That figure has nowbeen cut to 
3.8 per cent: 
Offering the example of his 
own home (assessed value 
$81,750), finance committee 
chairman Danny Sheridan said 
his 1990 taxes would be $1,085, 
$13 less than under the initial 
budget. That compared to 
$1,045 for 1989. 
Sheridan said the aecrease 
was in response to figures in the 
recently-released assessment roll 
which showed the total assessed 
value of local properties had 
jumped more than $6 million to 
$270.75 million. That was due 
in part to the addition to the roll 
of 62 new properties, he added. 
Given taxes are charged on 
the basis of a set amount per 
$1,000 of assessed value, that 
meant ax revenue for this year 
would have been significantly 
higher than forecast had the five 
per cent hike remained un- 
changed. 
With the increase in assessed 
values, the city could levy the 
reduced rate and still take in the 
same number of tax dollars 
originally targeted. 
Further amendments o the 
budget reflected the combined 
effect of increased revenue in 
some areas and expenditure 
reductions in others. 
On the revenue side, the 1990 
revenue sharing rants from the 
province were $35,000 more 
than anticipated and "the 
(1989) surplus came in a little bit 
higher ($93,500) than we pro- 
jected," he added. 
On the other side of the 
ledger, Sheridan said residents 
had voted down two planned 
local improvement projects -- 
Sparks St. ($63,000) and Mills 
Ave. ($8,500) -- and the city 
had decided to postpone cap 
• patching of Thomas St. and 
McConnell Ave. for a saving of 
.... As a i;eshlt Of thiJ.~e changes, .... • " spirit of  
he said the city found itself with giving 
$240,000 to spend and so added 
items that had been cut out 
Danny Sheridan 
before. 
Additions to the budget now 
included $75,000 to cover possi- 
ble roof-strengthening work in 
the public vorks  building, 
$50,000 for snow removal 
(snowfalls late last winter vir- 
tually exhausted that fund) and 
increases to the budgets for 
street cleaning ($7,000), bus- 
stop improvements ($5,000) and 
litter clean-up ($5,000) 
Design changes to work 
already planned on Keefer St., 
Braun Ave. and the alley behind 
the post office entailed spending 
$22,500 more than initially pro- 
jected while new projects in- 
cluded a sidewalk on Graham 
Ave. from Eby to Tetrault Sts. 
($12,000), drainage work on 
Graham between Tetranlt and 
Pear ($19,000) and resurfacing 
Skecna Hill ($20,000). 
Explaining why council had 
not just left the tax increase at 
five per cent and used the addi- 
tional revenue to pay for more 
projects, Sheridan said there 
was a limit to how much the 
public works department could 
handle over the construction 
season. 
"You have to realisticaily 
look at it as to what can get 
done in the next three to four 
months," he said. 
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PEACHES I 
Large Size. 
2.18/kg. 
U.S. Grown. 
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~ ~  Cream 
PASTRIES 
Assorted 
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MARGARINE 
' Empress. . 
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5.99. 
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SATURDAY, JUNE 23rd 
Tamitik Arena, Kitimat 
Show Time: Ticket Prices: 
4:00 p.m. . .  Adults - -  $6.00 
& 7:30 p.m, Children (under 12) --  $3.00 
These prices are available 
AT SAFEWAY TERRACE ONLY! 
' 0 
HAM 
19 Family Purchase. 4.54 g. While StOcks Last. I I  LB. 
17" KOAST BEEF } B.c. I 
or , SOLE FILLETS • 
I w""°u'°'r"c°r A 2 9 J Montrea l  Smoked. I~  
Beef. Sliced I I  I 
orShaved !1  ID /1009 1.10/100g. ID __ - -  LB,.J 
Im l  
Tide 
DETERGENT 
I p~ 
With Bleach or Regular or 
Unscented or OXydo110 L. 
BOX. Powdered for 
Laundry. Limit I With 
Family PUrchase. Over 
Limit Price 8.48 each. 
Ground 
COFFEE 
Edward's Assorted 
;rounds 300 g. Pkg. Limit Z 
With Family Purchase. 
Over Limit Price 2.29 each. 
1,98. 
ICE 
CREAM 
Snow Star. Assorted 
Flavours. 4 L. Limit I With 
Family Purchase. Over 
Limit Price 3.88 each. 
2.36 , ,  
Fruit 
YOGOURT 
Lucerne. Assorted or Plain. 
500 g. Tub. 
.99,, 
STORE HOURS,-- 
Sunday t0  a.m.- 5 p.m. 
Men., Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Thurs. & Fd. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.. 6 p.m.. 
Sale price effective Wed,, May 23 
: to Sat., May 26 
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" About doctors 
Do doctors make enough money? 
Should we pay them more? Who decides 
if doctors make enough? How much 
should they make? 
These and similar questions are now 
revolving through various government 
bureaucracies and medical circles as 
B.C.'s physicians bargain with the pro- 
vince for more money. 
Unlike classic labour-management 
situations, the question of physician pay 
isn't quite so simple to figure out. A doc- 
tor's pay is lumped together with the en- 
tire costs of our universal health care 
system. It's a system that is becoming 
too expensive to maintain and doctors 
are an easy a target for the government 
as it looks for a way to hold costs down. 
The problem within our health care 
system is that doctors aren't the magic 
workers society makes them out to be. 
Instead they are businesses which benefit 
from the massive universal health care 
system. Doctors operate within a 
monopoly situation that is financed by a 
captive market. 
Matters 
There's a perception out there that the 
need to conserve, re-use and recycle is 
somehow going to drop our standard of 
living. It's an unfounded perception as 
we're confusing standard of living with 
convenience. 
That's because we're lazy. When it's 
convenient to throw something away, we 
do so. There's no evil intention behind 
accumulating mounds of garbage; it 
simply becomes a matter of habit. 
That habit became asier as disposable 
Although doctors are correct in poin- 
ting out there are many and other co~ts 
that come out of fees paid to them, the 
business of medicine is one of fairly 
substantial economic rewards. Doctors 
are heavily subsidized as they go through 
training, a lot of their equipment is pro- 
vided by the state and they are in a 
business which lacks the competitive 
edge of pricing and profit that exists in 
other enterprises. 
It's perhaps more logical to treat doc- 
tors as employees of the state for it is the" 
universal health care system which pay s 
their wages. It would also be a more 
direct way for doctors to bargain with 
their employers because bargaining 
would be about direct income, not 
:~/our contributors and 
: ~Co~soondents for 
lmr  ume'.:and,:/ 
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payments to a business. 
One way of doing this would be a base 
salary for all physicians. As with any 
other occupation, there would be over- 
time for extra hours worked. Doctors 
would ha~e the strain of operating as 
businesses removed and they would be 
free to practice their craft. 
of habit 
there was more money to afford that lux- 
ury. 
Anybody over 30 will remember the 
days when school lunches were wrapped 
in wax paper. Chances are your mother 
told you to bring home that paper so it 
could be used the next day and the next. 
You weren't richer or poorer for the ex- 
perience. It was just something done out 
of habit. 
Home sweet home 
When the vacancy rate is .6 
percent as it presently is in Ter- 
race, successful apartment hun- 
ting demands an early start and 
relentless searching. So it is even 
for birds, as we discovered last 
Thursday. 
Each year purple martin seem 
drawn to our neighborhood by 
large lawns which offer an 
abundance of mosquitoes and. 
other flying insects, as well as 
dried bits of vegetation perfect 
for nesting materials. 
All day last week seven or 
eight purple martin circled our 
yard, eyeing the front gable of 
an unpainted outbuilding made 
of cedar shiplap. They swooped 
about, twittering and warbling, 
from time to time clinging like 
bats to the rough lumber where 
a generous overhang offers 
sanctuary. 
That evening just before The 
National, I helped my husband 
fasten a plywood nest box high 
in the gable. The box is rec- 
tangular, roughly the size of 
Through xO 
Bifocals I f 
Newlyweds bounced along 
the narrow front walkway pok- 
ing their heads into holes like 
cops chasing Laurel and Hardy 
in a sleeper railcar. Veterans 
hopped into compartments to 
measure for furniture fit, carpet 
and drape dimensions. 
Finally they'd inspected all 
units, compared the panoramic 
view from each, calculated the 
glide path for fledglings, and 
approved the sunny exposure 
which guarantees mothers 
won't suffer depression from 
SAD (seasonal affective 
disorder) while brooding. 
Since then, the martins have 
flown countless trips hauling 
had an'eye on him. The moment 
he plummeted from his perch 
for a look-see, banty kamikaze 
pilots in itty-bitty Spitfires con- 
verged f rom everywhere ,  
menacing the interloper with 
their Power-dives. The hapless 
starling veered .off in disarray, 
hustled from the vicinity by 
determined ynamoes. 
Every evening, following long 
hours as a silver speck in the 
blue, twisting and turning after 
mosquitoes, or swooping low 
over the grass like water- 
bombers Scooping from a lake, 
the swallows queue on the 
telephone wire, chatting, sniff- 
ing their* underarms for B.C., 
v 
f 
Public Ideas a 
must in Foresty ,:, 
VICTORIA-  "Ultimately, • 
the people of British Columbia 
will get the kind of forest 
management they want, but 
there is great danger that deci- 
sions may be made on the 
basis o f  emoti0n, misinforma- 
tio~ and rhetdric.,, . . . ,  ', 
The above sentimentswere 
expressed by the Cariboo 
Lumber Manufacturers' 
Association in a submission to 
the Forest Resources Commis- 
s~pn. 
The association called its 
submission "A  Vision of the 
Future for British Columbia's 
Forests," a title that might in- 
dicate meaningless verbosity 
and bombast. Not so. It's an 
outstanding brief. 
Cyril Shelford, who headed 
a round of commission hear- 
ings in the north, told me he 
was impressed by the quality 
of the submissions. If the 
Cariboo Lumber Manufac- 
turers' contribution is any in- 
dication, I know what he 
means. 
The brief's most astoun.ding 
proposal calls for a complete 
overhaul of the decision- 
making process that now 
governs the forest industry. 
The association wants the 
public to play a large role in 
the future of our forests. 
Under the scheme, proposed 
by the Cariboo Lumber 
Manufacturers' Association, 
Timber Supply Areas would be 
turned into Forest Resource 
Areas. These ~ould be ad- 
ministered by so called Forest 
Resource Boards. 
The boards in charge of the 
various resource areas would 
comprise local people, in- 
cluding aldermen and members 
, appointed by municipalities 
and regional districts, represen. 
tatives from provincial 
ministries, including forests, 
fish and wildlife as well as 
,r mthe ""I/- 
Capital Ii | ;I: 
*bY  Hubert Beyer . . . .  ~ /7  ,; _ 
resource 'dividends" to be paid 
to the communities that have a 
direct stake in forestry opera- 
tions. 
"These dividends would 
represent a share of existing 
resource revenues now going to 
general revenue. The board 
would be free to either reinvest 
the dividend in the resource or 
to pay out dividends to  
municipalities and regional 
districts," the brief says. 
This mechanism would 
strengthen the awareness of the 
link between the resources and 
the well-being of the com- 
munities. It would thus en- 
courage the adoption of sensi- 
ble long-term resource develop- 
ment policies, it says. 
It boggles the mind. Ten 
years ago, any industry group 
proposing such a scheme 
would have been ostracized by 
its peers. Until very recently, it 
was unthinkable that the forest 
industry might ever champion 
the cause of public input. 
Anything to do with forests 
was a matter between the 
government and the industry. 
And the forest service, a body 
of professionals, whose job it 
was, and still is, to protect he 
resource from excesses, had 
long since been coerced into 
submission. 
And here we have an in- 
fluential industry group calling 
not only for publR: input, but 
direct public participation in 
the future of our forest. 
The Cariboo Lumber 
Manufacturers' Association in- 
cludes 19 large lumber mills 
Quesnel in the north. Otlldr .., 
major communities within diat. - 
area are Williams Lake, l~::~ 
Mile House and Lillooet, ,.~,i;.: 
These operations consume> 
about 10 million cubic-metres~: 
of timber a year and produee~ 
about two billion board-feet,of 
lumber, 440 million square-f~t 
of plywood and 625,000 tonnes 
of pulp. Combined sales are! 
estimated at about $I.I billion 
a year. Direct'and indirect ~': ' 
employment isbelieved to af-: 
I k tourism Equally ~mportant, and a number of smaller ones, forest Inn n eight shoeboxes side by side, nest-building components , and airconditioning their se¢ . " ,. " ". p ni g offers the only 
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feet about 70 per cent of th'~~''~t~ 
area'.s work force. 
There's confidence in the  
future. Plans for three new 
forest resoui~ce-based plants '~ .~: 
are proceeding. They incliici~ 
an oriented strand board plant 
at 100 Mile House~ and, at: 
Williams Lake, a medium- 
density fibreboard plant and a 
waste-wood-fired lectricity i~', 
generating plant. ':'~ '
But the assoclatmn warns'  
that forestry operations in the 
area depend for their Survi~J' 
on continued access,to a '~;:• 
secure, economically accesslble 
and productive forest land •:~:~ :bi:i. 
base. . ~f~i 
The association also warns. 
¢t  , ,  of instant experts, , who :~: 
know little about he indus~t~'yt ":-
but are generous with theff]tN 
vice. I 'm not sure whether they 
would include me in that 
unflattering catego~. 
But whatever its rese/va." 
tions, the association.has no,il- 
lusions about the Publicisi~o!e 
in the future of the forest ,,, 
resource, u':; ' 
"Greater public input to .... 
lanntng, thou ht re u red TerraceStal~lard, Wednesday, May2,,1990-Pa~A'i~:~ETTER.~ 
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the '  :, number,  of seniors  rows ' 
i ,  
i Of prime importantance is a developed for that purpose. There is potential in develop, citizens and became of that, a affect further moves, he added. 
~Ide, range, of housing suitable • "Older people have likes and ing a community to attract community has • to be clear - wildlife. . ... , , 
for seniors of all income levds, 
says Dr. Gerald Hodge. , 
-:"Seniors will first look at 
hospitals and medical services. 
They'll then assess the housing 
situation and how well you do 
that will be a determining fac- 
, dislikes and preferences justas senior citizens from other areas 
younger adults do," he added, but that market in B.C. seems. 
Andthat housing will have tO to he ' fairly well established, 
be corlstructed so as to Hodgecontinued. 
recognize the physical l imita- "Half  of senior citizens 
tions of people as they grow migrating in the early 80s went 
older, he said. to perhaps 10 major centres," 
Different health 
care methods 
L 
th on eir way 
TERRACE : - -  There' l l  be a 
g~wing number of options to 
provide senior health and other 
~iu'e as the area's population 
~ges. say local professionals in
t~e field. 
~d the increase in Services 
will feature new and innovative 
ways of meeting the physical 
and social needs of the elderly 
and stretch ealth care budgets 
for the most efficient expen- 
ditures possible, they say. 
Michael Leisinger 'and 
Kathleen Delgatty of the Ter- 
race Health Care Society, the 
options ope~ to seniors, said 
Leisinger. 
Yet while the proposal is one 
of those that fits suggestions by 
provincial and federal govern- 
ments to find less expensive care 
methods, the society is having 
trouble getting it accepted. 
"Ws perhaps too creative," 
said Leisinger. "The proposal 
crosses traditional boundaries 
(but) wiser heads will prevail in 
Victoria and eventually the 
money will be forthcoming." 
He and Delgatty also see the 
day when parent care, that is 
formal or informal  ar- 
rangements whereby adults will 
take care of elderly parents at 
home, will become common. 
"There will be an incredible 
demand," said Delgatty of that 
type of service which roughly 
equals day care for children. 
Leisinger addedthat com- 
panies will become involved 
because they will have to com- 
pete for a workforce population 
that will dwindle as more and 
more people reach retirement 
age. 
There is already one agency in 
town, Terrace Home Support 
Services, that provides home- 
based care for seniors and de- 
mand for it is growing, says co- 
ordinator Betty Stewart. 
The service employs 17 peo- 
ple to assist in household 
chores, care for terminally ill 
people who wish to stay at home 
and give companions ofthose at 
home but who need care a tem- 
porary break., 
"More seniors want to stay in 
Terrace rather than move to 
Parksville or somewhere else," 
said Stewart in describing the 
service which has seen its client 
size grow from 30 eight years 
ago to 100 now. 
i body that runs Mills Memorial 
i Hospital and the Terraceview 
Lodge extended and in- 
termediate care faci l i ty,  
characterize the changes as con- 
tinulng care with an ultimate 
goal of keeping seniors out of 
institutions for as long as possi- 
b l& '-~ 
" I f  you keep a person at 
home, it reduces the demand for 
institutions with overheads and~ 
24-hour staffing." said Leis.,. 
inger; • + 
"Quality of fife ]~'better at 
home. Ideally you want to pre- 
sent people with options and 
those will widen with time," ad- 
ded Delgatty. 
One of those options is the 
health care society's upportive 
housing plan, a proposal which 
would result in condominium 
"style units being built adjacent 
to Tejraceview Lodge. 
TH'ey'll be designed for 
seniors and others who can live 
independently but may need 
some services available through 
Terraceview. 
~t a cost of $20-$30 day, the 
proposni s far less expensive 
than the $90 a day for each in- 
termediate care bed that is now 
• 0neof the few care and housing 
Aging population 
be 65 years of age or older out 
o f 'a  population of 3.381 
million. 
That'll rise to 504,000 out of 
a population of 3.518 million in 
1998, 523,000 out of a popula- 
tion of 3.6 million in 2000 and 
571,000 out of a population of 
3.798 million in 2005. 
By the year 2010, there will be 
640,000 senior citizens out of a 
population of 3.966 million, or 
nearly one of every five 
residents. 
about its objectives, he con' "The conventional Wisdom 
tinued, of sun and cfimate (as an attrac. 
" I f  a community like Terrace tion) clearly is not borne out," 
wants to become a retirement Hodge said giving examples of 
community it is important o some I~ootenay communities 
hold onto the people already liv- with winters quite similar to the 
ing there in the process of retir- ones in Terrace. 
THAT'S Skeena Senier Citizen Housing Society president Fred Bergnauser standing in front one 
of Twin River Estates units now under construction. Thirty units were corn pleted last year. 
',,TERRACE - -  The city's move 
: to provide more senior citizens 
services and to establish the area 
~+ as a retirement centre is based 
on the growing numbers of peo- 
ple Who are turning older. 
Numbers of senior citizens in 
:relation to the general popula- 
tion "are already growing and 
will continue to rise as the post- 
war baby boom group ages. 
Statistics Canada numbers in- 
: ~te~, that  by 1995, 471,000 
British Columbia residents will 
New kind of housing 
TERRACE - -  What Fred 
Berghauser likes best about 
the newest kind of senior 
citizen housing project in the 
northwest is its lack of 
government involvement. 
"We could have received 
money from the government 
but the paperwork would 
have been immense. Here we 
make our own decisions." 
said the president of the 
Skeena Sertior Citizens 
Housing Society which is 
building the Twin River 
• Estates condominium project 
on Lakelse Ave. 
The 30 units of Phase I 
were occupied over the 
winter and 21 of the 30 units 
in Phase II, scheduled for 
completion this fall, have 
-:;~stores offering discounts.,to to have discounts extend to sale 
seniors, " careful shopping can items. Baxter queried that 
'~ easily save a couple as much as policy, saying "In effect you 
".~$750 ayear, says one local pen- lose your advantage just 
~i,; s ioner.'L ' : " because they happen to put it on 
But i given the level of dis- sale," he explains. 
counts, the goods they apply to He is also critical of stores 
. .eniors can find deals 
:. TERRASE ' - -  With many One type of exclusion is not " I f  the stores didn't want you 
to take advantage of it, they 
wouldn't offer it." 
His advice to other seniors is 
simple - -  " I f  the discount is 
there to be had, take it." Poten- 
tial savings of at least $750 a 
year can make a big difference 
cover repairs and 
maintenance. 
The issue of senior housing 
also occupied discussion 
recently of a group of people 
gathered together by the city 
to look at needs for the 
area's elderly population. 
They suggested the city 
needs more senior citizen 
rental accommodation along 
the same fines as the Willows 
complex. Rents there are 
subsidized through various 
government programs. 
The group also suggested 
building code regulations 
should be modified to take 
into account problems elder- 
ly people may have in enter- 
ing, leaving and using 
various facilities. 
:and,the days onwhich they are which put a limit on the dis. in fixed income budgets, Baxter 
~.aYallable~varying from store to count, said. 
:~+~'st'6re,~Basil . i~ter says the trick (A recent Safeway seniors dis. : ~: ;~ ** ,  ~ **  
;~i~ to;~6bw hat is available/rod count dayoffered 10 per cent up  J+~al: Stores are not able to 
• -: :wlien; ,,,+, • +, , ,  to, a maramum $50 worth o f  put.:a, ~ercentage fiuure on the 
;~,:~{lie ~biggeet price break of-  purchases. That figure was set ani'ount" ~}f m0n'ev seniors pend 
::i fur ed in.~town.is 15 per 'cent at in i985 and, through an Over. in  iheir outlets + I~'Ut all recoonize 
ili~i~ eral ,  larier retail stores On sight, never raised.: Safeway +they area  forte'in the manet 
i !i~:'~ii~ day+amonth, Other stores, manager Eric Johauson said the . . ,  Notlng:i his store offere~l 
~'!/~,~ ie and small offering various Hmit will now be raised. At the: senioP~ di~n,,,*~ ,,,.h w~,4n~ 
~ii~pr~zlt~cts,:feature, 10 per cent same time, Johanson said a : -  lay~i!:C¢ on aeneral manager 
already been sold. Phase III 
will consist of 24 units. 
Berghauser said the key 
aspect of Twin Rivers is its 
affordability. Prices for 
smaller units in Phase I were 
$50,500 and' $60,500 for 
larger ones. Those have in- 
creased for Phase II, first by 
$5,000 and then by $4,000 
for each unit. 
"That's the attraction - -  
the price. Most people can 
sell their home and pay 
outright," he said. 
That affordability will 
continue as the units must be 
re-sold to the society at a cost 
to be determined by the 
average prices of Phases I, II 
and IlL Two per cent will be 
added to the re-sale figure to 
DISCOUNTS COUNT, according to local senior Basil Baxter. Seen 
here taking, advantage of discount Wednesday at the Co-op, he 
says a couple can save $750 a year by taking advantage of the 
price breaks offered pensioners by many local stores. 
I I 
Safeway, manager Eric..Johan. 
son said the/seniors' market 
share was, not yet as significant 
as in established retirement cen- 
tres such a:Kelowna nd White 
Rock,,they s~ugg~ted the aging 
of the pop~ationmeant' i t  was 
: , / , ; ' .  
likely to grow in the future. 
Special services offered to 
seniors by  all three stores in- 
cluded I ~'deiivery0fgroceries 
and ensuring availability of 
"smallportions~packeging" i  ' 
their meat departments. 
! know people in London, 
Windsor, Toronto and Mou- 
treul who have this disease.' 
Most scientists agree that 
deer ticks and certain ticks 
found In the bushes Infest 
deer, moose, etc. 
People attract these licks 
when they walk, step or sleep 
in the bush. People who 
work in the logging industry 
or go camping should protect 
themselves and their anJmuls 
by wearing proper clothes, 
shoes, boots. Ask the family 
doctor of other ways and 
methods to protect yourself 
before you become a viclhn 
of these ticks. 
Symptoms are different in 
different people. Some have 
rashes, arthritic problems, 
respiratory problems, 
fatigue, weakness. 
Some of the bad cases 
show enlargement of the 
spleen, but that can also be 
caused by the common cold 
or flu. Some cases found 
enlargement of the lymph 
glands above the aorta. 
if scientists know more 
about deer ticks, how they 
transmit the virus to the 
blood and which kind of 
virus, the Hfe of the lyme 
disease patient wml be easier. 
I suggest that the health 
ministry, the health board, 
forest ministry send some 
qualified people to talk 
about the disease. 
" The best way to beat any 
disease is to know about it. 
Steve Ramzi, 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital, 
Temee, B.C. 
Shames 
vote 
needed 
An open letter to: 
Board of Directors, 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Directors: 
Please go to the taxpayers 
in a referendum before you 
vote on whether or not to ac- 
cept shares in Shames Moun- 
tain Ski Corporation as their 
payment for the Kit- 
sumkalum Ski Hill assets. 
Lack of community reac- 
tion -- pro or con - -  should 
not be interpreted as ac- 
quiescence or indifference. 
We simply feel helpless to 
change the mindset of direc- 
tors who seem hell bent to 
mire us even deeper in ski hill 
debts. 
Already for three and a 
half years taxpayers have 
borne the burden of Shames' 
debt. We are paying for the 
original Kitsumkalum Ski 
Hill costs (and will be doing 
so for many years yet) while 
Shames has failed to live up 
to the terms of sale. 
So far Shames has shown 
little commitment to paying 
for their purchase. Nor have 
their judgement and 
estimates proven sound: 
1. They bid top dollar for 
equipment they now say was 
worn out and obsolete ven 
at the time of sale in 1986. 
2. Since 1986 they have 
paid $3,000 on a six-figure 
purchase. 
Shames has renegotiated 
their contract three times, for 
even more ridiculously le- 
nient erms, until their intent 
seems to be to have the Kit- 
sumkalum assets almost as 
an outright gift. 
4. They have failed to 
safeguard the Kitsumkaium 
assets from vandalism. 
All along their cost 
estimates have been below 
realistic projections. This 
leads me to suspect their pro- 
fit projections may in turn be 
inflated. - • - 
Thornhill. needs ~ its tax 
dollars to install, sewer and 
I I  I 
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Shames share 
:   : Vote , needed 
other upgrading to allow for ex. paid onlg $3,000 and has 
pansion of conventional negotiated terms that call for a 
businesses. We cannot afford to second payment only in 1992.  THURSDAY | i  
financially back private enter- I.t's unthinkable you should FRIDAY SATURDAY .... 
P rise,'~ .... commit us to financing another 
[MAY 2411 MAY 251 .... To ~ accept Shames shares private nterl~rise ki hill dream ~.. would be to repeat he error of with the inherent risk of being . the Regional'District at the time stuck with an even. larger debt. 
i t :  assumed 'Kitsumkalum's Therefore, on behalf of the _ _ ~  ~ J: :; 
financial woes. many Thornhill taxpayers who - -  ~ 1 ~  . . . . .  
So far we've waited three and haven't spoken up but who are I ~  M ~ '~ 
a half years for Shames to pay privately seething. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,~ , .  
for the property it purchased. Please give voters the u p p e r - B U L K  We 'can afford to wait several tunity of a referendum on this 
years more to collect the full issue before the board votes on 
• j 
amount of  the sale. accepting Shames' shares. 
If, however, Shames never 
pay.~ =: for  the '~ Kitsumkalum Sincerely ours, 
assets, taxpayers will absorb the Mrs. M. Claudette 
loss. We already have, you Sandecki 
might say, since Shames has Thornhill, B.C. 
Nothing new in FOODS 
Kitlmat port 
DearSir: Mr. Parker makes no reference 
Recently MLA Dave Parker's 
leaflet arr ived in local to seeking the cooperation of  
the Haisla, even though one ~ 
mailboxes. It presented his would have to agree that they Whole Smoked 
record in office. One of his pro- 
mises was "The development' at are major stakeholders in the ".' 
area and affected by the pro -  SHOULDER 
Kitimat of a general cargo port posal being considered. The 
designed to accommodate ferry Socreds don't seem to unders -PORK 
traffic.". Mr. Parker further tand that decisions on large pro- ". 
stated that he would be "seek- jects should be made locally by , i~  
ing the full cooperation of the 
District of Kitimat and Alcan to all interested groups being in- P I C N I C S  
I ensure that the long awaited volved. I think it is time for project proceeds without fur- some real cooperation and con- sultation. Bone in. ther delay" The Socreds have also shown 
The Kitimat por t has been no leadership in providing the 
proposed by many past and pre- ' 
sent Skeena provincial politi- kind of incentives which create ,~  , 
amongCians- the present MLA the climate f°r manufacturing ~ C R U M  
them. He at least has value added products in this R F had the advantage of being a area. If we increase the need for m 
government member, a cabinet shipping we increase the viabili- 
minister, and a loyal supporter ty of a port in Kitimat. Under P E T S  
o f  Bill Vander Zalm. Now after Social Credit we will continue to 
three years in office and on the be 'hewers of wood and drawers 
of water' - -  and exporters of 
eve of an election we get a jobs and raw logs, We need-a.. .~l~g, of.6. 
recycled promiseand a promise government that looks after our 
to seek !.'full cooperation". ~.:~ ~, 
Kitimat!council, on the other children's future . . . .  ~ ,~.,~, ~ .. 
. . . . .  Kemano completion stands .... ~ "' ~':"~ . . . .  =~ 
hand, has been busy building a ' ' / 
case for a port at least since out as what was an excellent but 
1983.  They conducted missed opportunity for the WESTERN 
numerous tudies including a government to negotiate clean, FAMILY 
environmentally safe industrial El por,., n.in APPL completed in April 1988. They options for this area. It could 
have since studied markets and have been a catylist for Kitimat 
economic viability to determine port. It makes no sense to ex- 
the feasibility of a general cargo B.c.P°rt hydro electric power f r O m t o  theU.S, so theycan at- JUICE 
wharf. 
MLA forPrince Rupert, Dan tract industry with the energy ~ r 
Miller, was asked about his and we sell them. Industry which 1 L. 
commented that a port in .might otherwise look at locating II / 
Kitimat would never happen m our area. 
and all we were witnessing was a Kitimat will one day have a 
desperate political act by Mr. public cargo port but I rather 
• Parker. Dan Miller is probably think it will happen without 
right about Dave Parker, who Dave Parker and the Socreds. 
now has the scent of an election Sincerely ours, 
in his nostrils, but I think Dan Helmut Giesbrecht, 
might be wrong about the New Democratic 
potential of a Kitimat port. Party, 
It is interesting to note that Candidate in Skeena. 
HAS A NEW LOCATION 
3092 HWY. 16 E. TERRACE• 
PARKAY 
MARG- 
ARINE 
WHITE 
IPOT 
i (Thomhlll Publio Market) 
: 635-3636 .owc o0 
m ~ A m ~ a ~ A  
.... pi . -A/UHINU: 
u 
: unique traditional& modern pottery 
:; :~!~=~, glassware,~t lr !~, , .gs, .  , : . . . . .  
iJeWellry, T-shirts, and much more.. 
" D Jl +r~l ~~-  ON T MISS-----[ 
~1 ~ I TheSkeena R,ver.BARKMAN I 
!l! ~ I I  a great soUvenw, or gift. • 
:: ' ;~!'i/~ i ~:;ilUsemethlng foraveryonel :~: 
r 
z 
/ i '  
LEAN 
GROUND 
BEEF 
4.14 kg. 
LB. 'i 
EA. 
Umlt: Six 
additional quan- 
tities sold at 28 
END CUT 
PORK 
CHOPS 
Rib or Tendedo n end. 
WESTERN 
FAMILY 
BEANS 
with 
PORK 
398 mL. Tin. 
/10"1. .  
Umll~ Two 
Addltlon~il qoan. 
titles sold at .68 
I Umlt:Two I 
Additional quan- ] 
titles sold at 2.581 
INLIGHT 
LAUNDR' 
POWDER urn,:0" ] 
Additional quan.| 
:!!ties s0ld at 7.481 
B.C. Grown 
HOT HOUSE 
CUCUM 
BERS 
Long English. 
t 
78 Bond StreeLToronto, 0ntado M56 2J8. ", 
i!i!!VISIt$ rlotsprings thatover 1,000,000 - ' Canadians have diabetes? 
• - : : ,~cE  -- -Environment contact yourlocal BranCh 0ftheCana~n:" 
Diabms Assodat~ or the Nat~0nal Olfce. 
- :*mfnistef-', John Reynolds ~:|ast , 
- :  :~E-~.,visited Mount Layton• 
~ ..:~Ofsprings to examine plans-to 
., ;~,~p'~d ,1.the' facilitY which 1 ~e : 
~':i ~iiO~;th~ • mbject 'of .. an~ eti- 
,i',~:i,~lrq~dn@ i~'pacfstudy, . , 
~', g~:~a,:.~smdy, !s the latest m a 
. . . .  sefi~):~f.~ipgents to  :fakeplace 
• ,: ~lnc~!i)ecember ~1987 when 
h0tspritig~f  owner Be/t Or l~s  
!~ firsti applied to buy Crow~;lafid 
::: ~outh  o f  the resort. •The 
• ~!evelopei plans, among other 
p~0jec~, to add an 18-hole golf 
i:0urse. 
i~'::T.he original application: for 
<~i53imi: between Hwy 37 and the 
lake ~foreshore was opposed by 
"hngling roups and the environ- 
merit, ministry who maintained 
: the~i~proposed development 
Would threaten valuable fish 
: habitat." 
::.In March 1989, the lands 
mixdstry agreed to the purchase 
-: ~f:~ibo~it the half the parcel, ex- 
~fldding marshland areas near 
'the lake. It also agreed to con- 
isider Orleans' request for an ad- 
ditional 21.5ha provided he sub- 
mitted a revised, development 
plan,and proved the need for 
the extra land. 
:' Noting his staff Sad supplied 
him'with• briefing notes on the . 
history of the application, 
Reynolds aid he was aware "of 
iDrowning 
 ii eat  
  :i notice 
ffi!ed 
?TERRACE - -  A local lawyei 
.:acting for the family of asix- 
~ear-old boy who drowned in'a 
~local pond this sprin~b'as taken 
~the: first step toward=a possible 
-lawsuit: against the city. 
)avid Warner said last week 
has given notice of the 
..possibility of a claim being filed 
i~iiagainst the City 0f Terrace in 
!~!(:onnection with the death of 
• !~Joey Parsoas. 
~!:i ..: Regulations require notice be 
~i::.~ubmitted within two months of 
i ah/hccident or death, he ex- 
i plained. 
• '~i~: i ,The claim notice is a required 
/formality that represents he 
i: first Step toward possible legal 
action. An actual writ to begin a 
i.4awsuit wouldn't be filed until 
:; after• an actual claim is made, 
i,:aiid~that claim rejected by the 
7[~!icitY. ' =: r 
::i~.',i!.iJoey Pmsons drowned when 
i~h~i::fell thl'ough ice on a pond 
!,!ibehindSarnson's Poultry Farm 
~: 0fi'theibench. Warner has been 
~retain.ed by the Parsons to 
i'&termine .whether they should 
• begin a lawsuit against the city 
,!:i6r:the!!farm owner, whose pro- 
,i pertythe pond largely falls on: 
:i!: / Suggestions of city liability 
~,have arisen because a. 1986 
• ~"  . . . .  ~' " " " h ° :;council resohltton ordenngt e 
-,~p0nd:feneed off and filled 
,',~ ~asn't enforced. ,. 
::i;!i~:,Warner also welcomed the 
• :i ~&~ision of Kitimat coroner 
)~'. P~tifi Monaghan to order a cor- 
" !iii~iiet!s in'quest into the death. 
~:i,i::He 'said the city has answered 
i ~"~i!i few qiiestions about its involve- 
, i,:~/medt, and the,inquest would 
• :il :~ force civic officials to respond. 
for the family to 
it against the city 
months away, he 
ha syet been set 
John Reynolds 
all the issues that are there." 
Skeena MLA and Lands 
minister Dave Parker, who ac- 
companied Reynolds on the 
visit, said he wanted the en-. 
vironment minister to have a 
look at resort project and in 
particular the sewage treatment 
facility. Asked what the current 
status of Orlean's application 
was, he replied, "Staff are look- 
ing after that." 
*****  
As part of the Lakelse visit, 
Reynolds and Parker also flew 
over the outlet of Lakelse Lake 
near Herman , Creeki...".where 
some lake residents want he en- 
vironment ministry to  approve' 
the removal of gravelbars. 
Residents contend thebars at 
the creek mouth on the Lakelse 
River back up water, ::causing 
lake flooding during high Water. 
Parker last year esponded to 
their requests by proposing the 
creek be rechannelled toreduce 
the buildup of gravels in the 
river. But environmentministry 
officials rejected the plan last 
November, saying any dredging 
of the river would be largely in- 
effective in reducing flood 
levels, and that the disturbance 
of riverbeds required for such a 
project could destroy prime 
salmon-spawning grounds. 
Prior to the fly-by, Reynolds 
said it would give him a first- 
hand look at the location. "It's 
nice to get back and pinpoint an 
ares, look at r it and then sit 
down with my. staff and tell 
them what I've seen and what 
local people feel about it," he 
said. 
Parker said no effort is 
underway to get environment 
ministry staff to. approve the 
proposed rechannelling: 
"The minister of the environ- 
ment has said nothing's going to 
make one bit of difference." he 
said, "so we're going to com- 
misserate on that." 
MANAGERS SALE 
ONE DA V' ONLYI! 
Saturday,  May 26, 1990 , .:,. 
SPECIAL 
SAVINGS 
ON ALL 
MAJOR 
APPLIANCES 
15% 
OFF 
ALl TOOLS 
FROM CURRENT 
TOOL CATOLOGUE 
SPECIAL INSTORE SAVINGS!! 
S _AIRS 
4615 Eazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6541 
Pm.fessim  mn,mztm  fo," 
limbs, arch supports and orthot~dic 
brac~ will be in... 
2 .RRACE 
T~SDAr, 2tmvz~ 
• ..to assess the needs of new patients and progress ofcurrent patients. The 
personal care, professional service and State-of-the-art technology 
provided by Ford Eaboratories n Vancouver, is now available inyour 
community. Noneed to travel south. Please contact your 
 st,; 
J 
' '  " ~}'~:~ 1 ~ C  [ - -  Northwest f i r s t  
*~,i~faid:i:teams wi l l  be. competing 
;} ~:,hereSaturday for the r~ht o go 
FO=m labcratories 
nr;deeno-Road '~ : . . . . .  106-11400 
• I i 
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• CORRECTION ' 
• The Wooiw0rth's advertisement in May:i i~ 
• $keena Marketplace should have read, Save,~0'i' ,~: 
I :with coupon on Coming Cookware, not $40!00~i(ii ' I 
l i~W°°lw°rths' al~pologizes for any Inconvenience I 
Lth ls  mW have cause. " - : i J  
SUMMER 
SIZZLER 
PATTE 
SALE 
BUTTERiCK & McCALLS 
PATTERNS 
uyl  
2 FREE* 
, F ree  patterns are of equal value or less 
May 23 throUgh June 9, 1990 
ry While Selection 
Is Good! 
Terrace Co-op : 
Department Store 
461.7 Greig Avenue 
.: : ........ Terrace, B.C.,V8G 1N2 
635-6347 
to Thursday - -  9 a.m. - 6p:m.  
.... , : r iday - -  9 a ,m.  - 9 p .m.  . ;~, 
Saturday-- 9 a:m. - 6 p.m. : . , , ,~,  
, CLOSED SUNDAYS!  r~ T 
if,!! 
i 
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!I 
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PROJECT MANAGER Zweitse deWit makes sure everything is level and straight in preparation for 
footings at Centennial Christian School's expansion. From Victoria, deWit is up to help supervise 
the construction of four new classrooms. 
School adds rooms 
TERRACE - -  Barely one tions are met, there could be square foot expansion will 
year after the Centennial 140 students registered in the cost approximately $200,000, 
Christian School opened in a new school'year compared to half of which will be borrow- 
new building, it is expanding, the 103 now attending, he ad- ed with the remainder to 
The addition of four ded. come from pledges and 
classrooms will enable the The four new classrooms donations and savings in the 
school to teach Grade 8, are in addition to the five existing budget. 
divide several combined classrooms, one kindergarten "Webrought the school in 
grade classes and allow for room, gym and other at under budget so we'll see 
natural growth, school prin- facilities finished last spring, how we do here," said 
cipal Frank Voogd said last Voogd. 
week. There will also be room for The school is administered 
" I  didn't think it would a library which is now by the Terrace Calvin Chris- 
happen so soon," said located in a portable  tian School Society, a body 
Voogd. "But there appears classroom at the adjacent formed in the 1950s. First 
to be a demand ant there and Christian Reformed Church. classes were held in 1967, 
we're getting a lot of Classes for years were taught leading to the name "centen- 
interest." from the church building, nial"  being chosen for the 
If  projections and expecta- Voogd estimated the 6,000 school. 
C/% : 
Ski road 
underway 
Socred also announces 
TERRACE - -  Work has started 
again on a road to the Shames 
Mountain ski development west 
of Terrace just off of Hwyl6. 
Equipment and crews are 
starting at the bottom end of 
what will be a 4.Skm road 
leading off a Skeena Cellulose 
logging 'road to the mountain 
because conditions are still 
muddy at the top, said highways 
ministry spokesman Dave St. 
Thomas. 
Road work began last week 
after a winter's layoff due to the 
snow conditions. The road is ex- 
pected to be finished this fail 
and will cost $2.6 million. 
Work underway this week in- 
cludes drilling to carve out a 
bench for the road leading up to 
Shames Mountain, said St. 
Thomas. 
"At peak there's' be five 
drills, two to three cats, one 
loader and•a couple of ex- 
cavators," he said in estimating 
the project will employ nearly 
20 people. 
Equipment is being hired 
through the ministry's day 
labour list and no difficulties in 
finding people or machinery has 
been experienced, said St. 
Thomas. 
And although the road will be 
under construction all this sum- 
mar it won't interefere wiLh 
plans by the Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation to move lift 
and other equipment up because 
there is an existing rough road. 
The Shames development is
expected to be open this winter. 
Natives to ru n ca nd idate 
We'll try hard to win," he said. 
George. who will run in the 
new Bulkley-Valley Stikine 
riding beginning in Hazelton 
and stretching east toward 
Prince George, said he also has 
non-native support: 
The Office of the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en Chiefs is the main 
body behind the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en land claim court 
case against the federal and pro- 
vincial governments for 57,000 
square kilometres of northwest 
B.C. 
A l though George .• 
acknowledged the New 
Democratic Party may come 
closest o being sympathetic to
native views, he warned that it 
can't expect automatic support. 
"The NDP has compromised 
a lot of different areas. It's 
always compromise toget votes. 
It has to learn the realities of 
what we will address," he said. 
Smithers businessman and 
former civil servant Barrie 
Carter has announced he's run- 
ning for the Bulkley Valley- 
Stikine Social Credit nomina- 
tion. 
Carter, 44, made the an. 
nouneement last week, saying 
his past community and 
business experience makes him 
the best qualified candidate. He 
recently left a job as economic 
development Has,on officer for 
the Nechako econov.dc develop- 
ment region. 
Also running for the nomina- 
tion are MLA Jack Kempf and 
Burns •Lake resident Denys Bell. 
HAZELTON - -  An official 
with a native organization here 
says he's'going to run as an in- 
dependent in the next provincial 
election. 
Herb George of the Office of 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
Chiefs says an election will give 
natives a forum to have their 
views and opinions heard. 
" In the past we've always 
ended up in a compromise itua- 
tion and that's really nothing. 
The election provides a good 
opportunity to state our case. 
.Travelling west? 
.,,try Prince Rupert's 
Slumber Lodge 
__  Motor  Inn 
COLIN and DIANA l + 
invite you to try thei r  
l NEW DINING ROOM ~ ' I M E N U  
John Deere • 
i 
Undercarriage 
s "k 
BREAKFASTi 6:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
LUNCll: ll:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
DINNER: 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. DISCOUNTED 
PRICES 
~:+++~;~-+~"~ ........ ++', ..... •++~+'++++P+gfk, 
. . . . . .  + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + ....................... ,, +  _ .+;,., ~,+~ | 
' .  •+ 
; Single =36.00 
, Double =39.00 
COAST TRACTOR PRODUCT SUPPORT : J +' r ~; ~+:N~ , , :' : Includes ComplimentaryContlnentalBmakfaet 
co , , , ,  o+.°-.null Terrsoe, B~O i e, , 
TlIACTOIIe35.7  
TAKE 
IADVANTAGE 
OFOUR 
,SPECIAL 
ROOM 
RATES 
UNTIL 
MAY 30th 
" 909 3rd Avenue West 
[]  LICENSED LOUNGE : . Prince Rupert, O.C, VSJ 1M9 
[] SAUNAS ' : 
. ,,: , : ,  
Phone627.tTllor : f :  . . . . . . . .  < i  + ?, ,.. 
.... +++ <";: f 5+,+: + 
Illll I I 
:? 
. / 
.• ' , ,  
foot down, WII 
blow your socksoff, . . . .  
The exciting Corrado is now avail- 
abfe in very limited quantities• 
• 158 hp fuel-injected engine with a 
G60 Intercooled supercharger 
• Electronic anti-lock braking system 
• Automatic rear spoiler 
• Air conditioned comfort and more 
Drop by for a test drive today. 
( )Corraao 
(• Haus Ltd. Columbia Auto 
3779 RNER DRIVE, TERRACE, 835-5717 
OF 
,, JOY 
i .{  .., 
4 V - -  
Bab/'s Ik,m: Belsha Made S¢llvan " 
Date & ~ M Bldk: May 2, 1990 at 1:02 pm 
Wltll¢ 8 Ibe. 11 oz. Sex: Female 
Pamte: Joe and Anita Sullivan 
Baby's Name: Jo~fan Christian Rupert Snilivan 
Bate & Time of DMII: May 3, 1990 at 9:24 pm 
Weight: 8 ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Male 
Plnllds: Daniel and Tlneka Sullivan 
Baby's Name: Jesse Robert Thormas Powers 
Dill & Time of 6kth: May 5, 1999 at 6:45 am 
Weight: 6 Ibs. Sex: Male 
Pamtz: Denise Manlon and Chades Powers 
O~;  Name: Donal Graeme Wilier 
Time of Birth: May 4, 1990 
Ws~M: 8 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Pm~:  Do~ Wilier and Heather Baxter 
Sebl's Name: Jared Kendall Skylar Watts 
• Date &Tim of Blrgt: MayA, 1990 at 7:17 am 
.... ~.WeigM: 7 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Male 
""+ Pamte: Ken and .Violet Watts 
j ,,., ALL INFANTS+ ] + 23TOYS to 29 ~ i  ~ i+ +~+ ~
+ 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 ~ 
VEL 
'II ? ~ . ~ ~ . . .  :_ _ , : ' .¢~,{<-+i : .~ ' . : :~"  
: ,NimO. QO,F 
Golfers travelling to Vancouver can now shoot birdies in- 
doom. Canadian Paclflca Hotel Vancouver has Introduced an 
Indoor golf system that simulates the wodd class golf course 
• at Banff Spdngs Alberta. 
The concept is simple. Golfers swing at a specially designed 
captive glove ball and a computer calculates its trajectory and 
new location. 
Around ofvldeo golf costs $20.00 an hour and is the only, 
" , :, :,:~' one of its kind in Canada., 
• • • : WHODUNIT  
: Septermber 15, passengers trsvEfllng the five day bans 
auantloOntheQE2 will take part In a mystery crulse~ Rates 
il begin at $1,140 U$D Including return economy alrfars from ~ 
the U.8. on Bdtlsh Alrwws. "The Case of the Missing Heirs', 
?~ will allow ~noem the chance to solve two murders and. 
• rsoelve a se~en,day Cunnerd Countess C, arlbbeem cruise for ~ 
: ;  ~ :+ , ~ tWO. 
:!,'i : < ~]'~!: ; 
• 'HTHE SPIRIT !:' ~ + 
/ : ! !  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
mMMI: 
I I , , "  
[ : 
" = '  I • Y ~ 
i i o , 
) 
' Lr ;:'~' ( O ' ] i  
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Debbie Carruthers took over because the business needs more The money will go tO. the 
from Marie Harrison May 7, space, says company newly-created Plain Language 
The shop employs four peo- spokesman Mike Rossiter. Institute which will introduce 
ple and it will be adding ac-.  "We've have more than don- simplified language to govern- 
cessories and other lines of ble the room for our presses we ment agencies and various 
clothes to its regular stock, now have," he said. businesses. 
, , . , , .  Formed 21 years ago, Totem' , .  ~ , . .  
Far West Bus Lines has Press employs five full time and The provincial minimum Tourists welcome driven its first ever bus down to three part time people, wage is newS5 an hour,up. Kamloops to be sold. Rossiter expects to be set up from $4.50 an hour for workers 
• The 1962 Canuck Flyer was in the new premises the first day above the age of 18. For 
new when it was bought but of June. workers under 18, the new rate 
THE CHAMBER of commerce's tourist information centre on the highway was easier to spot once now isn't suitable because its * * * * , ,  is $4.50 an hour . . . . .  - 
chamber'member Bruce Graydon, right, and helper Derek Phillips finished putting up a distinc- 
tive sign: June 16 is the start of the chamber's tourist season with HOWDO¥OUDO Day. ~-  
Business centre" I_ . • To Go Far To 
expands serv,ces [ 
Whitney. 
"We even have a line to the .,,4 t ~. 
patent office back east for 
anybody with an invention who 
TERRACE- -  A local organiza- / , , :~t 
,ion says it can help northwest }:~!} 
businesses by providing a con- ~ ~' 
• nection to federal and provin- ~ 
cial development programs. ~ needs information or advice," ) [ i [ L 
Those programs have been in / ~ ~ ~  he said. : DOLOMITE LIME MiX 'N MATCH VEGGIES 
: existence for years but little or The entrepreneur benefits 
• :? / s ssl I $1nzs l  no information is available to, t ' ~ ~ "  ' ' '  ~ from the connection because I basket ~ eo l . . . .  ' '~'''''' " 1~,-', . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,' Reg. $5 ,29  ?p p e hvm~,,m the .ff.6rtl~. say ~, ,~ ~ any information is free and falls ~ : - ~  - . . . . . . .  ~ .~ • . ,~u~'~ . .  ~ :~ ; , -  . " ' 
:.!Joe Whitney ,o~ A$~17 Com-.- uiide'r the'.fflandat¢of,:the 16,37'. l.fl t ....... . .... : .... . ! V ! .... 
=,imunity, Futures' business N ~ ~  program to develop'and rnaln . . . . . .  May 23 to 30 
"::development centre, / ~ ~  rain northern businesses, 
The community futures pro- ~ ~  Whitney added. I IW . . . ~ .  ~ . ~ L ~ l ' ~ b ' l ~ ' A  
gram's£business development / ~ ~  "What we do is help with " 
: . . . . . . . . . .  , o  con.Ire ~s f~nanced:by the federal ~:} i business plans, cash flow pro- Fax: 635-4155 
government to help small or ~ '~ ~I~ jections. By having access to the B.C. Phone: 635-570~ potential new small businesses Joe Whitney other programs, we can set up ' " " . ' 
.but offering information on financingspecifically fora pro- • e . . . , . e . . o 
..other programsis just as impor- grams as do people in ject by combining what is need- 
taut, he.said, metropolitan areas," he said. ed," he said. 
"There's no reason why the That meant visits down south Whitney said that money 
entrepreneur living in our part to various government offices available to .the business 
of the world can't have the same this past winter and the result is development centre is spread W h a t  the  heek  i s  Co  dependency? 
ac#e.SS to government programs a list of programs and a list of farther because i t  can then be " 
as anyone else does," said who to talk with. combined with financing from 
Whitney. The list includes provincial other government programs. 
aWe're wanted to do this and federal programs for ex- "Our job is to get every ad-  What can we do to help the alcohol or drug dependent person, 
ever since we first started. The isting businesses, those wishing vantage we can for the en- the Co-dependent, and ourselves 
board (of the~. community to expand and programs for trepreneur up here," he said. 
futures program)always felt native businesses. Since the business develop- Watch 
that people living in the north Specific types of help include ment center opened last 
nevergot their fair share of pro- loans or loan guarantees, aid November, it has madeloans to ~ l  l / l  / l ~  l l l  l 
gets  grant  three businesses, helped nine City  others get started through " a ..,ous oe.,,   ovide, finan- 
cial help to six others that might 
TERRACE - -  The city has ment office for last year, said ci- have otherwise folded, helped 
received a $25,000 grant from ty economic development of- create 28 new jobs and kept 31 I I I I  I I  n II/n lO 
~, the regional and economio ricer Peter Monteith. others that were in jeopardy, he 
'. development ministry. The grant is much higher than said. 
" : " the $1,000 given in 1988 because - The business development 
• It!ll be used to subsidize wage there were no paid employees ' centre will receive $1.55 million 
and other costs associated with handling economic develop- over five years for small A FEATURE MOVIE STARRING ANDY GRIFFITH 
the city's economic develop- iment, he said. business assistance and growth. 
r - ~ ~  .: MODERATOR: Andre Klingner, psycho Iogi st 
~ GUEST SPEAKERS: t . . . .  INNOVATION AND . : ~ ;liP ~ , '  v } ,,i~;:ii.,:{' '!~ ,, , .  :, - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  June Macgregor, Day counselling, AADAC 
' " ~ ' I - -  ' ~ " . . . .  ' RELIABILITY.. .  - Lon ,  Almas, M.D. ',. 
k ~ .  ~,; ';", : '~, -~ - -  Eve Kusnick, Addictions counselor 
Honda Lawnmowers  -Carnie Harvie B.S.W. ii 
- . , . " ' = : : :  , - -  Lynn Hughes R.P.N 
' [~ii[:":"~;:~ Abig4.Shpenglne¢oupledwlthatough A HUMOROUS SKIT TITLED 'THE FAMILY' WILLBE PRESENTED BY 
. ¢~. : . " ' . :  ,~ 2 l"seeel  deck  means  ~hls mower  can take 
~ w-~;;;.:. ': i~ o .  ,~ ,o~,, ~o,~,o~,. Av~, ,~ I~ ~, - TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE 
!' i ' either a self-propelled or  push.type. 
., When? 7:00 p.m., June 9, 1990 ' 
' :~ ~' ;':'~'~'~ :~ ' '4 s" " " ~ :;sr :. ; : : . ;  Where? McColl Playhouse • 
Cost? $2.00 a ticket I 
:Advance tickets only with limited Seating ...... ' t 
• l : [~ l ! l l , ] i i [=] i I - -  Tickets available at SIGHT & SOUND~ BENSON OPTICAL~ 
THE POWERIN ENGIh'EEKING. JiM FULTON'S OFFICE, and NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & DRUG 
Ter race  Equ,pment Sales Ltd. This event was organized by John Pequin and Kirsten Mueller as 
':/~'/. ;,,:, i, 4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. ~' part of the Co-dependency awareness program of Northwest 
::' ~ .... U{~ . . . . . . . . .  , " " '  , : .  v 635-6384 Alcohol & Dr Services. '.i 
i i 
government has $500,000, to"  ~U' I . '  A N D  A B  
help prospectors. ' : ' l  l~ " 
The money goes toward ,~__.---" 
: i financing mineral searches in [ 
high risk ventures. . " [ : :  /: q i : ' i ' ' ]  
Last year, 76 grants worth 
$345,700 were given: - half freight-half passenger for- For the fourth },ear in aroW, 
* * * ~r , ,  mat doesn't provide enough B.C. has been rated: North 
The Terrace Standard is now • seating, saYs company manager America's third most popular 
a member of the British Colum- Dave Storey. destinationlfor g oup bus to/irs~ 
bia and Yukon Community "It has great sentimental Only California nd  Fl0~da 
Newspapers Association, value," said Storey. - -  l~tbelled as Disney destiha~ 
The association represents The company now has I0 t ions -  place ahead of  B:C.~,: 
community newspapers in B.C. highway coaches, says a North American;~tour 
and in the Yukon by organizing ., * * * * * * association. • ' ~ . . . .  
and holding training sessions Totem Press Ltd. is moving * ,k  * * ,  , i  ~ " ~:'X~' 
and by lobbying overnments, just down the street from its The province and the I.~aw 
It also acts as a clearing house .home in a former house on Foundation of B.C. say~ithey 
for provincial advertisers. Keith Ave. will spend $1.5 million over ~he 
, , .  ~ , .  The move to the building next three years in eliminating 
Rose's Shop has a new were Dave's Plumbing and complicated language f ldm 
owner. Heating was once is necessary legal documents . . . .  ~: 
fi' 
" ' *  k 
I 
~ ~ 1 , t  • i a ' / !  q , ~  i -11 ~I;'~a,TCP*'~,i~'.~/..J'*'.~-'- %: - -  t ~. ' .~"  , ' t . . '  ,~o';,' '~ '  . ' :~t~'~;~, ' , . , , ' , ' ,  , ' . :~ . t .~ , ,~ ,L :~, :  , : .  t -  ,~,:~,~=,.,z ,; , ;  , . .  ' . , . ,  
t, }' 
L 
L"  
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Council notes 
Traffic 
m 
,coming very 
TERRACE - -  Delinquent ried because "there is no fence 
motorists can expect to start f'm- and no ,Playground" sign go- 
dine municipal parking tickets ing north on Kalum. 
on their windshield in about a Pointing out Kalum was 
month's time. heavily used by "fast moving 
With the province's, chief traffic," the parents uggested 
judge having now approved the the appearance of a convenience 
f'mes proposed in the new by- store/gas station across the 
law, the city has now ordered a street increased the danger. 
supply of tickets, expected to "Before a tragedy happens, we 
arrive by mid-June, would like to see a fence and 
Administrator Bob HaUsor another sign along Kalum," 
said the city would then carry they concluded. 
out a publicity campaign advis- "They probably make a good 
ing motorists when by-law of- point when they talk about 
ricer Fern Sweeting would begin signs,,' mayor Jack Talstra 
enforcing parking regulations, commented. The matter was 
The by-law provides for a $25 referred to this week's finance 
fine on a total of nine specified committee meeting. 
infractions. , , , , ,  : 
In the meantime, Sweeting is The tourism and economic 
being kept busy dealing with development advisow commis- 
breaches of the city's nuisance sion is looking for two new 
by-law, particularly unsightly members following the resigna- 
premises complaints, tions of Clifford Bolton and 
In a report covering the Kaye Ehses. The commission 
period Jan. 1 to Apr. 30, she has forwarded a list of possible 
said 43 such complaints were replacements~to council but, in 
dealt with, more than two thirds keeping -with city policy, the 
of the total. They ranged from names have not been released. 
removal of deca.~ing fences and , , , , ,  
derefict vehicles (15 in the case Parks and recreation has been 
of one pioperty) to demolition given the go-ahead to spend up 
of old sheds, to $3,500 on a used pick-up 
Apart from a number of truck. In making the request, 
minor clean-up jobs, Sweeting department head Steve Scott 
said she had identified a further noted the 1990 budget included 
major ones that had yet to be $11,800 to cover the rental of 
carried out. She also encourag- two vehicles needed for 
ed residents to report any such transportation of crews and 
problems in their  light haulage. 
neighbourhood "rather than Purchasing a vehicle, 
put up with unsightly proper- however, "would permit us tO 
ties." operate it seasonally for two 
Hallsor confirmed Sweeting years and retrieve some of the 
was in the process of drawing cost through re-sale," he ex- 
up a list of major offenders -- it " 
will include the property ad- 
dress -- to present to council in 
the near future. 
*****  
Members of the Nobody's 
Perfect parenting program are 
concerned for the safety of their. 
children and want the city to 
take action, . . . . . . . .  
In a.letter to ~dermen.lthe 
group explained, "We use the 
Lower Little park and are wor- 
plained. A second vehicle would 
still be rented, but for a shorter 
period than originally an-~ . . . . . . .  ;~"~ ~; 
ticipated, Scott addedi • , -  
Council appro~,ed the request 
provided the yehicle be!turned 
over to the city,s vehicle; pool 
when the department Was not 
using i t . .  • , , 
*****  
Low bidder Coast Tractor 
has been awarded the contract 
to supply the city with a small 
crawler. Aldermen accepted a
public works department 
recommendation tO purchase a
John Deere 450(3 model with 
winch at a cost of $57,000. The 
only other quote was from Fin- 
ninE Ltd. which offered a 
Caterpillar D3C with winch at 
,~,.,,o. PRICES IN EFFECT A second tender for 
coverall cleaning and repair - -  i 
drew only one bid which has THURSDAY ,~ . FR IDAY :SATURDAY 
been approved by council. ~ . . . . .  ' l l l l  A 
Superior Linen Supply/Time MAY 24 MA'r 25 maY 26 Cleaners will charge $1.98 per 
coverall for cleaning and minor 
repairs,  $7 for z ipper 
replacements with a three per 
cent price hike to come into ef- ~,~,,.,,,,. COKE OR HUGGIES 
***** DISPOSA Approval was given last week DIET COKE BLE for the following staff' plans: 
Herb Dusdal, engineering 1L. DIAPERS foreman, to attend a course on 
drainage systems held today and 
tomorrow in Vancouver ' I 8 
(estimated cost $1,300) and i ." -' 
assistant building inspector 
Paul Gipps to take, part in a II 
three-day course on sprinkler I l 
systems to be held in Kitimat 
next month June (cost $361). 
plus deposit '" 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution area. 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
NAME: , I 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: AGE: I -;I 
:' ' i :~, PLEASE DROP OFF OR SEND TO:, 
~ TERRACE STANDARD Attn: TERRY MILLER I !I: 
4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VBG 188 i;~ 
_ -  . _ _ . _ .  •. . _ _ , !  
rested in joining 
team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to ou r Office. 
I 'D LIKE TO BE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER -]  
I 
I 
~ ~r'ERRACE STANDA__RI~ 
~ J '  "~ ~~HHETI=RR/~CE"A-RREA~, i ' : I. z'= 
A 
SUNLIGHT 
LAUNDRYI 
DETERGENT - 
10 L. Powdered 
DUNCAN 
H INES 
CAKEMIXES 
Assorted. 500  g. 
HARMONIE 
MUSHROOMS 
Pieces & Stems. 284 mL. 
,=i8 
HARMONIE 
MARGARINE 
1.36 kg. 
. p • i coo___ .... = . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . _ . . _ . .NOnT.  
ALL PuRPosE COUNTRY 
ORANGE 
FLOUR JUICE 
White ofily. ,-."~,, " ":, 
mL. Frozen 
I, 
' . "  " . ' r  
II I III 
. . . . . . .  • .-Borry no ralnchecks , . ,  
Terrace Co-op 
Department Store 
_461 7 Grelg Avenue, Monday to Thursday - -  9 a.m. - 6 p.m; 
- .  - r !  
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THiS COUPON :IS WORTH )oo Toward: the Purchase Of Any One Item Over S60,00Reg. or Sab Pdco 
VALID MAY 22- MAY 26 
~ ............... ,', ............................................................................. 
• Limit one coupon per Item 
• May not be used with any other coupdn 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
..... OVERSTOCK THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
-REDUCER 
S, IL I ' "  ; I0 )  0 0 ' ' " " ' ' ' ° ' "  I Over $500.00 Reg. or Salo Price I VALID MAY 22 - MAY 26 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• Limit one c~,Jpon per item ,~o. ~,,c. .................................................... 
"May not be used Witl~ any other coupon ' s~. ~ce. . . 
All Summer 
Clothing 
in stock,  
~ummer clothing will be designated with 
Orange Colour Signs. 
Applies to all Departments, Including 
Mens' ,  Ladios, Boys',  Children's and In- 
fants 
MENS' SUB NAME BRAND JEANS 
includes, GWG,  LEVIS & WRANGLER 
0.. l i ,  
ONE COUPON,PER I;ER PAIR  
go _ , . _ . . . ,o . . .  I Over $100.00 Rag, or Sale Price 
VALID MAY 22- MAY 26 
Olpt  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"Limit one coupon per item ,,R~ Price ................................................................. 
"May not be used with any other coupon s~, ~ ................................................ ~;;. . ..................... 
r ~ ; '~ '  • , ,~  r'---_=-- . . . . .  - - - - "=" - " "~- ' - - - " t  - - - -  ,,.-- . . . . . . .  
• ' . . , . ~ _ ~ ~  I I " ' I . . . . . . . .  I I " ' "  : ~ I i "  " " " ' I 
ooo N ®!   'coo o. 
ii, 1 sAvES75 1! I .v,'Zb"".lii:l ill $ ;oo I i  
i : ' l  . . . . . . . .  - I  J = ' i  n a , ,  umpu ruanl ;  J ! / OFF with coupon on I '! ! ;J SAVE l ie , , ,  PRICE , , I  SAVE V | i  
s I I  J I ~ U I ' I "  wRn coupon" 011 r ' '  I I ' I " ,. I I . ~. I :; . • I 
I ' l  L I . : . . . - :  +.. . '  . • / : ! l - . ,  , I  ~METRE$,  I ,  / any BIKE $100 i~,,.'1 0FFw,thcouponon L ,,i;I 01=F with coupon on " l ,  '" : any HOMELITE':r t J n ' . ~ r , , |  . ,. | .  | ,:1~./' ___ .~i~.::1;,, I ~ONEFREE ; I  /ORMORE, , too~. J  | |  GOLD ' ;-,, I any SHEET SET/ . ,  
~ ,i, 'CHAINSAW ~L,  | . .~~~- - ,~. " . .~ ,  J ] .;LC"oose'~mmo~ystyesande~esJ-! .I L. 1 coupon per ent lm rchase " " I ! ~ ' .  Ins to~k Cbe~sef romm J '  
r ~ '~"  ' " ' i .. ' • ~ " .' ~ t pu I I ' any 
L~=: .~, . _ , _n__~J  L~_ , : _ , _ ,~ J  .,~_.: . . . . . .  ____'--~-J L~___, . . . . . . .  -__:~FJ L~ . . . .  .,..._,,_,_.__~L~j 
i '~-: - " - . : - ' " - ' '~ - : ' ' ' -  .~; P - - ' , ' " - ' . ; ' "  " - -~ ' - 'T - - - "~ " - - -  . . . . . . .  " - - - ' -  " - - '~  'P . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - : - ; "~ P - "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I . . . . .  I " ' - k 111 " ' "  " '~ I I "  " " ' " " ' l 
. I I I I I  ." ' l l  'i I i i .  ~ -$ooo  -I : : I o . .o~l_~oo i: I: o , , .~ .u  :: I ,A.. .$goo , , : r  s t ,  f lu | - [ ,  
' '  • " ~ Vl:: I I  I ~:. ! = . | . ~ x w_ SAVE I i~  IMP ; I  ,vE : :/I , , , '  " ,, ouY,oon i ' I O ;' ,,hco' uponon ...I O;;V ithcoK 'unonnn ' |_1 to  
• . Z S I VV lL ,  I ~UUpUI I  g l l  I '~ ' • l~ :c°u~° .  ~-  1:I I I W~LSON QoLF ~,1:'! I ~. 20mbPROPANE,!,~A"'~.~.~E'.' ' , : ; I  0.:w,t, coupo, o. I I  
" . I i ' I I = v e i I L - r - - - -  I I I  ~ T.°. wELS: I ]  I I -  eAes i I ,  L I TANKS '' I' ''''~GU'R'E~'~ ' ;''I I any MCROWAVE "1 .I 
I L • Re,",. $27 .97  - -  " I I r r n~,aunt~p. .  " I I ! in stock over $200 1 I I I Reg $57 99  " 1 • g $27  97  I . . . .  ' * 
" ' (~ J  '°Prlc~wRl~g~::~$o'og'' ~ '  °'(~PrloewRl~hg~c°$uSp°7'~44,gO=~" ~ PrlceRt~%°$u2p~7"ng;19"g7 ~h '  | t '~  ..... Reg'__$..7_'_4_0~--". ~ , ,~- -~ Y r '~ ' .  , • . , • ~. l o 7 49  I I Choose from man models I 
, . - - .  , . w .  I I ~ I f F  " - " - ' ,  . . . . . .  " N L ~ i .  t~L Jn  o ~. . i~  e l ,  . t e D - - - r ~ n ~ u  wmu u u u ~ .  } o , q u a . ' g P l l '  I I _ ~ l  , ' I _~ J l  
• .:: ,,. .. ,, . - -  .----"? . . . . . .  .=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d *.-- . . . .  ,.____.____--'__~.:___..__..=.. 
" '~:' ~,; .'~ ';':~',~" ,~':."~. . . . .  '' . . . . . .  • ... , ....... . : ----"! . 1-- . . . . . . . . . . . .  ----/ . . . .  ,"I P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "I 
'h i  ~ :~ :": . . . .  COUPON" ~--~."l -.  ~ :~-;' COUPON'" " ' ; ' : 'q~ I ~ ~ ~  ~ ' l ' ~ , l  ~ l  
' , . . .  ' " .  .~, . - ' .  Y ' " : " . .  , i  ' .  " '  ' . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . I  ~ I I I  I , ;: $ O0 , ,  O0 , .... , , ,  , 
',.il ~ s~ve,!.w : l :  i ' ]  ' OFFwit~cIco~oonnn 1.1 I Allowance che(lue with your ' J ! p~v,:=I 'U IO  I . I ! i  OFF with coupon on I:I 
~ ~i  i, :OFF:with coupon•on . J- ! I , . . .  e,.,~.,; .-" I ,~ .I pumhase and yD, may ente r to : I"'J ~,OFF with coupon on I i ;~l ..,.e,.,~ I=,m.man I :; 
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Radio network 
turns to bingo 
TERRACE - -  A native radio 
station based in Terrace is turn- 
ing to bingos on the air to make 
up for budget cuts.  
Northern Native Broad- 
casting (NNB) will start the first 
of its weekly on-air bingos next 
month as one.way of making up 
more than $80,000 cut from its 
federal operating grant, says 
manager Ray Jones. 
The amount represents he 16 
per cent cut in'all native com- 
munications programs an- 
nounced as part of this spring's 
federal budget. 
"We were going to start in 
the fall but with the budget cuts, 
we decided to move up the 
date," said Jones. 
He added that NNB, it broad- 
casts via satellite to approx- 
imately 20 communities, has a 
provincial licence to hold the 
weekly bingos. 
Jones also said the station is 
Ray Jones 
approaching companies to 
sponsor programs as another 
way of recouping monies lost in 
the budget cut. 
NNB's licence allows it to sell 
, - ,. , ..~..'~ ,, ~,~ , ~,~ ;.,,,.~L,..,. ~..,... a ,  ~ . . . . ,7<,  0 ,~,:'¢,. ~ -:,~ ~,¢~ ~..{ • ~ ~ :~, ,~ ,  ,..: ~ ~ ',.. ~ '5,4 " " ." ' (. ' ' , ,  , , '  ' :';, ~/-.~. L: ,', ,," .:,:, "~  .. ,' ( : ' !  ::. '..:.'" ". ,';'.t.' ": ",.")~',~::,.'~,',.,;'.~; ~'.': .,i • 
Mr~l  INT  
Massive native 
contract signed 
: 
TERRACE - -  Nine bands in 
the Hazeltons have signed a $76 
million.five year contract with 
the federal government to pro- 
vide education, social, health 
and capital project services. 
The agreement, it's the 
largest of its kind in Canada, 
continues the reduction of 
Department of Indian and Nor- 
thern Affairs involvement with 
native groups, says department 
spokesman Doreen Mullins. 
"We're gradually turning 
over more and more respon- 
sibility to native bands," she 
said. 
The agreement was signed 
with an umbrella group, the 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Local 
On leave 
TERRACE - -  One of the top 
administrators with the society 
that operates Mills Memorial 
Hospital and Terraceview 
Lodge has taken a leave of 
abscence. 
Kathleen Delgatty, the Ter: 
race Health Care Society's con- 
tinuing care services director 
with responsibility for the Ter- 
raceview Lodge intermediate 
and extended care facility, will 
return after several months to 
work on  educational and 
development projects. 
She and health care society 
chief executive officer Michael 
Leisinger said last week the 
combining of hospital and lodge 
operations means an ad- 
ministrator for Terraceview is 
no longer necessary. 
That process began two years 
ago when the two societies run-~ 
n ingthe  two facilities were 
amalgamated to form the health 
care society. 
"Situations change over time 
and in this case, the roles have 
changed. We don't need two ad- 
Services Society, representing 
the approximately 8,000 people 
belonging to the bands in the) 
Hazeltons area. 
Federal Department of In- 
dian Affairs minister Tom Sid- 
don was in Hazelton last week 
to sign on behalf of the federal 
government. 
Society t reasurer  Glen 
Williams, also chief councillor 
at Kitwancool, described the 
agreement as a step toward self- 
government. 
"We're re-organizing the 
delivery systems to meet our 
guidelines - -  to place decision 
making with the hereditary 
chiefs," he said. 
The amount of money is the 
same ~he bands would have 
received if the services had been 
provided by the federal govern- 
ment, Williams said, but it will 
be managed Without a large 
bureaucracy. 
"What we want to do is im- 
prove the systems to the com- 
munities," he said. 
The society was once called 
the Git ksan.-Wet'suwet'en 
Government Commission and 
has been in existence for several 
years. It was already responsible 
for some work once handled by 
the federal government. 
PITCH-ill 
7':, ', ":,", 
commerc ia l s  in',,:cqmpetitlon.:,' l , " . ' i " , " ..... d '~ . . . . . . . .  ~"''" ": " ~ ~ ~ ~ 
with private radio/s~a~ioiis~9 i :,' : 1 . . . .  -'~ ' "L-:" '.:~ ,", %'" ,~:'~:~i~, 
NNB, hUS stfpl~d~/'seddi'~ig ,; ":, ~HM" . - i :HM!. I :HM ,,~ '":"* : 
radio programs to ot~.~: h~fl0fiS !" : 2. = .~N " , :v ,~.  '"-V:la4~l ~'?':":;" 
when they wouldn',f'Y.:i~),. fok : , : ; l "  " .S l ides . . : .& ipoo l8  .... ~ .,4~. for::ii)},:,i,;; i 
costs • of productioh; said Jones' .... ": J '  e~/eltyMu,uay,:--' t. all = i' '~ "~"'",{:: :':~! :' },: ;' 
Unaffected by that decision is a '  
co-op radio station in Van- 
couver and CBC Radio. 
** 'k ' ** 'k  
NNB, its call sign is CFNR;is 
four years old. Three weeks 
ago, it also took :'over CBC 
Radio's AM transmitter inTer- 
race and runs seven hours of 
programming each weekday. 
The frequency of thattransmit- 
ter is now 990 instead of 1170. 
Jones said the 990 signal 
should be c lever,  stronger and 
reach more parts of the corn-: 
munity than did the 1170 fre- | 
quency. CBC Radio listeners 
can still listen to CBC Radio on 
FM at 95.3 on the dial. 
;i:':':::;;;:~: 7 ,:~, ~4/ : 
L' 
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S 
Good 
Until 
June 6 
G BLOWOUT 
1983 GMC 3/4 TON P.U. 4X4 . r ~1 ~.o,.s 
~o.,, ~,, ~ ca.., o,o.,.,.~, su°, ( ,o . .= , l .u -  .............. : ........................... 6 ,995  
1988 FORD F150 4X4 . ~g..,.s 
m.~,v$=,..~.o,,,.,=.,.~o.(Noi..~.,=...,: .................... 13 ,995  
1988 FORD F250 8UPERCAB ,I  tag. 18,995 
~,~a, ~,w auto, ,,, ,,,. ~ . ,~= (No. ~0o..,)~.'~.,...'.".i .. ......... 14 ,995  
' 1987 FORD F250 4X4 reg. n,.s 
~. , , , , ,~u ,=, , , ,o to ,=,o ,  vo.(NO.ooo..,),i,,._.,.L.._....._11,995 
1985 CHEV 810 4X4 ' reg. 9,995 
White, am/flrl ca.., VT, sunroof, al, wMels, No, 90071.2),ALE. . ..... ,.....,.,.i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7,995 
1985 GMC RALLI~Y VAN r~.'n,9~ 
B~hlle, diesel, auto, am/fro ca.,, UII, let wipers, 8 pass. (14o, 90121-1)$ALL....... .. ..... 1 1 ,9  9 5 
1985 VOLKSWAGON TRANSPORTER 3 dr. P.U. ,00.9,995 
• u,. (.o.,o,~.~),~,. ... ....................................................................... : ....................... 7,  99  5 
1988GMC $.JIMMY 4X4 2 d r . .  ,.o..,-5 
• u,. a.o. w ,,. ~,,. ~ ,o  =,No. ,0.~.~ , ,~  ............................................... :15 ,99  5 
CHEV 112 TON 4X4 1984 P.U. ~.~o,~9s 
w.~m. ,  (No ,o~,o.,),,~ .......... . ......................................... : ,,,: ... ............. 9 ,495  
1988 CHEV 810 P.U. ~ . , . - s  
~,, . .w, .ou,o . (~. ,o~, , . , , ,L '  .......................  ........................... L . . 9,995 
1984 GMC CREWCAB ~ ~. ugs 
~,,.,. ~,,,,. ou,o,,~,,o=. (No. ,o~. .~ .u~ ................................ =...~ ...................... 7,  995  
1988 GMC S.JIMMY 2 dr. ,~..,.s 
'~ue, V6 F'. auto, am/fm cass. (No. 90284.1)$ALe....'.....I ........................................... 16 ,495  
1987 CHEV CELEBRITY STATION WA60N ~. o,~os 
w=o,.,,,o,~,~=.,,o~,~.~.~a..,,,.t~ =~o~,~,  ......................... i ......... 7,995 
I 
1989 CHEV CAVALIER RS 2 dr COUPE ~. ~o,.s 
,~,,,~o-~.,~,,,,.o.(,o.--*~.,*.= ...................................................... 9 ,495  
1988 PONTIAC 6000 4 dr SEDAN : - , r~.~4,.s 
w~,,,u,,= ~ux, ,~, . ,~, , ,~o, . . ( ,o. . , . . , ) .~ ................................... 12,995 
• I 
1988 8UBARU JUSTY 2 dr ,~. 7,.s 
,w,.,*~o,~,..,.,,~.a.~,.~.,o~,,).,, ............. , .................................. 6,995 
1988 PONTIAC 8UNBIRD 4 dr SEDAN ,*o.~o,m 
~.,o~o, ~ ~., , ,o~.,~,.~o. '0~.. , ) .L . .L  ............ ,..... ................... 9 ,995  
1986 FORD ESCORT4 dr SEDAN . . . . .  " " r..o,~s 
= , ,~  o 449  W e, auto, cruse, mcass.(No:9 124.1)SAI, E..,. ..................... i . ................. ; ......... , 5 
1984 BUICK LESABRE 2 dr COUPE . r~.1o,998 
~,.,.a,,. ~,,. o~=, =,~ ==.(NO.,O.,-~),,~ ...................................................... 8,795 
1986 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CIERA 2 dr COUPE ~, . ,~s 
~n,~.~,~,t,o~,~.,~..w,~°..~.(,o.,0,~.,),,~L ....................... "9 ,250  
1984 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4 dr SEDAN ,~. ~.,s 
~,~,~,~,~o. , , ,~ ' ,o=. , ) . , ,  ................................................. . ... 7 ,995  
1987 CHEV CELEBRITY 4 dr SEDAN ~. ~o,.s 
Maroon, tilt. uuise, aman °ass,, aoto, (No. 9o331.1)sttz. ... .............................................. 8,4 O0 
1988 CHEV BERETTA 2 dr SPT8 COUPE reg. 11395 
Gmy, aJr, tlltlcruise, pwr,~ndows, pwr.lks,,V6.(NO.90370.1)$ALE ............................... 10 ,995  
1988 CHEV CELEBRITY EUROSPORT 4 dr SEDAN r~,'~4,.s 
NOd, ~lr, till, pwr. windows & ,ks,, a~/fm ¢a.~., ¢n~e, V6. (No. 90283.1 )SAUL .................. 1 2,9 9 5 
ministrators, said Delgatty. GET ' : L 
She has been at the lodge for .' . . 
nearly six ye&rs. *10.9% go,y*1,001 
trucks. 
CARRIER I 
:!.! 
OF THE WEEK 
- Ouarter Cheats er Big Mac 
- Large Fdet 
- Regular 8oft Drink 
- 8undae 
Compliments of McDonald's 
In a clear record of 
delivery and e Job well 
done you'v e earned, a ,  
FREE McHappy Meal. 
Congratu la t ions  .- 
Darren Bjorgaard Steve Butler Greg Collier Ted Hicks Graham Scott Jeff Bradenbarg 
Salsa Salsa Salsa ' 8also Salsa 8ale° Manager 
2 
Chr la topher  Zenyk  
 TEI CE STANDA 
4847 LazelleAve,, TMrace, B.C. " ' 
. i~ McEwan 
Ter race : :  
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• .:Paraplegic assoc. .opens office 
TERRACE - -  There's little doubt a re- "immediate oi- emergency needs." ' . no charge for the service, she added. 
' Thoi'fihlll, Copper Mountain, 
Copperside, Gossen and Klean- 
: za areas. Call Randy at 
i 635"6685 °r Coco at 635-5176. 
'.-MAY 8 - 27. 1990 --  The 
i. Kitl~at Centennial Museum 
features B.C. Young Artists 
1989. The biennial juried show 
is organized by the Emily Carr 
• College of Art and Design The 
exhibition hours Tuesday 
i -Sunday Noon.$ p.m. 
• . MAY 23, 1990 -- Forest 
• Rlchardwill show slides and 
talk about his recent ex- 
" periences in Indonesia with 
~.:" Canada World Youth at 7:30 
; p.m., library meeting room. 
: Sponsored by Northwest 
.. Development Education Assc. 
/ Everyone welcome. Childcare 
subsidy available. More info, 
• ~ Frances at 635-2436. 
.,!~, ,-A.~.** 
ii~ MAY 24,1990 -- Terrace 
~i~ PU blic Library Presents: Den- 
;~il nis Horwood, author of the 
book -- Islands for discovery: 
an outdoors guide to B;C.'s 
Queen Charlotte Islands. Slides 
and discussion about the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, their 
geography and natural history. 
: 7:30 pro. in Library Meeting 
room. 
MAY 2.5, 1990 -- Bread Mak- 
• ing - for all those who have 
been too scared to try on their 
own. Come, make and eat. 
Terrace "Women's Resource 
Centre - 1:30 - 4:00. 
~..t..k .k ~. 
MAY 29,1990 -- A workshop 
on co-dependency. Many peo- 
ple are affected when someone 
in their family is a substance 
abuser. Come and discover 
how abuse affects the entire 
family. Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre 1:30 • 4:00 
MAY 30 -- JUNE 24 ,1~ 
The Kitimat Centennial 
Museum presents POR- 
TRAITS OF THE WILD -- 
pfi~iostaphs. :.~by • Joane 
"W/b~'~gh~i~ nd Brian Bagatto. 
This exhibition features coloor 
photographg of Mt. Elizabeth, 
alpine flowers and lakes, arial 
views of glaziers and the 
Kitimat Valley, as well as 
• wildlife and landscapes of the 
region. 
• k t, ,k..t, ,k, 
JUNE 5,1990-- The next 
meeting of the Terrace 
breastfeeding support group 
will be held in the education 
room of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. The discussion will 
be general as this is the last 
meeting until September. For 
further information, call Terry 
Walker at 635-3287 
t..k t..~. ~ 
June 6, 1990 -- General 
Meeting of the Terrace Thor- 
nhill Band Parents 7:30 p.m~ 
Rm 18 Skeena Jr. High. All 
parents of band students are 
urged to attend 
JUNE I1, 1990- The Terrace 
Child Deve.lopment Centre cor- 
dially invites you to our annual 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m., 
2510 S. Eby Street. Please 
come and view our displays. 
AUGUST 24 - 26, 1990 -- 
Cariboo College celebrates 20 
years of service with a.. 
Homecoming Weekend. If 
you re a former student or staff 
member, plan to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B.Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. It'sa family af- 
falrl For more info or to let us 
know you re coming. Call 
Arlee at 1-800-662-2955. 
.**~*** 
i-IERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public --5 days a 
week. Tuesday to Saturday l0 
a.m.. 6 p.m. For information 
regarding school tours, wed. 
dings, family portraits or large 
group tours. 'Phone Heritage 
Park 6354546 or 635-2508. 
cent'd Bll 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and those com- 
munlb or~anizations in 
the area. 
Items for this section 
are for  non .pro f i t  
orpnizations and for~ 
those .events in which" 
there is no cost to gain 
admission. 
To meet our produc. 
t ion deadlines, we ask 
that all Items be submit. 
ted by  noon on  the 
:~ FRIDAY I p~In I  .the 
". fol lowinI weak's i~ue. 
We also ask thnt Items be 
typewrlt.ten or be pflnted 
opened office of the B.C. Paraplegic As a result, Hildebrandt said the associa- : Hildebrandt said she planned to conduct 
Association' i s  needed, says a local iion had decided to ~;plit the north into three three field trips a year allowing her to visit 
employee, divisions, one being the Northwest clients in their own homes. " It 's better than 
Marie Hildebrand, said there has been a Bulkley/Skeena rea centred on Terrace doing it in the office," she said. "It's. 
lot of  response to the association's role of and extending3 from the Queen Charlottes to 
meeting individual and community needs Burns Lake and  Kitimat to the Yukon always easier to do counselling in a person's 
and lobbying governments, border, home where they are more comfortable." 
The association offers wheelchair and She said the Terrace office's caseload a t  Although the association receives a small 
home assessments fo r  the newly-disabled themoment was 104 but that figure covered grant from the federal government, she said 
and familY, vocational training, employ- association members only. Phone calls were membership dues, private donations and, in 
ment and accommodation counselling, now being received daily from non- the case of  Terrace, the proceeds from 
Information on  federal and provincial members who had just discovered the twice-weekly bingo games provided most of 
• government benefits is available, .... association offered assistance to anyone the money it needed to operate. . - 
Hildebrandt said until recently the with a physical disability. "We rely on'the public to keep us going," 
association's activities in thenorth ad been ,Contrary to public perception, she ex- Hildebrandt said, adding that made it all the 
handled from a single office in Prince plained, "You can be a diabetic, have ar- more important it provided the necessary 
George. However, the caseload had been thritis or polio.,.you don't have to be in a services. "The better we can serve them, the 
, such it had only been able to respond to wheelchair to use our services." There was bet ter  response we will get in support." 
t- L ~ . , 
~. ~/-: 
~',:~,~,.i i ..~ 
Marie Hildebrandt 
The gift that grows 
PROGRESS CHECK. Members of the local Rebekahs Lodge were pleased to find their gift to Twin 
Rivers Estate residents were thriving when they dropped in to see how the young trees and shrubs 
were doing. To mark last month's Earth Day, the Rebekahs and Oddfellows planted three fir and pine 
trees, a flowering crab apple and four lilacs to start off a garden area seniors will be able to enjoy for 
years to come. Seen above inspecting one of the lilacs are Renee Cox, Muriel Michiel, Charlotte 
'cameron, Gladys Oliver'and Muriel O'Boyle. 
,Mondays not all bad 
Are you one of those people 
• who hate Mondays? 
Well here's a little story just 
to show they aren't always a 
bad day. 
On Monday,  May 14, 
Dorothy and Earl Smith went 
out to do their business and 
" returned to find their home had 
' been a hive of activity in their 
absence. 
Denis Fugere had come over 
and trimmed all their front 
aided by Eileen Frank at the 
piano. 
Unfortunately, Alice was not 
feeling well enough to join the 
hedges, Lawrence Baker had party, 
fixed their screen door and jack ~ Talking about the Happy 
and Lorraine from across' the i .Ga~g.centre.i dropped in there 
street 'were in the back yard the other day at 9.30 a.m. to 
rotor tilling the garden'area,: ! find 10 seniors were already 
Now that is what good busy doing their morning exer- 
neighbours are all aboutl ' i , ~cises. • .... ~ 
The seniors at the  tiappy Terraceview Lodge held a 
Gang Centre held a pot luck special night for Simon Sterritt 
supper Friday, May 11 ,to help who has' volunteered many 
two of their number - -  Muriel~ hours to entertain, the residents 
O'Boyle and i~Alice' Sleeth ', with his, music' . 
(mother of Sandy N0rniein) -~  ~:' : '..~'//,~ ~, ~, 
ce ebrate.their:80th bi~hdays. ~., Hell~,;':to:/:Evelyn Ritter in 
The evening was :e~oy~by '. Sydney/o~::~ Island. Hear you 
all who attended Withr:the nter ,  are ~:o~: i~p June I for grand- 
tainment beingprovlded by l2 .  son joeg,s:,~tir~i hlrthdav and 
seniors who,i: d ressY / In : "o ld :S fa~.o  "a ,.,--,,":,=";^^~,'-~,-, 
• fashioned clotlflng, ~ufeib tt i k l |~ l~k~i~:~,wh i le .  Brenda 
'•i 
and Ed McEwan are in Las 
Vegas. 
The weather was great for the 
second annual All Seasons 
Sports ladies charity fun walk. 
A lot of entries took part in the 
7.5 km event which raised $465 
for the Child Development Cen- 
tre. 
And as the ladles marched by 
McDonald's, they were each 
presented with a garbage bag by 
a member of the Beautification 
society to mark the fourth an- 
nual Garbathon. 
*****  
Congratuiations to Jolene 
Sam, Tyler Cameron and their' 
parents. The tots finished first 
in the 6-9 m6nths and 9-12 mon- 
ths categories: at the Ma 
D ia~:~'~e ld  In: the sk 
MalL~%~!~,!~!~;,~;',~ ! , .~ , 
Foundation drive 
gets artistic boost 
The R.E.M. Lee Founda- 
tion hopes its efforts to raise 
$600,000 for a CT Scanner 
for Mills Memorial hospital 
will get a significant boost 
from sales of a work by 
world-renowned British Col- 
umbian artist Roy Vickers. 
"The Foundation could 
realize a five-figure sum," 
predicted spokesman David 
Lane in announcing last 
we~ekit had commissioned 
Vicl~ers tO produce apainting 
"representative of the area." 
Emphasizing Vickers had 
agreed to "a  very generous 
arrangement" for the com- 
mission, Lane said the Foun- Roy Vickers 
dation would have exclusive rights to the painting. A limited 
edition of 50 prints would also be produced. The artist would 
retain the first print of the run with nos. 2 and 50 being auc- 
tioned off  at the organization's second annual Celebrity 
Roast on June 16. 
The remainder would be available through Northern Lights 
Studio which had agreed to handle the sales at no charge. The 
Foundation intends to sell the original painting privately and 
hopes to find a corporate buyer from within the region. 
Although Vickers, 43, has not yet settled on a subject for 
his work, he said three images immediately came to mind 
when he accepted the commission - -  the Seven Sisters moun- 
tains, the Kalum River and its famed chinook salmon and the 
Kitselas Canyon. 
However, he added, he had since learned of a fourth possi- 
ble subject: the Gitnadoix watershed which he hoped to see 
before he returned home to Tofino. 
No stranger to the northwest, he was born in Greenville and 
lived in both the coastal community of Kitkatla and the 
Hazeltons. He also recalled his first trip off the reserve was to 
attend a summer camp at Lakelse Lake, "so I've got lots of  
memories of this area." 
Vickers will return to Terrace for the June 16 auction of  his 
work. 
Ambitious agenda set 
With the arrival of spring weather, the Beautification 
Society took the first step in its preparations for a busy season 
with its anual general meeting and election of officers. 
Betty Campbell is the new president, first vice-president is 
George Clark, second vice-president Yvonne Moen, treasurer 
Conrad Ganzenberg, secretary Doreen Byng and publicity of- 
ricer Cathy Rodin. 
This year's plans include maintaining and upgrading the 
arena hill and maintaining the grass boulevards and flower 
bins along Lakelse.Major, new projects the society hopes to 
undertake are the planting of flowers along the banks of  the 
Sande Overpass and edging the CN railway tracks with trees. 
The society welcomes anyone interested in joining to attend 
its next meeting - -  Thursday, June 7 at 7 p.m. in the council 
chambers. 
Lane stepping down 
The president of  the Terrace Health Care Society is stepp- 
ing down .from that post effective its next annual general 
meeting in September. 
David Lane, who has been president since the society was 
formed two years ago, he enjoyed the work but that it was 
taking a lot of  time. 
" I 'm not complaining, but it is a fact of life," said Lane. 
Lane said he expects the one major project of  the society, a
plan to build 40 supportive housing units adjacent o Ter- 
raceview Lodge, to be approved and construction start by the 
fail. 
" I  feel pretty good about that proposal. There's no ques- 
tion it will be a benefit," said Lane. 
The health care society was formed by combining the 
societies operating Mills Memorial Hospital and Terraccview 
Lodge to create one body responsible for various levels of  
health Care in the community. 
Lane was on the board of  the Mills society before the crea- 
society. 
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Next stop E cua 
emphasized education . and "They pay for my expenses but 
cross-cultural exchanges. She  
will spend most o f  her time in 
the community service, field in-  
cluding working with children, • 
as a teacher's aide and in, the 
local community centre. 
But the work doesn't end 
once she's back in Terrace. 
Saulnier said the program re- 
quires he put in 200 hours work 
1 have to raise $1,800 in the 
community,,, she said, adding 
that represented approximately 
80 per cent of the total program 
cost. 
Saulnier plans to kick off the 
fund raising.with a coffee house 
to be held this Sunddy, May 27. 
It will run from ?-9 p.m. at Don 
Diego's and will feature local 
Kim Sau ln ie r  
entertainers ot'fering a varied 
program including Spanish 
music, contemporary ballads 
and folk. Tickets can be obtaiw 
ed from Sight and Sound, 
Time t take back title 
contributed 
canada's Fitweek is from 
May 25 to June 3. It starts with 
Sneaker Day, Friday, May 25, 
the day all Canadians are en- 
couraged to step out in style by 
wearing their sneakers to work, 
home, school or wherever they 
are. 
The week will also feature the 
Corporate Cup which en- 
courages as many employees as 
possible to participate in any 
type of activity on as many days 
as possible. 
Employees record their daily 
activities and can also enter dai- 
ly prize draws. At the end of the 
week awards are haned out in 
four categories - - highest one- 
day participation, highest 
average percentage participa- 
tion, greatest overall participa- 
tion and greatest number of 
participants on one day. 
To register, drop in at the 
Aquatic Centre'today or tomor- 
row. 
The  Fitness Challenge offers 
Terrace a chance to take back 
the title lost to Prince Rupert 
last year. Kitimat will also join 
in the contest to see which com- 
munity can field the highest 
percentage of people turning 
out for a minimum of 15 
minutes of continuous physical 
activity on May 30. Remember 
to register your participation" 
after completing your activity: .•
The places to register are the 
Aquatic. Centre, arena, pubfic 
library, Delaney's in the Skeena 
Mall, All Season's Sporting: 
Goods, Bert's Delicatessen, 
Dynamic Health ~Services, 
Mohawk Gas Bar, Sundance 
Ski and Sport, Copperside I; Ii, ': 
IV and Northwest Community 
College Student Services Office. 
re. 
For 'more" information call 
Shawn at the Parks and Recrea- 
tion Department (638-1174). 
By LILY NIELSEN : 
The Terrace unit of the 
Canadian Cancer Society is 
holding a special meeting 7
p.m., Monday; June4 in the 
Library meeting room to fill':: 
a number of positions in the 
organization. 
The• positions are presi' 
dent, public relations, fun- 
dra is ing chairman 
secretary / t reasurer  
Volunteers are also being 
sought for the Cansurmount, 
Reach to Recovery and Liv- 
ing With Cancer patient ser- 
vices groups.. 
For more  information, 
contact  the Society at 
635-2995. 
" ! , / ,  , •• • . ,{  
: ~i:" ; '~:  " '  ' ' , " ' " * 
!ANNOUNCEMENT ILl 
.,; ~ , . J im Cou l te r  ' ~ : ~ T~ r~ ' I ; 
:' ! Mr.'Bob Gralnger, Operations Manager of Caribou Press,ispie'ased tO  
and announce the appointment of Mr. Jim Coulter to the postion of 
publisher of the Terrace Standard. • • :: 
Mr. Coulter comes to Terrace from Kamloops where behas held a 
Senior sales position with Cariboo Press' Kamloops This Week pub,ca. 
t lon  slnce that papers' first edition in August of 1988, , :  -~ " ' 
Jim is married with 3 chi dren, looks forward to becoming involved in 
the community and meeting many new friends. 
TERRACE STANDARDd 
, i  
L.A. notes 
Judy Higgins and Lissi S°ren" N S i ( ~ i  
son represented the Branch 13 ate 
Ladies Auxiliary at the recent n, , , , , .~,  ,~,a v,~,,,~,,~ - ~,,~mc~ - 
northwestern zone meeting in I I r " I attne 1 
Houston. There, they accepted ~ I Skeena Mall Monday, May 28 to Saturday, June 9, 1990 I I  
a $47.5 cheque to be presented to • l See You Therel • • 
the R.E.M. Lee Foundation Pacific Command Bursary. of zone and deputy zone cam- I REGAL D ISTR IBUTORS LTD, I 
which will use the money At  the meeting, Denise Full- mander. ~ "Regal Treats you Royally" 
towards the cost of purchasing a ; . . . . . . . .  ;,,,.,~ h,, ~,o, r,,, ,4 . . . .  =(~1.~.~: - :~ . . ; , . . -  . * . . _ .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,,.-, Just prior to the meeting's 
:~...;:,~.c~. ,.mr .~ms .Nlemqr!~. . ty zone commander.and was in- close, news came that Terrace :., . ...... : ..... ~. , 
• nospt~m. - . . . . - .  : " ~ stalled to serve until the spring will host this fall's zone meeting ,. " ~ 
The money represents pro- of 1991 when elections will with next spring's to be held in 
jects undertaken by all 10 ladies again be held for the positions Prince Rupert. 
auxiliaries in the zone. Meetings 
are held twice a year and each - @ C e n s t r u c t , e n  ~ a t e  time a different community . ¢ t~DN'~I~/ i~Dy receives part of the money col- 
lected tO be donated to an r i  
organization i their town. The "= (1~ I 
zone also donated $150 to the 
Chair of Family Practice, 
Shaughnessy Hospital and the 
Celebration 
Former Terrace residents 
Leonard and Marjorie Brewer- 
ton, now living in Sechelt, 
celebrated their 60th wedding 
anniversary April 12. It was 
hosted by son Bob Brewerton of 
Terrace, also the master of 
ceremonies, and daughter Joan 
Busby of Smithers. 
Present from Terrace for the 
occasion were John and Norma 
Mitzimherg, Raymond Dye and 
Rusty Ljungh. Friends and 
relatives from Prince Rupert, 
Smithers, Prince George, 
Westbank, Sechelt, Powell 
River and Coquitlam also at- 
tended. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS...IF 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to : 
help you find a place in your new 
community. 
Kanm 638-0707 
;.," Blnda 636-0636 • ' 
Windy Craggy Project 
Public Meetings 
Geddes Resources Limited proposes to develop the Windy 
Craggy mineral deposit located in the Haines triangle area of 
British Columbia, 190 kilometers (118 miles) southwest of 
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, 
On the basis of currently proven and probable reserves, the 
mine would employ 500-600 persons for 20 years but the 
project has the potential to expand to an additional 20-30 
years. Ore would be mined at 20,000 tonnes per day and 
milled on site to produce copper concentrate for shipment 
through Haines, Alaska to offshore smelters. Significant 
amounts of gold, silver and cobalt also would be mined. 
The company has filed a Stage I Environmental and 
Socioeconomic Impact Report with the British Columbia 
government's Mine Development Steering Committee. 
Further environmental studies are underway to provide 
additional information for a Stage II report. 
The company is holding a series of public information 
meetings to introduce the project to interested parties, 
answer questions and solicit opinions on the potential 
environmental and socioeconomic impacts. Public input 
from these meetings will be an important element in the 
Stage II studies. Representatives of the Mine Development- • 
Steering Committee have been invited to attend the public 
meetings. 
Public Meeting Schedule 
Smithers, Tuesday, May 22 7:00 p.m. Hudson Bay Lodge 
Prince George,Wednesday May 23 7:00 p.m. Inn of the North . 
Kamloops Thursday, May 24 7:00 p~m Tho P ace Inn - ~ .... ~ ' 
Vancouver, Monday, May 28 7:00 p~m Ming Court Hotel " ' : ! 
t 
= J Copies of a brochure outlining the project may be obtained by I 
telephoning o r writing the company's Vancouver office, j 
Locations for viewing the Stage I Report may be obtained ' 
from the Mine Development Steering Committee, . ~ 
Oeddes Resources Limited Mine Development 
#1080 - 1055 West Hastings Steering Committee 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2E9 2nd Floor-525 Superior St. " 
604 / 682-2392 Victoria, B.c.vgv 1X4 
( ~ ~  6041387.-3781 
Geddes  Resources  L imi ted  
P~ 
THE WOOD 
KNOWS 
WHAT'S 
BEST FOR ILl 
An independent lab tested all types 
of wood stains and preservatives on 
a variety of wood subslrates, and 
the same brand kept coming up the 
winner... Pittsburgh Paints Water 
Repellent Semi.Transparent S ain & 
Wood Preservative. No mailer what 
they claim on TV or in slick maga- 
zine ads, the wood knows better. 
Pittsburgh Paints is the best. 
Pittsburgh Paints Water Repellent 
Semi-Transparent Stain & Wood 
Preservative is on sale now at 
Coe, eoy Coo|tructlon Matwlal= 
SALE ENDS JUNE 6, 1990 
. : , .  , ,  , 
"4  " 
' i ?  ~ .~or  . 
N., s=.i. ~ w~ 
,~..~. - ,  PrwervaC,L~,t ~-.--~.~,,~,.~,~. 
~-~. ..: .. 
0nly ":i our best. We guarantee 
300  YO OFF: 
P i t t sburgh®Paints  _ , . . . . .  
:T 
. . . . .  Convoy Also Carder: 
Roofing, Siding and insulatlonl 
Ccnstructicn N! 
4821 Kelth AVe,, Terrace, B.C. "~ 
~.,  055,4611 
f 
Codependency 
::ii::awareness ,s 
objective 
Until now, most of the focus 
of  drug and alcohol awareness -
campaigns in the region have" 
focused on the depemtent in- 
dividual, says the Northwest 
Alcohol and Drug Services' pro- 
gram director. 
"There's not a lot being done 
or said to help family members 
and their need is every bit as 
great if not greater," adds June 
Campbell. 
However, she also hopes that 
will change as the result of a 
recently-launched awareness 
campaign targetting the pro- 
blems of co-dependents. 
The campaign is being con- 
ducted by Northwest Communi- 
ty College students Kirsten 
Mueller and John Pequin as the 
practicum component of their 
COUrSeS, 
Mueller, who is enroled in the 
Human Service Worker pro- 
gram, said the duo will he mak- 
ing presentations to various 
groups in the communitY as part 
of a publicity blitz which will 
continue until mid-June. 
Explaining co-dependency, 
she said the term generally was 
used to refer to anyone "who is 
in a committed relationship 
with a chemically dependent 
person."_ However, she added, 
co-dependents could also in- 
clude members of 'the extended 
family, friends or work col- 
leagues - -  anyone who was ef- 
feeted by that person's addic- 
tion. 
'Tee found it's something a 
lot of people don't really know 
a lot about or they're not 
familiar• with the term," she 
said of her experiences to date. 
Mueller said she outlines the 
different ways co-dependents 
react o the problem - -  that can 
include a protective attitude 
towards the dependent person 
- -  and how it effects the whole 
family. She also points out the 
effects can be carried forward 
by children and influence their 
behaviour patterns in their adult 
life. 
• "Th " " ~. e mmq thing for.co- 
/ .  
Kirsten Mueller 
John Pequin 
dependents is to focus on 
themselves," she says, adding in 
that way they can help the 
alcohol or drug addict 
themselves to recover. 
Campbell said she hopes the 
campaign might prompt in- 
dividuals to seek counselling. 
She also says there is a real need 
for more self-help groups in the 
community. 
Emphasizing the presenta- 
tions are educational in nature, 
she suggested many people 
would find them valuable, not 
just those living with the pro- 
blem. 
Mueller invited any group in- 
terested inlearning more to con- 
tact herself or Pequin at 
638-8117 ......... . ... , .  ...... 
Did you 
know that... 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
Month focuses on 
speech/language 
Did you know that May is 
better speech and hearing 
month? It is sponsored by the 
Canadian Association of 
Speech/Language Pathologists 
and Audiologists. 
What is a speech/language 
pathologists? 
Speech/language pathologists 
~are professionals who assess, 
diagnose and treat individuals 
• with speech and language delays 
or disorders.  Most 
speech/language pathologists 
hold a master's degree in 
speech-language pathology. 
Their university training in- 
cludes l or 2 yeras of academic 
clinical work. 
Who can make referrals to a 
speech/language pathologist? 
The majority of referrals are 
made by family doctors, public 
hea l th  nurses and infant 
development specialists. Refer- 
rnis are also made by preschool 
teachers, social workers, or 
• other• concerned individuals. 
However, a professional refer- 
rat is not required. Any parent 
may call/the health unit to 
/ schedule a sPeech and language 
screening for their preschool 
: child; - , 
'] r ~When should a child be refer. 
red/iito a speech/language 
ipatho!ouist? '. : .. , "" 
:, ~' ]f~YOU are concerned about 
. i':yo~i•chi!d's speech or language 
~i!d@el'0pment for. any reason 
i ~- ~i;! w~a~iocver, you maychoose to 
discuss things with your family 
doctor or public health nurse. 
They may be able to help you 
decide if you should refer your 
child to the health unit for a 
speech/language screening. 
You might also consult other 
family members, or preschool 
teachers to see if they share your 
concern about your child's 
speech/language development. 
The fol lowing referral  
guidelines may help you 
Remember, they are only 
guidelines. They are not intend. 
ed to be any sort of test, but 
rather are designed to provide 
you with a very general idea of 
what behaviours might indicate 
a need to refer your child to a 
speech/language pathologist. 
You should remember referr- 
ing: 
I. A 1 year-old child who 
makes only a few different 
sounds and who does not im- 
itate the sounds people around 
him make. 
2. An 18 month-old child who 
does not yet say any single 
words. 
3. An 2 year-old child who 
says only ten different :single 
words or less. 
4. A 30 month-old child who 
says less than 100 different ~ 
single words, and/or who does 
not yet consistently put  two 
words together (eg. "more 
juice", "daddy bye")or who is 
cont'd B12 
SAFETY COUNTS. That's Julian Davis lying on the forest floor 
pretending to be lost in the woods in one of the many safety- 
oriented activities performed by Kiti K'shan students. 
Grouped arouhd him (left to right) are Jessica Kawinsky, Gur- 
jit Gill, Kevin Beedle and Graham Langridge. 
Four in a row 
l~or the fourth consecutive year, the Insurance Corporation 
of B.C. has named KitI K'shan primary school as winner of 
its safety award - -  and the $500 prize that goes with It. 
The award recognizes the work done by both children and 
teachers throughout he year on safety themes. Kindergarten 
students concentrated on fire, road and 'lost in the woods' 
safety, grade 1 targetted seat belts, grade 2 bicycle safety and 
grade 3 learned about personal safety. 
Activities Included bicycle rodeos, plays, song-writing and 
the entire school taking part in a Hallowe'en safety program. 
All were recorded in photos, stories, booklets and on video. 
1990 SEASON 
Sunday, May 13 
Saturday, May 26 
Sunday, May 27 
Sunday, June 10 
Saturday, June 16 
Sunday, June 17 
Mother's Day, Regular Races 
Regular Races 
Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
Regular Races 
Open Wheel Invitational, Regular 
Races 
Open Wheel Invitational, Regular 
Races 
Saturday, July 7 Regular Races 
,~ Sunday, July,6,,~ :Bump & Pass 
Sunday, July 22 
Tuesday, July 24 
~turday, Aug, 4 
Sunday, Aug, § 
Sunday, .Aug. 19 
~Sunday, Sept, 9 
Saturday, Sept. 29 
Regular Races . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hell Drivers, Sponsored by T.S.C.A. 
Memorial Races 
Memorial Races and Bump;&- Pass 
Races 
Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
Open Day Races and Demolition 
Derby 
Year End and Awards 
SEE YOU AT THE RACESf! 
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The frlend".t"'lnn" iowni ~T~,_4b 
Look' 
wnal  s 
r-t Cookin' ......:...."~'~ m I i 
. . . . . .  in the month of May 
at the Bavarian inn 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER 
flown In weekly for your pleasure. 
s19.9 5 ' ... 
H4.95 
SPECIALS 
WHOLE ATLANTIC LOBSTER 
with drawn butter 
& baked potato 
LOBSTER CREPES "NEWBURB" 
with saffro, rice 
& fresh vegetables 
For more Information and reservations call: 
BIEEa: Mm.. Sun. I .~  Mon.• Fri, 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m. tol lp.m, 11:30a.m. to2p.m. TenaceB.C• 635-9161 
RESPONSIVE HAIR CARE 
IN HARMONY 
WITH YOUR WORLD .... 
.~i, I °~'~ Nature and science• Only 
SystOme Biolage captures the 
virtues of both to bring a 
, '~ ' " whole new level of fitness to 
~ , ~ yourhairandscalp. Come, 
"~..~ rediscover the legendary powers 
of herbal remedies, Indulge in the 
uplifting effects of Aromascience:" 
Now your hair can have old- 
" fashioned beauty...and still cope 
' with modern-day stress. 
~,.' SYSTF:ME 
. . . .   :BIOLA( ;E 
Syst(~me Biolage. A natural approach to beau~/. A responsible 
approach to the well-being of our delicate environment. 
We Invite you to come in and experience 
aesthetics by Jan Dozzl! 
L matrix 
I 
Which would you prefer, 
bargain of the month or 
Sedan o; the Year? 
.,' : _~ ~, : ", 
At  Subaru, the only thing we ' re  giving away is a 
t -sh i r t  when you test  dr ive a Subaru Legacy. 
Not  exact ly  the type of thing that  convinces people 
to  buy cars. 
But  that 's  precisely the point.  The Subaru 
Legacy has already got  everyth ing  the  compet i to rs  
are  offer ing. And more. For a lot less money• 
They  may be slashing their  3r ces. Ours were  never  
that  high to  begin with.  
' I  
The Subaru Legacy, 1990 Sedan of the Year. 
130 hp. 16 valve, fuel injected engine n 4 wheel 
disc brakes. 4 wheel independent suspension 
n Rack andpinionpowersteering n Dual electric 
outside mirrors D Tinted glass [] AII season 
radial tires o Hill Holder" on manual transmission 
n Fully reclining front bucket seats n Tilt steering 
column n Air conditioning D Cruise control 
D Powerwindowsanddoorlocks D 80watt , . : ,  _ 
s tereo  w i th  casset te  E~ All for  jus t  $190349" ' ~ , 
IF YOU THINK ABOUT IT, YOU'LL  DRIVE  ONE.  iii~: : / :  ' i :  
' Base ,3  on  IIl~q=qBI WiTh  r IA  IDaCKI IQe  f f I c lua lDg I~UI .  r rmlqnt  and  exc  uc lW~ taxes .Oea ler l l  may  se l l  fo r  less .  
THORNHILL MOTORS LTD. 3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C. (604) 635-7286 
• Monday to Friday 
• 10 a.m, to 1!/, p,m. 
C~"  " 
BEER andWINE STORE 
with a great selection of Import products. Plus quality sportswear ~~/ [1  
Saturday Sunday  -0 . . , , , . , .~-  635-6300 
9a,m. to 11 p.m. 11 a,m. to 11 p.m. (except Christmas) 
, 
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u:n et h ica I , va d e ,wa te r 
Sporting Clubs are groups of newsletters and wear no crests , "" " : ,  : : i " i i: ' : forced upon them by  big~: I close the stream, as possible~ cur-:,:! 
men with similar philosphy and but  they ~ are  read i ly  " ~ ! * . - - -  - - - . - -  government, are anathema to  .ning the road t0  gumbo fin the 
ethic wh° enJ°Y the s°cial distinguishable fr°m °ther °ut= ! ~ '~ : " h A  -q~'~l~l l~  . . . . . .  I ' /  theS '  
aspects of the=r sport. These doors • . . . .  _ ~ ~, . . . . . .  : clssorblll, and are clearly p rocess . "  Once . . ' t l i e re , :  the  . . . .  menby th=r conduct o n  T 4~ . ,: . . . . .  . . . , ~ , , ,  . . . . .  : 
sportsmen get together on a field and ' , t ro ,  m '~,.ioe,,~h,,,, ~ ' " " - - - - - -v . , , . .  • ~%- madei~for .o ther  fishermen, stalwart Sc,ssorbill: arks with '~ . 
regular•.basis to  discuss their for instance are n..;...o=,;.r.*a An=,ler ' :: : : R~nt ly ,~ .for ex~ple i  ~ two his front tires in th¢!river;~a!ld : -  
sport andhow theymi ht work to f" ' " " :~"  . . . . .  ? ' . ~ , .  ~frie~ds~enc0bnteredla pair,:of after propping his i'od~// oh "~''~~ . . . . .  ~ .... g ~,sh the water:before.them b ' ' : . . . . .  • p a 
toward  its betterment;: or to nreferrin~ instead t0:fisli ,,',-r* y Rob  Browr ' l  ...... . . . . ~  Sdssorblll and are dearly made forked stick, turns hisstereo ' 
work: out the logistics of the If you are On th,  ¢,i, h , , t ,  th, ' " ' [0r.~other ! f ishermen, Recently, loud ~enough ~so the other  bar 
• . . . .  , . g g Sc~ssorbdl will not be .able to . . . . . . . . . .  -: / . , ~ :..,....~ ..:.. , . . . .  . . . .  , . . ,  , . . ,  . _ J y c next c lubout in ,  or to arran e " ' " " ' . . . .  : ~"  ;~ : ~ ~ expample, two friends en-  fishermen can en o his mus~ 
. . . . . . . . .  " '  . ,: . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  counterea mrat  3c~ssormu ' ' parents tar future fishin trivs resist iv" . . . . . . .  . . . , . .2~ , P and starts a fire to the accom g g mg you a demonstra luck " muc " " - " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ' 
. . . . .  ' • ' -..~ , : : : .  h interest in  the ~ClSSOrblll :~ecutlve. officers upon the:fly, pamment of the bell set a-tinkle . 
The Totems, the Kingfishers, tion of  his casting' prowess by Scissorbi l l  boaters, p r ide  _ his is a more direct approach ' 0n lysect ion ' .  of the :~Lakelse by the undersized olly Varden  
the Ospreys, the Square Tailers, throwing his spoon clear across : themselves o f fhow " i i~  ~ tha i  - io  ) nature  . Wh i te f i sh  RiVer: ~ :- ~ i; .i; ~ ' , .~  . , :. ,: 
:the : .Dr.f fters , The Coast  = the r iver:so that it will land; Cuff come to the: lines o f lbank '  Sa,at6¢;,~h '. ' . '- '-- '-: __a -.,___' ',,~_ :J'~ :::~ . ' ,  .'~;...:. swallowing h!s brat . .  , , 
• .=--...,..., =,~,csn.-,~u mer ~. ;neslues me stringer oLoa l t ,  'wnen beef haS-.been drunk  ateemeaaers, the Semiamoos, with a loud plop, at your feet. If anglers, and areknown'far itnd: "less desirable" S ecies cam ~. cau . ' ' . . . . .  
these.~are just some of the better you are uv_ or downstream of a wide for the nu"filat_r '' u et.~,,A';h;,'o .~:: - ~- , . . -  . . ,  ~p. . . . . . . . . . ; .   . .  ght. dolly varden,. . these . . . . . . . and .the, food, woofed'down,the. '. , 
known of  B C 's  fishin= clubs Scissorbill he wm ~,,.,,h . . . . .  ,h , ,  ,.,,. *h...:. h,.,t. . . . . .  ,. ,Pe~ eWith me trout mr~!0o ~and. spo.rt:s naa a steelhead spawner ded icated  member  ~ com-  
. . , , .  • " o • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ,,..~ , . .= . . .u , .  u m t = . w a r d  With " m ~ ' ' . . . . . . . . . . .  " • . . " : • . .  . ' ' - ..: But  the 1 . . . . . . . ,  . . . .  . . . .  us ,  .theref0re,be snown no tWRchmg-on the.beach-twit -  memorates  h . . . . . .  . .~ : . . . .  argest,  most per- tnve to castover your hne.w~th their .let or propwash Pulltn= .: ~ r ' ~A " O 2 = 2 ~ i i i  "J----~ ~'~= ~" '= - - "  , _  : . . . .  : , : ,  . . .  t e Sc lssorbdi  
VasiVe . . . . . .  - ' ' . . .~ ~. ' . . . .  ....... j..= ~.,= otannuro,t, uoes cmng necause mey o utteo it 0unn 13 l and tastest growing of  all irritatin re ularit . . . . .  ' ', . . ,  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  g g caving his trash"--  / . . . .  . . . .  ,. g g y. plugs through hes being fished::, eve on ' -. ' ,:~ , ' .~ .... .r , . . • . . . . . . .  ..... /: 
clubs holds no  meetings, formal  Scissorbills are avid waders h,. ,.+h,,,o o .a  a.'~..~,.;;".:;.;;-a : ::~" W,  e a_favour: by.-tos.smg ~we. ,But  that s OK,  afterall, lure packages ,  flattened beer  
t icular policies o r  ethical con- been probing for a steelhead or ques for which the boat fishing unlimited abufidance and :must ducte¢ : according to .a str ict,  hosery, collapsed eck Chairs - -  
siderations: meet the Scissorbill over the difficult rout you have Scissorbill reserves a special' be cropped constantly to' pre~ code{ leverWalk when you can strewn :. randomly over '  the 
Rod and Goon Club. been trying to fool with patient fondness, vent overcrowding. ,: .: drive!isaScissorbill axiom, thus beach,., urinating on the dyingl 
Un l ike  other clubs, the drifts of your dry fly and ask Ecology and all the other . . . .  :" ~i it is:encumbent upon members embers o f  his fire.and heading 
Scissorbills publish no monthly you if you've been having any dingles are not likely to arouse Regulations, those shackles to manoeuver their vehicles as for home. 
,  P:ORTS NEWq 
• ~ , ' .  . k~t..~"~ I, ", :: 
NAGEL 638 7283 TERRACE STANDARD " 
' : ; : . ' . . . .  . 
Karate club ta:kes on, province's best 
LIP, PING FOR LEATHER: Terrace Northmen and Smithers 
Camels rugby players grab for the ball in a lineout in last week's 
game at Northwest Community College. The Northmen split 
their weekend games, winning to Prince Rupert but losing to 
Smithers. 
TERRACE - -  Rugby action 
May 12 and 13 saw the Ter- 
race Northmen get even with 
Prince Rupert, but fall to the 
lowly Smithers Camels. 
All three northwest eams 
faced off against each other 
in three games at the Nor- 
thwest Community College 
pitch that weekend. 
The Northmen came from 
behind in the Saturday night 
game to post a narrow 12-9 
victory over Prince Rupert. 
Willie.McCleary led Ter- 
race scoring with eight points 
off two penalty kicks and a 
conversion on George Da 
Costa's try. The win evened 
Camels trample 
.Terrace Northmen 
the North inen's  record 
against Rupert at 1-1. 
The next day was rougher 
on the Northmen as the 
Smithers Camels rode into 
town to post their first win 
on Terrace turf in recent 
memory. 
The score stayed close in 
the first half with the teams 
splitting a pair of field goals 
to enter the second half tied 
3-3. But two quick Smithers 
Players picked 
TERRACE - -  Three Caledonia Kermode boys 
basketball players have qualified for this sum- 
mer's Basketball B.C. Supercamps. 
Coach Cam MacKay said last week Paul 
Manhas, Mike Parker and Kannin Osei-Tutu 
were selected from Terrace for the under-17 
camps in July following tryouts in Prince Rupert 
earlier this spring. 
The three will be competing against high 
school athletes from across the province July 3-7 
for spots on the B.C. select 'A '  and 'B'  under.l 7
teams. Players making the 'A '  team go on to play 
in tournaments in Arizona and Las Vegas, 
MacKay said. 'B ' team players play in a Western 
Canadian championship tournament. 
Osei-Tutu and Parker both made the under-16 
select team last year and played in .several 
American tournaments. Meanwhile, two Skeena 
J r  Sec. s tudents -  Femando Milhomens and 
Jessie Osei.Tutu " -  have qualified for the B.C. 
~ummer  Gameszonebasketbal l  team....:.~ 
tries and a conversion put the 
Camels well ahead. 
, A late game try brought 
the Northmen to ~yithin six, 
but that's as close as they 
got, with Smithers defeating 
Terrace 13-7. 
The Camels - -  hyped from 
their surprise win over Ter- 
race ~ leapt out to an early 
12-0 lead over Prince Rupert 
in the next game. But the 
dream was over, and the 
hardened Rupert crew battl- 
ed back in the second half to 
score 19 unanswered points 
for the win. 
The Northmen next game 
is out-of-town on Sunday, 
when they will face Prince 
Rupert. 
With each team splitting 
their two games in the 
weekend's action, no early 
advantage has been taken by 
any team.: Players agreed the 
league appears to be more 
competitive than in previous 
years - -  which the Northmen 
ruled without question 
and the result could end up 
being better ugby. 
Simpson first, 
Glory Days race 
PR. RUPERT - -  Terrace's Sue Simp. 
son crossed the line nearly three minutes 
ahead of her nearest rival to win the 
women's 10-kilometre race at Prince 
Rupert's fifth annual Glory Days run. 
It was Simpson's fourth 10-K 
women's title at the May 12 race in five. 
years . . . .  ~. ~,/.. . . 
She f in ish~in a time of ~:U  - well 
behind this year's winner Richard Har- 
rison, of Smithers. 
Harrison upset Ansems - -  who was 
expec, ted to retain the race title - -  and 
set anew record, 'coming in at 33:03, 
followed by newcomer Mike Flegel at 
33:48. 
Ansems was another 30 seconds back 
at 34:27. FifthSp0t went to Gord Bux- 
off her 1987:Glory Days record of just ton, anotherTerrace runner, who finish- 
under 38 minutes.. ' ' ed'aa0ther miniite back of Amems. . 
Just behind her was Diana,Wood, also -Terrace's Megan Reid placed second 
of Terrace, wh0finishedat43:45. Sixth in :the women's five-kilometre with a 
place went to another Terrace woman - -  t ime of 24:3~t. 
First  went  to  N ico le  S la ter  whose  Gall Sheasby - -  in a time of 46:37. _ .  . . . . . .  
• • , =-' ,,~,~ , ~': ~ z~:Zl m wn~w recora; 
Tewkilometre, men s champion - -  - Kar l  Stevens took the men's 5 K tltl 
TERRACE-  Local karate 
competitors again fought their 
way into the top spots at the 
May 12-13 at the B.C. Karate 
Championships in Vancouver. 
Deborah Casey, of  Terrace, 
led the way to earn a silver 
medal in kumi te  - -  the fighting 
event -  in her age 13-14 
category. Although hoping to 
take the gold, she settled for 
bronze in the kata  event - -  
where individuals are judged by 
their ab!lity to follow' pre- 
arranged forms. 
The 13-year-old Casey has 
been internationally ranked 
since placing second in her age 
group at the Sake Cup interna- 
tional championships last year. 
In the middleweight men's 
d iv is ion,  Ter race 's  Calen 
McNeil captured the silver 
medal in kumite. The 19-year- 
old McNeil - -  in his first year as 
an adult competitor - -  defeated 
three B.C. team members en 
route to the silver, including the 
former European champion. 
"With the exception of the 
go ld  meda l  w inner ,  he 
singlehandedly destroyed the 
B.C. team," club spokesman 
Joe Zucchiatti said. McNeil 
sparred his way through the 
tough middleweight division 
despite getting a broken nose in 
his first fight of the tourna- 
ment. 
Zucchiatti competed in the 
over-35 masters division, where 
he defeated reigning B.C. 
masters champion and former 
Kitimat resident Ivan Velisek on 
his way to a silver medal in 
kumite. Zucchiatti also placed 
sixth in the individual kata 
event. 
Kitimat's Ling sisters swept 
Deborah Casey 
the women's open division of 
the championships. Canadian 
champion Rassame Ling took 
the gold, followed by sisters 
Tanyaand Lisa who earned the 
silver and bronze in kata. 
Lisa Ling won the gold in the 
kumite event, and as a "result 
was named women's division 
grand champion. The' three 
sisters are now returning from 
an international karate chum:' 
pionship this past weekend in 
Brazil. = 
The Terrace-Kitimat Chito- 
Ryu style karate club dominates 
much of B.C. karate act ion. 
Members  a t t r ibute ,  that  
dominance to the club's coaches 
and in particular• David 
Akutugawa, who has been 
described as the foremost karate 
authority in Western Canada. 
"Karate in British Columbia 
is exceptionally strong. 'We,re 
the national leaders," Zucchiat- 
ti said. "And he's the reason 
B.C. - -  and particularly Ter- 
race - -  is so strong." 
Kickers - , 
SIX TEAMS are tearing up area soccer fields with the start hls~ 
I ~nthof a new Terrace Men' s Soccer League. S 6 : f ~ : ~ , ~ p r e s  ~ 
~ ~i '  'e, 8ames competitive, and no teams are rud rildgaw~fyl 
i tile ,inscolumn, - / 
THE WINNER'S CIRCLE: Local race car driver Danny O'Brien ac- 
cepts the checkered flag from the flagman after roaring to victory in 
the sPortsman-c ass main event last week. The Mother's Day races 
,Races 
return 
TERRACE - -  Stock car racing 
season roared onto Terrace with 
the howl of the engines and 
flash of the checkered flag two 
weekends ago. 
The Mother's Day races went 
off without a hitch and left the 
fans screaming for more. 
The 25-lap jamboree saw 
Dave Reinhardt fly across the 
lids first in. the street stock 
classification, chased by Leon 
Lefebvre and Russel Cline. 
Hobby stock racer Don Pearson 
was f irst  in that class, with 
Blaine Kluss finishing second. 
-The';racers are divided into 
three:? classifications - -  from' 
ifi'ed.'stock cars~th  the fewest 
modifications to sportsman 
class with the most. Races range 
from the six.lap trophy dash, 
and 10-lap heat to the 20-lap 
main. 
Here are the rest of the 
results: 
Sportsman Class 
:Trophy Dash: 1st - -  Ernie 
Perkins, 2nd -- Danny O'Brien, 
3rd - -  Wes Patterson 
Heat: 1st - -  Danny O'Brien, 
2nd - -  Eruie Perkins, 3rd - -  
Wes Patterson 
Main: 1st - -  Danny O'Brien, 
2nd 2.. Ernie Perkins 
•-'::: ~'~ Hobby 'A' 
Trophy Dash: 1st - -  Brent 
McCarron; 2nd - -  Blaine Kluss, 
3rd:- -Ron Harris 
Heat: l s t - -  Brent McCarron, 
2nd- : .  Ron Harris, 3rd - -  
Blaine Kluss 
~:Main: 1st - -  Blaine Kiuss, 
2~d - -Ron  Harris 
Hobby 'B' 
'iTrophy Dash: 1s t -  Don 
Pearson, 2nd - -  Trevor Han- 
son, 3rd - -  Kerry Ross - ' 
Heat: Ist - -  Don Pearson, 
2nd.--  Phil Truscott, 3rd - -  
Trevor Hanson 
• Main: Ist --  Don Pearson, 
2rid-- Trevor Hanson 
:TRophy Dash: 1st - -  Dave 
geinhardt, 2nd - -  Steve 
BarkeR, 3rd - -  ]Fred Cline 
Heat: 1st - -  Dave geinhardt, 
2nd-  Fred Cline, 3rd - -  Steve 
Barker 
Main: 1st - -  Fred Cline, 2nd 
- -  Dave geinhardt, 3rd - -  Steve 
Burkett 
Street 'B '  
Trophy Dash: 1st - -  Leon 
Lefebvre, 2nd-  Dave Bruce, 
3rd : -  Russel Ciine 
Heat: 1st - -  Dave Bruce, 2nd 
- -  Leon Lefebvre, 3rd - -  Russel 
Cline. 
~ Main: l s t - -  Leon Lefebvre, 
2nd-  Dave Bruce, 3rd - -  
Russel Cline 
:..'C' Class 
Hobby Stock: 1st --  Connie 
Hanson, 2rid - -  Jean Pearson 
StK~et Stock: 1st --  M|chelle 
Burkett 
Anew "]1 
kicked off a new season of stock car racing May 13 at the Terrace 
speedway. 
SCORE BOAR 
Northwest Men's Fastball League: 
May 12 
Skeena & Hamilton 0, Northwest Oldtimers 4
Terrace Juniors 9, Northwest Oldtimers 2 
May 13 
Tymoschuk Agencies 4, Terrace Juniors 3 
Northwest Oldtimers lO, Terrace Juniors 5 
Tymoschuk Agencies 2, Northwest Oldtimers 3 
May 15 
Northwest Oldtimers 8, Wee Geordie's 6
Terrace Juniors'4, Wee Geordie's 8
Terrace Men's Soccer League Scores: 
May 15 ....... ;~ 
Western Seaboard'6, NTC l. • ',:" :*:::? 
. . . .  :/ ,  --;~%' ~.  
Skeena Hotel 3, North:Coast Road 0,  .~.-,:!~'.~;~;j.~!!~i 
. . . . . . . . . .  • May 17 .*i~.%.:,.,',~!;..,.,.~..;:~ 
Skeena Hotel 6, NTC 1 ' .... ~ .... -,- .... ", 
Sinjur Masonry Brickmen 6, Terrace inn :5  ~;::!!" 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Standings: 
Team GP W L 
SkeenaHotel 3 2 0 
Western Seaboard 2 1 • 0 
Terrace Inn 3 1 1 
North Coast Road 3 1 1 
SinjurBrickmen 2 J l 
N.T.C. 3 0 3 
T GF GAP 
1 11 3 5 
1 8 3 3 
1 9 8 3 
1 6 6 3 
0 10 10 2 
0 3 15 0 
Drop off your league's Scoreboard scores and standings at 
the Terrace Standard office on Lazelle Ave, or phone them in 
to 638-7283.. 
North Coast Rugby Union 
Team W L 
Prince Rul~rt .2 1 
Terrace Northmen 2 2 
Smithers Camels , 1 2 
"Let's do lunch!" 
T.onu;b.xs 
"At Ironworks we 
understand that you 
want to be fit and 
healthy. But you're 
busyl So we have 
designed a program 
that easily fits into 
your lunch hour/' 
The 
22 MINUTE 
WORKOUT 
ONLY 
In 22 minutes, you'll go through a 
customized fitness circuit design- 
ed to flatten you tummy, tone 
your legs and Increase your 
strength and energyl 
You'll Feel Greatl 
• a~ per month 
IROnWORHS 
Gym & Fitness Centre 
• 4646 L.azel;e Ave. (Fol~n, edy Jezebe l )  : r  '<' eSS-4150 
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CerUflM Auto Technicians , 
• Automotive r pair on all North Amedcan cars. ' . .  
• Specializing In fuel Injectkm, tranomlasi~, eleebtc~, brakes, suspenalon i ~ 
and engines. . . . .  ~ . '  
open Monday-Fdduy 8Lm.,  S p.m. i . . . .  ..... '
~turday 8 s.m. - S p.m. : 
Terrace, 4524 Grelg Ave. B.C. : 63~:391~ ' j i 
NeEeWeS 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
DINING ROOM OPENS AT 5:30 A.M. 
Our customers haw been esldng us to open the dining room earlier so we 
are pleased to announce that our new hours are 6:30 a.m. until 11.'~ p.m. 
Monday to Saturday and 4Sundays 8:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. 
Enjoy breakfast, lunch or dinner In the pleasant surroundings of our newly 
redecorated Kermodel Dining Room, now oven at 6:30 a.m. 
GOLF & FISHING PACKAGES 
The Terrace Inn now offers Golf & Rshing Packages at great rates. 
The Golf Package Is only $38 per person, based on double occupancy In 
the hotel and includes 18 holes of golf at Skeena Valley Golf Course end ac- 
commodations for 1 night at the new Terrace Inn. 
• rate'~e Rshlng Package Is available for Just one day or up to 4 days and the 
es start at ~1 u9. per person, based on double occupancy In the hotel. It 
Includes 8 hours of fishing with Northwest Rshing Guides, transportation 
from the hotel to fishing area, fishing boat & tackle, box Itmch, modem room 
accommodation atthe Terrace Inn and s full breakfast. 
Call us or drop In and pick up our new Golf & Rshing brochure. 
Tell your fiends Outside of Terrace that we now offer these great 
packages and invite them to come and stay st the Inn. 
LUNCH AT THE TERRACE INN 
Try the "Deshaway" or buffet lunch. 
The "Deahaway" is soup or salad and a sanoWlch for $5.25 or the daily 
buffet, Monday to Fdday, of soup, salads and s hot entree Is only $6.26. 
Lunch st the Terrace Inn. A popular place to dine In downtown Terrace. 
SUPER SUNDAYS 
Enjoy our fabulous Sunday Brunch between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., or 
the Sunday evening buffet from 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. 
Adults are $10.95; Seniors $7.95 and Children $5.95. Sundays t the 
Terrace Inn are special: Join us soonl 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 or 
IToll Free 1-800-663-81561 
Fax (604) 635-2788 ..... ~" 
Terrace Co-op 
Assoc=atzon 
NOTICE TO MEMBERS 
ANNUAL MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, 
. . it.; JUNE 6 
ELKS HALL 
TETRAULT STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. 
tration: 7:00 p.m 
; Meeting: 7:30 p.m. 
Special guest Wayne Thompson, 
Chief Executive Officer of F.C.L. 
The B.C. Co-operative Act has been updated, affecting a few of Terrace Co-op's rules & 
bylaws. These changes will be presented to the membership for approval (at our Annual 
Meeting) 
Copies of the changes can be picked up at our administration office. 
" 'c  - 
Terrace Co-op 
Association 
4617 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6347 
/I 
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The charm 
of the old 
and the 
convenience 
of the modern 
This complete ly  
renovated old timer is a 
great setting for your an- 
tique furniture. Open 
spaciousness lets you en- 
joy the light, bright at- 
mosphere in this 1,013 
sq. ft. home. 
Two bedrooms 
. upstairs have "dormer" 
windows and a skylight 
over the bannistered 
stairway. All windows 
are twin seal wood sash, 
with natural pine frames. 
A nice touch is the 
french doors leading off 
the dining room. 
Antique bathtub and 
sink complete the pic- 
ture. 
No worry about  
maintenance because 
everything is new in- 
cluding electrical, roof, 
windows, plumbing, in- 
terior and exterior pain- 
ting and much more. 
F_e_aJ. 
by 
Old fash ioned charm $73,000 .  
A very special home 
being offered at only 
$73,000. Featured by 
MRS Pruden & Currie 
(1976) Ltd. Call Joy 
Dover at 635-6142 or in. 
the evenings at 635-7070 
for your personal view- 
ing. 
Rare yel low cedar  wood for the k i tchen cab inets . .  
handcra f ted  in K i twanga.  
- II 
/ t  • 
I 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1876) LTD, 
PRIME COMMERCIAL 
In the heart of downtown Terracell Modern 11,000 sq. ft. tw0-storey 
concrete block office building with large paved parking area. Net an. 
nual income over $82,000 - 10% cap. Adjacent commercial ot 149' 
x 156' included in price. Vendor retiring so will carry mortgage and 
consider other innovative financing, 
'For. data Is call STAN AKSENCHUK 56S-2790 res, or 
• RE/MAX Properties - -  661-2280 
1409 - 9th Ave., Prince George, B~C.. 
FAX: 562-7162 , 
I p roper t ies  i,i:i,i] 
DP/AA&Y ® 56 -228o' ! 
II'q il r FAX: 562-7162 
LAP-OF-LUXURY HOME 
2 storey crown Jewel• 3 BR/2 baths. 
ALSO 'Corner lor *2.car garage 
"Gkylight8 *Quiet street "Mountain 
views "Baylight basement. Good Value 
At lhLs Pdcaf Priced at $136,500., 
(90009e) call Joyce Findlay'MLS 
635.2697 
, GREAT FAMILY HOME 
P~l~'ares ¢)erfactlon. Freshly decorated, 
acthentio splat enby. Fireside cheer, par-' 
qoel floors, 5 BR/1.4 pce., 1-3 pce. 
bath, PLUG "Near schools-shops 
"Finished basement. "$e4,600.00 ,  
Gordon Hamilton 6G5-9537 
(900028)MLS 
PARK-AREA CHARM 
Wslcomlng Horseshoe Flats bungalow 
needs cosmetic work. Gas heat. comer 
"lot. 2 OR/1.4 pc. Baths. Grocery store 
with attached residence, zoned commer- 
cial. $70.000 (900093) Brenda 
Erlckson 838-1721 
PARK.AREA STAND.OUT 
Horseshoe bungalow with family values. 
Gas heat, wood paneling, many built.ins, 
fencing, side ddve, 2 BRI1-4 pc. Baths. 
Large family room, "$50 ,000"  
(900092) Brenda Eriokson 638-1721 
LARGE e BDRM HOMESTEAD 
Peacefully situated on 2 acres of beautiful LAKELSE LAKE PROPERTY 1 sTe, 12X68 MOBILE HOME 
property. Landscaped & fully fenced, on Kreston Road, 1,74 acres of partlaUy ; in Thro~nhill wUh 902 8¢1. ft. addition. 
would make a great hobby rarm, O~Jr. treed level acreage. There is e ddveway ' Mobge Is In good condition on a 75 x 100 
buildings include: barn, corral, sheds, ! *in and a 16x24 framed csbin structure ; ft. lol, All this for only $2e,000. Call Go,.. 
runs & kennels, Basemenr could be con. that can be finished. Highway side of the ! don MLS (900041 ) 
varted Into 2 bdrm. suite. The pdce Is lake and pdced doht. Call Jackle. MLS 
rfght st $e8,900. Call Jockle MLS (90039) / 
(000001) ~ 
COMFORTABLE YET UPSCALE 
Upscale Hc~rsesbee spill level cedar 
Country. On 1.5 acres, Fireplace 
coziness, beamed ceilings, 4 BR/4 pce 
and 3 pce baths. ALSO "Winted,zed 
"Fruit trees "2.car garage "Gas host. 
*$64,900" (900055) Run Redden 
638.1916 
ViEW PROPERTY 
Beautiful 3/4 acre view lot in one of Tar- 
race's newer subdivisions. Super location 
close to city, CaJI today for details, Veme 
FerGucon ML.8. 
.~ ,-. HORSESHOE COMFORT CHEERY FIREPLACE SEMI.RANCH SPREAD " 
Elegantsffluan~erlome. M.'s. Claancare. Enticing Horseshoe raised ranch Countn/ThernhtUreisedranchbungalOw. 
Cheery fireplace, 4 BR/4 Pce and 3 Poe bungalow offedng real warmth; Modem Wood, eldllfully =dted on 9.50hctee~ JaM 
baths. PLUG *Winterized "Carpeting kitcnan, 4BR/4Pce, 2Pce, 2Pcedown oneowner, mountainviews. 30xaOMetal 
"Washar/dryar included * Kitchen ap. baths, partially finished basement, deck. shop, Cocals, Riding dng, Hip roof barn. 
pnences included "Workshop. Price.cut bonanzal "$89 .500"  Andmuchmere. "$199,500"(900071) 
"82 ,500"  (900051) Run Redden (900070) Veme Ferguson 635.3389 Veme Ferguson 635-3389 
638-1915 
NO MORTGAGE PA'YMENTS?I 
Let this three bedroom suite pay yours 
mortgage payment, Large 6 bedroom 
home of solid concrete block construe- :. 
lion. Double paved drive and attached 
garage. Great family area on a quiet no- 
through street. Landscaped with fruit 
trees, fence and garden a,'eas. For more 
details call Jaclde MLS (900035) 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Run Redden 
635-3389 638.1721 638-1916 
Jackie Collier 
635-2677 
'Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635.9537 635-2697 
Large bedrooms up have dormer  w indows .  
VERY NEAT PACKAGE 
immaculate home on Gait Ave, has 
many extras including a garage, n.g. 
heat, rec room, 2rid bathroom & 
lovely large sunroom with south ex. 
posure. Listed at $86,500, Call Joy. 
BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN 
VIEW 
10 acre parcels of land only minutes 
from town off of Oover Road. Pdced 
from $25,000 to $40,000. Call Joy 
for more Into, 
DOUBLE SIZED LOT 
and access to the detached garage 
is great for the family who 
need 'extra parking space for RV 
vehicles or a truck. Finished up and 
down, n.g. heat, this charming 
home is priced at only $64,500. 
MANY FEATURES 
make this home a super deal. Kit. 
chen eating area, built-in 
dishwasher, fireplace, hot tub, 4-pc 
ensuite, central vaccum system, 5 
brms, plus a large family room. 
Walking distance to town. Only 
$92,000. Call John Evans. MLS 
ECONOMICAL LIVING:' 
3 bedroom condo, over 1,000 sq.ft. 
of living area plus basement. CuRve. 
nlently located close to town. Ideal 
for owner/occupier or as a rental in. 
vestment. Only $27,900, Call John 
Evans, MLS, 
SELL YOUR HOME 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976   LTD. 
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY: ~ ' ~ ' ~ ; ~ ' ~  
NEW LISTING: IN THE HORSESHOE: Consider this 1650 sq. ft. home on JUST LISTED: MORTGAGE" :" 
Located in a good area of the 
Horseshoe. 4 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, full basement, and fatal. 
ly room. 2 fireplaces, garage, For 
more details, call Dave. Asking 
$112,500. MLS 
PRICE REDUCED: 
From $116,500 to $107,500 on 
, this newly built home. Situated on 
10 acres. Over 1400 sq,ft, of living 
area as well as a basement. Owner 
is anxious for offers. For more 
detailed into., call Dave, 
VIABLE BUSINESS: 
Approx. 1 mile from hot springs 
:consisting, of ,irestaorant, dining There are active purchasers looking I 
for their Ideal home. That home I room and pub on 2 acres, near the 
could be yoursl Call John Evans for. lake• For a list of equipment and 
a market evaluation or further details, Call Dave Reynolds at 
details, 635.6142, Asking $249,000• MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
John Currle 
636-9698 
• Dick Evans 
636.7088 
Dave Reynolds 
I l l . l l l l ,  
A nice family home with 5 
bedrooms, natural gas heat. New 
shingles on roof 2 years ago. Finish. 
ed basement could be used as an in. 
law suite• Asking.S69,500 Call 
Mike. MLS' 
A MUST TO SEE: 
, Nicely renovated 24x56 mobile 
home with concrete basement. New 
roof and siding :In 'J986, four 
bedrooms, natural gas heat and a Ask 
392 sq, fb covered deck. Asking 
$61,900. Call Mike. MLS 
THINKING OF BUILDING?. ~ i 
Well here's two pdme building lots. 
Each, one Is ~132x257~ and located [ 
on a quiet street in~ the Kelth; 
Estates, Asking $17,900 each, Call 
M ko. MLS : i:: 
zl 
i i i i i 
John Evans Joy I~.ver 
638,8802 ,11|6.7070 
Cedar Cres. Two fireplaces, full 3 brm. mobile on its own large lot, 
finished basement, rec, rm, 4 brms :.carport -sunken tub 
and Den. N,G. heat 90x228.7 ft. lot ,sundeck .fireplace 
on Cedar Crest, Reduced to •.fenced .dishwasher 
$107,500. MLS .fruit trees -expando 
, ' .  Immediate Possession 
LARGE CITY LOTS: Call Edka 635.6142 or 635.4773 
2 lots on HaSwell. 67.75 x 288.50 evenings. - i " ' " ' 
each, Sewer into lots and water Will '~:" ~ ~ ,;: . . . .  ,. .... " NEW . . . .  ~ : "" 
be put in. Beautiful mountain view i USTING ~' :  / "  
Could be suitable for duplex.'Cafl~ : !* ' JUST LISTED: ~ ;:~ ~ Executive styflng'li), 
Gordle Sheddan for copy of map. 4808 TuckAve' Cozy3 brm home this lrh stem 5 bdnn: home,: F.x.~ 
king $20,000 each.,MLS '.::~ :i :checkout the beneflts.A~.'aUable for ' i,& upgrading:For. 
W O O ~  ;July 1,1990. Call ErtkaPelieuer to an;aptoolntment to view this new: 
view, "i ~ ~ .,:i ! :i~. " : ;  i listing, call Dick Evans.~ IOO ACREAGE: i . : ,  . . . . . . . . . .  , ~ ' $i 29'0 
15.61 acres on Spring Crook Dam. .  i:;: ;! OWNER MOVING:Li ~ ~J i': ;** . . . . . . . .  NEW LISTING. :,I ',~ii 
Vqry picturesque. 2,5 acres i;5 'b~: ~family ;home in family Fori|he(lardondr. 6brm'18'OOsq:ftii 
cleared, water available, Some i: ~ neillhborhoedl Fenced yard andcar, *home epa halt a'ci'e.lOt, ~llceilyland.' 
timber, signs posted Asking port, Famgy, c:omfort, Call'Erika'for seeped at front and a great.garden 
'$37,000. MLS. Call Gordie Sefldan, anoppoint to view 635.0142or "area,Call'Dick Evans NOW to view 
Maps available. ~635.4773~venings, , ' !  ~thls home. Asking $g2 50()' 
' : 4650LAKELSE ' $!42 
I i 
Gordle Sheridan Mike Richardson 
831.41111 lISa.41?| ' 8311-6609 : ~ .  
is on this 4 brm full basement home 
In the Horseshoe, Well .maintained 
with updated carpets and 
decorating, Well developed base. 
merit with 4th brm; bath, and rec 
room with n.g. fireplace. Asking, 
$84,900. Call Dick Evans. :,, : ..... 
! , ,  ,il ~ 
~ I i ~ i 
. . . . .  " ,[" I<~. 1.,:: ;7¢ E . . . . .  i 
: J ,L E 
TOTAL RNISHE)  ARI~A = 19~5 ~f t , /180 .6m 
.FULL S~'~-~R ~ ~ ~.~.~ 
Here's a home with details that set it 
L apar t  .from the average house. For 
,;;"~,.e~dmple2 an attractive porch of an 
u~iiJsual shape shelters your, arriual. 
t . t  . i t l t l  .x't 
• ~ ~ [ ]  11 E ILw:<il <ili 
- AREA, 0Z,6 sq.ft./78.Sml 
• I .~: , . ,~r,o !1 
O(NIN~ 
6551=5553 
,~ ,=~. ,  ,:. . . . . .  
DESIGN NO.  
i :, ;~L, , , , j  CET~:U,~1~Ilrnm 
 , !HousePlans Available Through 
::: ........ TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
1 3207 Munroe, Terrace, B,C. 
• ~.,-- • 635-6273 
i 
When you goga' have it, We'll dPJ[Zlff.ltl 
;J~ I~mlm~=. . : )~ '~; '~  ~ i~. ,7  I 
"Our  exped i t ing  serv ice  wil l  eave  your  company money"  
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
OPEN HOUSE 
3846 De Jong Crescent  
,L 
m) 
" A ' ,,;/, ssociate Broker Network 
'1 . IN I IP l ID IN I  t '  ' P * ~ID ¢(D 0 ' l lA lO0  
• May 24, 1990 - 6- 9 p.m. 
MEMBER Rusty L junghin attendance. 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
CENTURY 21 Canada is proud to welcome a
new Salesperson to the team, Whether you're 
buying, selling, or thinking of a real estate • • 
; career; contact aCENTURY 21 office, More 
and more peopleare coming t9 us everyday. 
' 21 ' 
Wlghtmen & Smi th  Ru i t i  Ltd. 
1/3227 Kalum:$treet;: TePee;  eic ' 
, Ted  Garner  , "," ~.~' esHs i i l : ! :  :':/, • 
1"H£ LARGEST REAL ESTATE ORGANiZATiON!iN THI~ ~ORL[).  
; EACH OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY:OWNE~ AND OP~EP~ATEO,;,7. 
.... ~ : ~ • . 
;;i I ,' ='j,; i " :  ' , = . 
! 
MEMBER 
i---------- 
Associate Broker Network 
I COMPANY COMING? !::i. " '" 
Entertaining is easy in this rambling .~  • , . 1 4 beclroom, basoment home, Guests ..~>'~'~) ~. .... : .. i ~ '.~:" 
will enjoy the regal dining room and ~ .);~.~ ; ~:'~.~IL: 4" ~Fr~ 
sunken Ilvingroom with glass doors ~ ~ rJ ~ '~~ : ": ~ 
to patio and private, fenced ~ J . . . .  ~- , . . . . . .  ' . . . .  
clusive.100'x122' yard' Just $90'500' Ex" " ...... ~ ' '  " .... ~ .: 
i RRST CLASS FAMILY HOME 
WELL LOCATED ACRE Roomy open areas, vaulted ceilings, 
[ ]  Close to town and with re-zoning 3 bedroom, 1272 sq. ft. home on 
[ ]  could lend itself to a variety of the Bench, 4 lice, ensuite, 2 
[ ]  developments. Presently zoned R2, fireplaces, nt. gas heat, rear 
[ ]  the property is lightly treed, and sundeck, hobby room, large rec 
i fronts on 3 streets. $89,500 MLS room, great storage areas, paved 
driveway and separate 18 x 31 
i wired shop, $99,500,00, MLS 
CLEAN & COZY SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX.,. 
[ ]  Economic starter home with n. gas : on a 95'x172' ioegularshaped lot, 
[ ]  heat. and located within :walking Two bedrooms n each unit Electric 
[ ]  distance to Schools and downtown, heat with separate electrical' 
i 1160 sq. ft,, 3 bedrooms and some meters, Excellent revnnue propnrty, 
[ ]  recent upgrading. Altordablel Sign isposted at 3760 Muller 
549,900 MLS avenue, Asking $42,000. MLS 
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" ~ '~-" ,~- - ,~, .~~- ' . - ' . .m. -_ . , .  _ -  • . . . .  . : I 
compet i t i ve :  :~ 
jr  PATHWAYS !!i . :  :rates:i iLII'I~ ; 
" F I N A N C I N G  . r , " " ' 
H ~11 ~"  F INANCIAL  SE I= IV ICES  ' ,• ) 
H Our  peop le  make  t:he d i f fe rence  : :  ' t 
i[ 4609 Lazelle Avenue 16041635*2826 r ~ 
HANDYMAN'S RANCHER 
This promising, 3 bedroom~ 1210 
sq. ft. home offers a challenge to 
first home buyers and carpenters. 
Concrete dngwall. Double detached 
garage. Fridge & stove included. 
Electdc heat..36 acre lot. Asking 
$41,500. MLS , - 
LAKELSE FRONTAGE 
• . AND VIEW 
One of the West side's finest lots. 
Located at Mailbox Point with a 180 
degree panoramic view' of Lakelse 
Lake and over 450' Lake Frontage. 
Asking $37,500. Exclusive• 
LOW, LOW, BUNGALOW[ 
.Very comfortable 782 sq. ft. home 
• very close to the downtown core. 2 
bbdrooms, Conrete'flngwalL Electd~ 
heat. 60x100 lot. Must be viewed 
to be appreciated. • Call for more 
details, Asking $35,000.00 MLS mont. MLS 
| 
Hoist Godlinskl Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffin 
635-6397 635-5764 .638-0484 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0,371 
DEJONG CRESCENT, 
Tasteful two storey located on 
prestigious DeJong Crescent, 2x6 
construction, European kitchen with 
breakfast area, covered rear 
sundeck, 3 plus 1 bedrooms, 2 
brick fireplaces, Channel Cedaq 
Siding and bdck facing exterior, i 
paved double drive carport, fenced I 
and landscaped yard. Asking i
, SHOP i 
Located on River Drive, in Thornhill,] 
this shop oilers everything from ex-] 
tra large 14' x 16' bay doors to 8"1 
thick concrete hoor.2~512 sq.ft, of- I 
rice ~as~ooms~Nat .  Gas 
heating and ovqr.=head.alr.c!ipp!a~qn 
fans; aJI on nearly a V= :ibre lot With 
easy highway access. Asking 
$110,000.00 Exclusive. ] I 
Bert LJungh Joe Berbosa Ralph Gedliqskl 
638-6784 635.8604 838-4980 
I 
Christel Godlinskl 
635.6397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
l CABIN AT THE LAKE 
cozy cottage in private treed setting 
at the south end of Lakelse Lake. 
Cabin is set up as duplex and is 
ideal for 2 families. Presently there 
is boat access only. Give Gordie 
Olson a call for more information. 
Asking $34,000 MLS 
BUILDING LOTS 
Have you given any thought to 
building a new home? if so, here's a 
of our in.town residen- small sample 
tial building lots: 
LOT S ZE PRICED AT 
1.66x122 (2) $14,900 MLS 
,8 acre $17,900 MLS 
85x122 $19,000 MLSI 
85x144 $22,000 MLS 
I 135x175 $24,900 114xl 32 $25,000 MLS 
CUTE AND COZY 
if it's a quiet location that you're 
looking for, then look no further, for 
we have a very Well maintained 3
bedrocrn home offering approx. 
D 
TRUCKERS DREAM 
This 2 bay shop features 14'x16' 
doors, 18' ceiling, 3 phase wiring, 
office or parts room at the back, 
finished floor and lean.to on the 
side, Once acre provides ample 
parking. $75,000. Call Shaunce for 
more info. MLS 
IMMACULATE HOME 
A home you must spoI Beautifully ~
landscaped yard surrounds this 
beauty el a house, 3bedrooms, 2 
baths,ensuite, sunken living room 
with fireplace & a nicely finished reo 
room down. FO r these and many 
more features, call today, SHAUNCE 
KRUISSELBRIHK. $102,500 MLS 
1600 sq. ft. | of finished living space. GREAT FOR SIZE & PRICE 
tl4ites Include modern k[tohen,l Over 1400 sq, ft. plus full basement 
:athedral cellings,,*attached double home. 4 bedrooms, 4 appliances, 2
;arport, workshap'iarea, vinyl siding eating ames, 20'x32' shop, pdvata 
Ind 2,07 acres For more Informa. setting. Very well maintained inside 
ion.dO your;appothtment to view, and out, Asking $59,000. Call 
!aliHans Asking $84,900 • , MI~S Laurie. MLS. " . . . .  
Stan Parker Jim Duffy 
036-4031 e35*eeee 
Laurie Forbes 
035-6382 
JUST LISTED 
Is this residence with revenue unit. 
Main residence otfers 920 sq.ft, of 
living area plus a basement• Three 
bedrooms. Rec room with 
woodstove, Revenue unit has 2 
bedrooms - is presently rented for 
$375.00 a month. Situated on fenc. 
ed 80'x200' lot. Asking $65,000 
MLS 
DON'T DELAY - 
CALL TODAY 
If it's a quiet location that you're 
looking for,. then look no further 
because we have the perfect home 
foryou. This home is 1300 sq,ft., 
has 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 2 
fireplaces, family room, double car- 
port, paved driveway. Excellent 
Horseshoe location. For your per. 
• sonal appointment o view, call 
Hans. Asking $104~000 MLS 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
This home in the Horseshoe area 
could be ideal for you & your family. 
Features 1600 sq.ft, on main floor,' 
4 bedroms, natural gas heat & hot 
water also attractive central brick 
fireplace, The 85' x 132' lot is nice. 
ly landscaped with double paved 
driveway. Call Gordie Olson for your 
appointment to view. Asking 
$99,000 MLS 
Gordon Olson 
638-1046 
A GREAT FAMILY 
HOME 
In reasonable price range provides 
over .1200 sq. It. Three bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, family room, spacious 
an(~ open design kitchen and llv- 
mgroom Outside provides private 
back yard with covered patio, 
PRIVATE& SPACIOUS 12'x12' shop, carport, paved 
EXCEPTIONAL APPEAL driveway. Localed close to schooL~ 
and hospital. Asking $54,500, Call If elbow room is what you need 
without giving up convenience, Laude for morelnfo. MLS. 
don't overlook this attractively land- BUSINESS LOCATION 
soaped and private 1/2 acre property Light industrial corner lot. Goo~ 
with appealing family home. This highway exposure. Call Gordio Olson 
property shows much pride of for your appointment to wiew. Only 
• ownership and quality of finishing $89,500 MLS 
inside and out is very eye catching. FAMILY HOME PLUS " 
Located on the bench on quiet dead A completely finished home in. 
end street, For Info on the many cluding 3 bedrooms up, 1 down, 
more appealing lea,ores, call fireplace, jacuzzi tub in main bath, 
Laurie. MLS." ion.Air range, wall oven, triple sink 
with oarborator, solid birch 
MOVING-MUST SELUl cabinets, ensuite and many more 
Vendor is moving shortly and would features. Seperste pool house hal; 
like this property SOLD belore he 16'x32' plastic lined heated pool 
goes. This very well maintained 2 with slide, diving board and hot tub, 
bedroom trager has a 10'x30' addl. finished off in cedar. Heated and 
tion with 3rd bedroom. Natural gas wired storage shed has 2 bays foi 
heat. Frldge & stove included• Set wood, Landscaped and fenced yard, 
up on 80'x120' lot. Vendor will con. paved ddveway. Located in Kit. 
sider rental purchase, Asking only wangha• $175,000. For more Info, 
$22,900. Call today, MLS call Shaunce. MLS 
Hans Stach 
63667'30 
11 
Shaunce Krulsselbrlnk 
635-$382 
17; 
Ted Garner 
egg-SOlO , 
k 
r~ 
f: 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When s Mat holldey felle on e 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline le Thumdsy et 
5 p.m. for all dlepley and clesslfled ede. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. vaG IS8 
All clea¢fled and classified dlsptay ads must be prepald by either ceah, 
Vlaa or Mastercard. When phonlno In ads please have you Viaa orMaster- 
card number ready, 
20 won:b (f~st Insertion) $3.45 plus 5' for additional wends. "(Additional Insertions) 
$2,30 plus 4' for additional words. "$8.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
corome¢lal) 
OVER 30 CLASSlFICATIONS.I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats,& Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
24, Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
127. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 
LO. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
20. Pets & Livestock 31., Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32~ Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
N Tm 
The Tm Standanl mmm nm r~ht o cl=.ny ad~' •
un~r a~qxtm Im~ zrd to set rzt~ therefore me to 
0et~'lnine PaGe I~aUon, 
11~ Tm ~z~ ~wv¢ e~e d01~t to rev~, ~,  
ct,tsslfy e~ reJ~;t any ad~t  and to retJn any ansmirs 
directed to the Nero Box laxly Servl¢,, and to reNy the 
cmtme~r the sm p~l fro' the adverOsment imd bm nmtai, 
Box rope, us on "Hold" Insb~ct~ riot plcked up wlb~ 10 
dep of exp~ el am adv*~sn~mt wm be desVoyed micas 
n~g ~ Ire ~.  Tl~a ~M~ng Bex 
,N~ n raq~ not to taxi odG~ of documents to
iwki kels, 
All cJ~m of imerJ bl a~vo~ m~t be received by 
the I~  ,dthln O0 days aft' ere erst ix~McaUon. 
n Is a~Nd by th* ~lvw~ teqmsu~O sp~ce that me 
el the Terrace ~ k~ the event M f~4we to 
ix, M, sh am adv~ er in the event ef an ,nor ap~adr, O 
• the ~ as ix,~tshed sl~l be ~ited to the 
; amount p~i by the lidve~ser for enly one incerrect Inserll~ 
f0r ~ p~n e(~ adm'Us~ Wce c¢cup~ by t~ ~c~. [ 
rect et omigld ham o~dy, lind U~it there l'rag be no a~ty in : 
• Imy evenl g~l~ thlm th l l~  Mid for such adveres~o. 
1, Real Estate 
C0MMERCIAL LOTS FOR SALE in Terrace. 
4930- 4942 Greig Avenue. Call 635.4050. 
6p52 
FOUR BEDROOM 11/~ bathroom, single house. 
Many extras. $55,000 firm. Interested parties 
only. Phone 635.4083 6pl 
REVENUE HOME DUPLEX, One three bedroom 
with 2 baths and shop/storage area: One two 
bedroom with full bath, 635.4200 anytime. 
6pl 
62,6 x 132 LOT ON CITY WATER on Cramer 
Street. Paved, dead.eed road, Ouiet location. 
Must sell at reduced price, 635.7456 6pl 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW, 1040 sq. ft. Double 
attached garage, finished basement. 11/, 
baths, New carpet and paint. $92,500, 4725 
Tuck Avenue. 638-1481 6pl 
BUILDIHG LOTS FOR SALE in Thomheiohts 
Phase 3 Subdivision, $17,950 or best offer, 
phone 635.2148, get yours before the GST. 
6pi 
141 ACRES - LAKE, ~/4 FENCED. Some cross 
fencings. Approx. 80 acres in hay and 
pasture, $30,000 Call 996.8379 4p2 
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROO,'-A HOUSE for sale. 2.3 
acres on bench, ~prox. 2300 sq. ft., 2 
bathrooms, lice appliances, foyer entrance, 
sunroom, gas fireplace, approx, 800 sq, ft. of 
sundeck and patio decks with hot fub. Asking 
$112,500, 638-1331 after 7 p,m, 4p2 
TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE. New siding, all major 
household appflances (7) included. Assumable 
mortoage. 3 bedroom, lVz bath, $38,900, 
Call 638.1993 after 5 p.m, 6p3 
LOG HOME, 1620 sq, tt. on 230 acres, 100 in 
production, 3 bedroom, 1V~ baths, wood. 
electric heat. Drilled well, shop, greenhouse, 
root cellar. Attractive setting just 15 miles 
west of Vandorhoof on Hwy. 16, $112,000, 
To view call 1-567-2623, 4p3 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, Large 5 bedroom home 
on 8.2 productive acres, seven miles north of 
Vanderhoof, Four horse barn, two large 
storage shed, and a wood shed, Price for rapid 
sale, Phone 1-916.652-0986. 4p3 
LOT 65xl 20 water and sewer, paved. Asking 
$16,900. Reduced to $14,500. Must sell1 
Near hospital, school, quiet area. Call 
635.3986. 6p3 
FOR SALE - 3 bdrm house in hospital area, 
woodstove, paved driveway, four appliances, 
For more information, Phone 624.2091 even. 
ings. Asking $49,000. 6p3 
FOI~ SALE BY OWNER. 12 acre parcel on 
Dover Road. 5 minutes north of Terrace. Treed 
lot on high ground. Access on three sides. 
asking $24,000, 635,4600. 4p3 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT in No. 1 residential 
area in town, Located in Caledonia Subdiv]. 
sign, Large lot (76x124), approx,, $27,900, 
635.2280 or 561.9432. 6p4 
GREAT STARTER HOME, Gas and electric 
heat, Completely renovated. See to ap. 
preolate, 1942 6obslen Crescent, $65,000, 
Leave message 635-5009. 2p4 
LAKELSE WATER FRONTAGE. Unfinished new 
construction. Frame house, 25x42, 2 storey, 
large shop (32x20), 635-2470 6p5 
FOR SALE 
Excellent revenue, Rental 
housing complex Includes a 
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
housing, plus trailer pads on 
2 acres in Thornhil l .  
$225,000. Phone: 
635"4453 
1. Real Estate 
CHARMING RURAL ViEW HOME, 1400 sq. ft, 
2 + bedrooms on 3V~ level acres in North 
Usk. Underground hydro and phone. 6" walls, 
twin seal windows, large deck, Separate 600 
sq. ft. work shop/guest house wired 220 and 
greenhouse, chicken house, garden, fruit 
trees. Northern residence Tax credit. 
$47,000. To view 635.3793 2p5 
RURAL PROPERTY for sale• 40 ecros 
undeveloped land on Skaariand road. Owner 
will cany financing with $4000,00 down, 
Balanee at 10 percent interest. Call 656.9639 
or 656.3928. 4p5 
HOUSE FOR SALE on bench area. Five 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, finished basement 
1275 sq. ft. Close to bus and school. N.G, 
heat and,water. City sewer, water. Wired and 
heated shop with pit. Carport, garden shed, 1 
acre. All newly renovated. New roof. 
638-0231 2p5 
2 STOREY CABIN for safe. East side Laketse 
Lake behind hotsprings, 200x130 It. lot, 
water frontage, 60 ft, dock, $85,000.00 call 
635-3406 lp5 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW. Quiet location, 
1008 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2 baths; full finish. 
ed basement, storage shed, workshop. 
$91,500.00 635.5696. lp5 
4.82 UNDEVELOPED ACRES• 10 minutes 
north of downtown. Year round creek. Arte. 
slan well. $13,000,00 635-5870 6p5 
2. Mobile Homes 
12 x 64 MOBILE HOME. Two bedroom, natural 
gas heat, woedstove, joey shack, washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove. $13,500• 635-6464. 
6p52 
1970 PARKWOGO 12x68, gas furnace, new 
carpets, 4 appliances, Will pay transporting 
costs to Terrace. Asking $12,000, 03.0. Call 
632.2674. 6p3 
1982, 14x70 Pacltica, vinyl skirted, 5 ap- 
pliances. Vendor will carry flnenclng. 
638.0800 or 638.1182, 6p4 
2 ACRES with older mobile addition and out- 
buildings in Kleanza subdivision. $24,500,00 
Financing available, 635-2760 6p5 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston. Phone 045.3161. 311fn 
FOR RENT OR LEASE ..~ Office space at 
ground level, 1968 square feet, Located at 
4639 Lazelle Ave. Ph, 635-2643 or 
1-656.0365. 6p3 
750 sq. fl. rental space; Suited for small 
business or office. Next to AGK in Thornhlll. 
Reasonable rent, 635-3535, 6p4 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse. Good for 
office space or storage. Call 635.7939 or Ter- 
race Realty (Crystal) 636.0371. 6p4 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom tumished unit in Thor- 
nhtil, Phone 635-4453. 2p4 
SMALL HOUSE. Old Remo ltd, Acreage. 
Suitable for garden. Adulf oriented. 
635•2961 2p4 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom basement suite. 
$650,00 per month, Includes hydro and heat. 
Avail, June 1st, Call 635.4596 between 
lOam,-3pm, Ask for Karen. 2p5 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Suitable for stu. 
dent or single working person, Board 
negotiable. References required. Phone 
635.9436 6p5 
1 BEDROOM 1or rent, for a gentleman. Has kit- 
chsn facilities, 635.5893 6p5, 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, Fridge, stove in. 
cludnd. Laundry facilities, storage sired, 
$400,00 a month plus damage deposit - no' 
pets please, Avail. June 5, 635-3567 
lp6 
SLEEPING ROOM for rent. In town 
CaR 635.7176 2p5 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
r,~ml ~ luuN a mTr  
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOUI 
1 room $360, 2 room $450 & 3 roan 
$520. Frkige, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Camet throngheut. Laun~ 
facilities, storage space. Referencns re. 
qulred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments, 
PHONE OeRCE 036-6224 
If almlll, hie 
] 
ACTION AD 
 BUY  'SELL P" RENT  'TRADE 
3. FOr Rent 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom basement suite. Fddge, 
stove, electricity Included. Laundry facility, 
storage shed, $475.00 a month plus damage 
deposit, No puts please. Avail. June 5, 1990 
835.3567 lp6 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for respm~stbla 
family. Excellent references from present 
landlord, Phone 635-3624' 6p52 
WANTED TO RENT 3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE by 
responsible family of four. Terrace area. ASAP 
$750 ruth. range. 635.4875 after 4:30 p,m, 
6pl 
WANTED HOUSE to rent at Lakelsa Lake for 
the summer months. Call 635-7613. 61)1 
WANTEO TO RENT 3 bedraom~house in Ter. 
race for family of 3. ASAP Call afte~ 4 p,m., 
638.8469. 6p3 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with one child wan. 
ling to rent beach trent cottage on Lakelse 
Lake for lhe summer months. Call 
1.624-6371. 61)4 
MANAGER OF TERRACE Chrysler bedystiop 
requres 3-4 bedroom house or mobile home to 
rent by July 1, Please call 635.4837. 61)4 
WANTEO TO RENT, Shift mother, student 
daughter requlro quiet pdvaie 2.3 bedroom liv. 
ing quarters. Also possible barter helping hand 
for Block Parent presence. Phone 635.6449. 
2p4 
5. For Sale Misc. 
i.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,0.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 60% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500.. 82 lade 2-donr auto • good cued. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat. 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd, jacks, $2000. New Kuboda Ilia plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle, Ph. 697.2474. 19tfn 
18 HP ARIENS GARDEN TRACTOR. 
Hydrustatlc ddve, mower dock, dozer Made, 2 
wheel cart, tire chains and spare tire, $3,295 
DBO, 635-3258 6p52 
MOBILE VEHCILE MOUNTED 2 way VHF 
radios. $80 each. 637-5702 6p52 
SET PI0NEER CAR/TRUCK SPEAKERS, 3 way, 
100w per channel. Brand new. $150." Call 
Janet 638-7283 days, 52tfn 
4 x 8 UTILITY TRAILER $600. Job boxes c/w 
ladder rack for pick-up $400. To view 4931 
Lazetie. Call 638-1726 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
COMPUTER 366SX-16Mhz, 40 meg HD dual 
ddves, VGA 16 bit; $2,500 comes with soft- 
ware (approx, $1,000 value) on hard drive. 
Plus Citizen 24 pin coldur GSX140 printer; 
$600. Phone 635-2230. 6pl 
FOOD CATERING BOX. All stainless teel, cof- 
fee dispenser, warming compartment. Will fit 
, % or_l ton. very g o(xl condition. :$1,2Q0, 
• Phone 1.567.2823 4p2 
3 ALL STEEL STORAGE BUILDINGS, New, 
never erected. 40 x 30 was $9,000, sell for 
$5,600. 40 x 60 worth $15,000 now 
$9,600, 40x120 worth $25,000 now 
$15,000. Heavy snow leads, Canadian price. 
303-757.3107 4p2 
PASTEL MINK STOLE, $350. 0.0.0., red lox 
jacket, size 6, $590. O,B.O., lavender white 
mink jacket, size 10-12, $595. O,B.O., demi 
buff mink, size 12, full length, $850, O.B,O. 
638.8589. 4p2 
1 GOLD RING (14k gold) set with 27 garnets, 
$700 finn. NEW (14k gold) wedding dng set, 
paid $1495.00 Asking $1050. O.B,O,, 
638-8589. 4p2 
FOR OUICK SALE - Muskrat Jacket, Squirrel 
Jacket, Rabbit Jacket, Hudson Seal with mink 
collar, F,L, Black Persian Lamb, white Racoon 
Coat, $200 each, size 10.12, 638.6589 6p2 
CHESTERFIELD AND 6 CHAIRS. Asking $400. 
Phone 638-1335, 9 a.m,- 6 p.m or 635-7047 
after 6 p,m. 6p2 
CUSTOM MADE KING SIZED waterbed with 
bookshelf headboard, $225 OBO. Ladies 
medium FITZWRIT dry suit, $400 E,C, harvest 
gold G.E. self cleaning range, $200 0130. CaR 
638.0139. 3p3 
ONE LAZER CANOPY With slide windows for 
short box, small pickup $350. Men's western 
saddle, rawhide tree, foil rigging with bridle, 
breast collar, pad, $450.845.2417, 4p3 
FOR SALE LOVESEAT, rocking chair, etereo, 
TV, kitchen table, beds, and other misc. 
household items, 635.5198. Phone after 3 
p,m. or drop by at 4712 Straume Ave. base. 
ment, 6p3 
1,25"x5'x10' slate pool table, many extras, 
needs to be seen to be appreciated, A steal at 
$1,250. OBO. 638.1227. SP4 
FOR SALE 8 acres standing hay at Kltwanga. 
Approx. 400 bales. $1.00 per Bale. Call col- 
lest 636.2935 6p5 
FOR SALE two A-78 13" bias ply tires 9090 
thread left, $15. Sat of traction bars off '70 
chevelle $25. Cart) kit & carl) for early 70's 
toyota 1600 cc engine. Packaged, $10, Two 
14x6 chrome dms for chev. $10, 635.9036 
6pm..gpm. 2p5 
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM comes with hang-on, 
oatad hunt, F-16 fighter, after burner and dou. 
ble dragon, Has paddles & light phaser, hardly 
used, excellent condition, Sell all for $175,00 
0.D.0 phone 635.9036 6pro.. 9pro. 2p5 
FOR SALE 900 concrete Pricks - $315, 
1010 Crawler Tractor - $4000, CB Radio, 
Tower & Antennae - $75, 1000 Concrete 
blocks - $250, 8.Ton Rhine Winch -- $500, 
Window Air Corrditioner - $150 0bo. Phone 
635.6449 lp5 
FOR SALE Roland piano - $1500, else. 
guitar - $125, 2 twin beds - $25 & $80, 
also tanned Mack bear hide, older fur Jacket 
and sheepskin open to offers, Phone 
635-6449 lp5 
BLUE AND WHITE 12 speed Kuwahara (otym. 
pla) bike with sun tour LX.3040 components, 
last year's mndof; ZefaJ HPx4 pump and toe 
clips, Reg. $525. Asking $29D. 
635.4529 lp5 
6. Fer hie Mlsc, 
NINTENBO games for sale. Karate Kongfu - 
$30,00 Made.1 - $30.00 Golf - $40.00 
635.3823 6p5 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED ANTLERS OF ANY KINO, In "Ooocl 
condition. Will pay by the pound, 849-5260 
6p2 
WANTED METAL STOCK RACKS FOR GMC 
long box. 1.698.7627 4p2 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUDARU, FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, Int, wipers, hatieGen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638.8654 even. 
Ings. ffn 
1981 CAMARO, Good condition, low mileage, 
P/S, P/B, two spare tires with rims, asking 
$2,500. Phone 638.0190 6p52 
1984 NISSAN MAXIMA 4 dr., 6 cyl,, auto, 
exo. condiUon. Too many optious to list. 
$9,500. 1977 Porsche 924 $12,000. 
635.3567 6pl 
1985 DAYTONA, red, low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Extras. Asking $8,700. Call 
635.3565 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
1987 4 DOOR PONTIAC 6,000. excellent oon- 
diUon. Great family car, $6,900. O,B,O. 
635-9193 anytime. 6pl 
1979 DODGE VAN VS, PS, PB. Captaln and 
bucket seats, panelled, carpeted, 44,500 
orfoinal ady ddven kilometers. E.C. $4,900 
after 4 p.m, 638.8408 6p2 
1976 TR6, 2 door hardtop, new tires, Alpine 
stereo, CD's. Good condition, $9,000, 
638.8049, 6p2 
]!~;; 
• . ~ : ! - ,~  
1986 CHRYSLER LANCER, automatic, 4D 
Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles. Exc. condition, 
$7,700,635-7642. 6p4 
1984 PONTIAC RERO 2M4. Very good condi. 
lion, great summer car. New clutch, battery, 
tune up, wheel alignment, $5,500 OBO. Call 
632-6357, 6p3 
FOR SALE 1967 VW Jetta GL Power steering, 
sunroof, 37,000 km, Asking $11,000. Call 
635-3434, 6p3 
1966 3UICK SKYLARK convertiMe in mint 
cond. w/new mags. Sedous inquiries only. 
$4700, 635.3567. 6p4 
1967 CADILLAC DEVILLE convertible in GRC, 
$6,700, 635-3567. 6p4 
1988 T-BIRD turbo coupe. Like new. He 
winter miles. Call 842-5664. 6p4 
1980 OLDS STATION Wagon. All opUOnS, 
$3,500. Call 635.4796. 6p4 
1985 PONTIAC 6000 station wagon. 8 
passenger, cruise control, 63,000 km. Very 
good condition. 635-3382 evenings. 6p4 
1981 CADILLAC SEVILLE. Burgundy~cofour. 
-,Loaded, excellent .copd,,,~cai.l.~.635~O84, 
°" ° • .* 2p4 
1986 CHEV SPRINT. Extra clean, 2 door, hat- 
chback, 5 speed, AM/FM, $4,900. OBO, 
635-5576 after 5 p.m, 6p4 
1980 OLDS OMEGA 2 door, auto, PS/PB, 
radio, good condition, $2,000, Cai! 635.9245. 
6p4 
1982 OLDS FERENZA SPORT COUPE; new 
ps]nt; radiator; front brakes and mufflers; 
rebuilt crank & bearings with reconditioned 
head; sunroof; hatchhack, Asking $3,950. 
Phone Houston 845-2683 or 845-7059. 4p4 
ONE 307 CHEV recently rebuilt, $600, One 
2.8 1987 Ford VG, $800. Call 635.2789. 
2p4 
FOR SALE - 1983 MAZDA RX7 GX. One 
.owner. Low mileage. Maya gold. 5.speed, sun 
roof, leather seals, cruise control, stereo, and 
more. Asking $12,000, Will consider 
reasonable offers, Call Don or Robin at 
635-2964 evenings or weekends. 4p4 
1976 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500cc 
stereo/cassette, yellow with Mack interior, 
convertible. Gummer driven, excellent asking 
$4800. Call 635.6824 6p5 
1977 BLDS CUTLASS SUPREME 2 door hard. 
top', 350 V8; auto, air conditioning, power 
everything. Runs well; 71,000 reties, $1500 
OBO. Call 645-7916 4p5 
• 1980 SIJBARU D,L, station wagon. Silver 
orey, 15,000 Am, E,C, 638.1316 or 
635-2212 6p5 
1987 PONTIAC.FIREFLY 2 door, silver, 
48,000 kin. AMIFM cassette, rear wiper, ex- 
cellent tend. f yr. left on warranty, Call 
632.7127 after 6pro. lp5 
1985 TOYOTA TERCEL station wagon, 4 door, 
5 sp., standard, ps/pb, excellent con(I, 
..$6000'00 o,b.e. 798-2255 61)5 
B. Trucks fer Sale 
1982 DATSUN 4 x 4 pickup, King Cab, 5 
speed, canopy, sunroof, 1 owner, all season 
radials, sound mechanical condition. Asking 
$4,900,635.9477 6p52 
1967 DAKOTA AUTOMATIC with box liner, 
canopy like new condition, 31,000 km still 
under warranty, $9,600 firm. Phone 
635.2669 6p52 
1967 HIGH TOP VANAMARA FORD. Only 
40,000 km, with extended warranty to 
105,000 k.m, Fully loaded with all extras, 
Most be seen to be appreciated, $25,000, 
Will take smaller car (1985 & up) in trade, 
1.692.7526 days 1.698-7450 eves. 4p2 
1901 JEEP WAGONEER LTD, 4 x 4, fully load. 
ed. Trailer towing package, No rust. 65,000 
miles. 847-2301 4p2 
1976 FORD 150 4 x 4, good shape 
mechanically, some rust, good tires. 300 4 
speed. $1,9501.690.7389 4p2 
1986 CHEV, EXTENDED CAB, 4x4, 1/2 ton 
and 8 ft. Skipper camper, c/w fddge, stove 
and foroa¢e, sleeps 4, $10,900, 842.5554. 
6p2 
1980.CHEV 3/4 TON, 55,000 ratios, Great 
runner, $2,700 OBO, 1986 F350 4x4 
crew~,  35,000 kin, 351 EFI auto, boxllner, 
wananty 816,700 OBO, 635.9121. 61)3 
1991 JEEP CHERoKEE, excellent condlgon, 
I ' I 4x4, ~.5 speed OD bans, 42,000 miles. 
$ ~ MEAN MOEY $ i l  $16,500 080. Phone 635.3138, 6p3 
i VaiJ)le how, when, where Infomlllgon | 1986 TOYOTA 4 runner, SR5. Excellent con. 
I onplcklngpreftlal~wiklmuofwem, [ diUon, low mileaOe, Asking $14,500. Phone 
I ~ ,Soed $10,99 tO: . . . .  ~ [ ;635-6535. 
I !S :  UmlmmulaeUMw7 : a ~4 
1, ~ ~ k 74~ I ~  lit,,, V'$,I la i :  I * i'1907 OEv PCKUP 203, 4 speed PO.tbaek, 
! ~' ........... '"" , ' ~ '  I ~;c~me~2.rm4.~ " , up4 
V/S4 
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Retail Or Office Sp-'"-- 
Good .location - M 
Wrlghtwoy Building 
Contact 692-3092, . . . . .  j 
* ke' B ..... : Box77"/BurnsLa ,, ,C. 
9. Trucks for Sale 14. Boats & Madne, 
FOR SALE 1979 FORD 314 T, pickup. Engine 14 FT. INFLATABLE, deepN, hard.bottom, 
rebuilt, 6 cyl~ std transmission, $1,800. 4.saats, stsedng, 50 hp Johnson, trailer, fast, 
Phone 835.6161 between 8 a,m. and 4:30 sale for channel or water skiing, $6,000. 
p,m. Monday through Friday 2p4 Phone 632.4381. 6p4 
FOR SALE. 1979 FORD 314 T pickup. New SAILBOAT 22' WESTERN NOMAD, 4 berth, 
tires, engine and front end rebuilt, 6 eyl, std. safq family cruiser, Recent'survey available. 
' traosm]sslan..$2,000, Phone 635.6181 bet- GO. Ready to go. Complete with galvanized 
ween 8 a,m.. 4:30 p,m. Monday thin F d~tay, tandem trailer, $15,000,638-8358 evenings. 
2p4 2c5 
1986 CHEV 4x4, 305, Auto, new tires, runn-' 15 .  uo..h,.,,,,,,, 
Ing boards, dual exhaust, tilt steering, pulse n l IB IWUIH5 I  ! 
wipers, eto. E.C,, $fl7500. Leave message, ATrENTION: LOGGERS & CONTRACTORS. 
635.3771. 6p4 Complete machine shop. Lathe, 16' swing, 
1986 GMC 1/1 ton 4x4 full size pickup. Deluxe no. 3 Le Blond hodzontsl mill: Drill presses. 1 
intedor, PW' and PL, cruise control and tilt large, 1 small. Grinders (3), Hydraulic ~osses 
wheel. 350. C.I.D. V8, automatic, extra clean. 100 + (1), 6 + (1), cutting'& welding lorch, 
$11,995.00 Trades considered. 635.5338 power hacksaw. 195 amp. welder, efecfdc 
2p5 hoist. Track burner above machines are com. 
piete with tooling and can be seen in opera. 
11. Recreational lion $15,000 complete 1.692.3276 eves. 
Vehicles 4p2 
ATTENTION: PERSON WHO INSFECTEO AND 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel In , BIg $35,000 O n D7F Cat in Terrace please call 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 1-697-2474 4p2 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, men- 1974 HAYES, 1977 COLUMBIA TRAILER, 
thly, 638-1468 12p50 350 Cummins, trans, Henddcksen suspen. 
91/z FT. VANGUARD CAMPER. Hydraulic sign. Front end, trailer suspension. All recent, 
jacks, has everything, sleeps 6, excellent asking $15,000,1-694.3655 4p2 
condition. $5,500 firm. Carl 635.7859 6p52 V378 ENGINES For pads. New fuel pumps, 
MOTORHOME 1985 CLASS A PACE ARROW. starters, everything Inside and out, salvage 
27 ft., fully loaded, lop condition, 60,000 km, prices, 847.2299, 846-5980, Neg. 4p2 
454 chev. engine. $43,000 635.2697 6pl ATTENTION LOGGERS & CONTRACTORS. 
1986 TRAVELAIRE 5th WHEEL, 28 ft long. Complete Machine Shop. Lathe 16" swing, 
Used only once. Asking $22,000 Call No. 3 Le Blond horizontal mill. Drill presses,. 
635.5717orafter6p,m.635-TOlT.Usedon- (1) large, (1) small. Gdnders (3), Hydraulic 
. lyonce. 6p2 presses 100 plus (1) 6 plus (1), culling & 
1986 16ft BONAIR TRAVEL TRAILER. Very welding torch, power hacksaw, 195 Amp 
easy towing. Like new condition, Comes with Welder, electric hoist. Track burner above 
hitch. $8,000 OBO. 1.698.7327 4p2 machines are complete with tooling and can 
be seen in operation $15,000, Complete 
1975 GMC VANGUARD, 21 ft. class C 1.692.3276evenings. 4p3 
moforhome, 47,000 miles, well maintained, MASSEY FERGUSON 135. Like new $6,500, 
asking $10,500,638.1331 alter 7 p,m. 6p2 845.2417. 4p3 
1973 21 ft, TRAVEL TRAILER, New hot water 
tank, lODib propane tank plus 2 2Dibs tanks, 966 C GRAPPLE c/w bucket Made." New 
Good condition, $4,500, Call 635-6790. 6p2 chains, spare parts, Good condition, with or 
wilhont 16,000 Ms to load. 1.695,6446, 4p3 
WANTED A 12' to 14' travel trailer. Phone 1988 ARCTIC 20T log Irailor c/w scales 8'6" 
632-3797. 6p2 spring loaded, bunks and stakes• 1968 
CAMPER FOR SAMLL pickup. Fddge, stove Peerless ieep. 1988 Arctic 20T log trailer & 
and furnace, Excellent condition, also trUCk rigging. C/w scales 8' spring loaded 
tibregtass canopy for small pickup in good bunks and stakes. 1977 Kenworlh L.W. Cure- 
condition, 1-695-6696, 4p3 rains big cam 1 NTC 400 RTO, 12515 trans, 
OKANAGAN CAMPER, Fits import pickup, SSHD 5:29 ratio, 1974 Columbia 40T Iowbed 
stove, icebox, and furnace. Sleeps 2 adults 8'6" by 22' deck. 1966 Hayes H.D. gravel 
and 2 children $1,900, 692-3276 eves. 4p3 truck. Cummins NTC 335 RTO0. 9513 trans, 
SSHD, 5:29 ratio. 1-692.3067. 4p4 
1979 DIPLOMAT 20' HOLIDAY TRAILER, 
sleeps 6, full bath, Hot water, 3.way fddge, C7A TREE FARMER SKIDDER, New transmis. 
sign priced for quick safe. Nugget Equip. Ltd. 
stove/oven, TV antennae. Full awning, spare Prince George. 562.8856 days, 560.541"3 
tire, Good condiUon, 698-7381. 4p3 evenings, 4p5 
1974 TRIPLE E class A motcrhome, 41,000 
miles, $10,500. Phone 635.2997 6p4 
FORSALE-19054wheo, YFM ATVwith4ft. EQUIPMENT 
snow blade, 4 new tires and chains'. Asking 
$2000080 Ca,,6354552 6p4 FOR SALE  
1978 FRONTIER 23 ft, motorhome, has bunk John Deem 7 ft. mower  
beds. Its on a Dodge chassis, awning, good conditioner, better than 
cond., $17,500, 40,000 miles, Call 
849-5435. 6p4 newll --  No. 12 Massey 
1978 KENW0RTH W900 truck and 1987 Ferguson hay baler. --John 
8rodex tri-axle trailer, Both one owner. Good Deere side delivery hay rake. 
condition, Must be seen to be appreciated. Phone Leo 035-7266 
Phone 1.699-6460, 4p4 
or 796-2209 eves, 1976 Dodge 23' Motorhome, 440 VS, cruise, 
storao, ronf-air, awning, microwave, full bath, 
newly renovated, Trailer hitch, Phone 
1.690-7436. Fort Fraser. 4p4 16. Farm Produce 
1974 - 191/ztt. KUSTOM KOACH; tandem ax- HAY FOR SALE, $2 per bale. Good quality. No 
le holiday trailer; sleeps six; very good condt. Sat, calls. 849-5395 6p52 
tion. Call Houston 845•2982 after 4:30. 4p4 
WE OFFER ALL YEAR rouno, organls raised 
21' PARK AVE, TRAVEL; Trailer. Fully self beef, pork, lamb, winfer, lamb, goat or 
contained, sleeps six, G.C., 635-2961, chickens. On the hoof or dressed. Delivery 
' $3,500. 6p4 possible depending on quantity. 1,694.3456. 
SEVEN FOOT CAMPER, 1962 Skippy (Import Phone before 8 a,m. 41)5 
size) 3.way fddge; stove; furnace; sink & 
water tank; hydraulic jacks; boat loader. 
$2500.Cati845.7916 4p5 17. Garage Sales 
HOUSTON R.V. RENTALS: 22 ft. motor home. YARD SALE - Numerous building supplies, 
To rent please call: 845-2329 days or tools, office furniture, and a few 
845.3550nights. 4p5 miscellaneous items, Saturday, May 19 and 
19' MOTORHOME GMC Frantler, bathroom, Saturday, May 26 at 4823 Lazele Avenue, 
stove, furnace, 3 way fddge. Clean Terrace, B,C, 2p4 
635.5121. 6p5 GARAGE SALE - Long term residents elling 
out. Something for everyonel May 26 & 27, 
91h ' VANGUARD CAMPER, 3 way fddge, 3 lOa,m, .3p,m,,5223Haugland. 2p4 
' burner stove with oven, furnace, toilet, On '76 
F250 S.C, with NC-C/C, $5,500, 635.7719 GARAGE SALE at 4719 Olson. May 26, 9 
6p5 a,m.- 2 p.m, No early bins. lp5 
MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL is having a garage 1 2. Motorcycles , l e  on the May 26 at 8 am- Noon, 3767 Pine 
1986 YAMAHA FJ-1200 Street bike, E,C. Avenue, lp5 
Asking $3,800 060, 635-6271 evenings and B.C, SENIORS GAMES SOCIETY, Zone 10 will 
weekends. 6p4 be holding a Giant Garage Sale on Saturday, 
June 2, 1990 Iron 9 a,m.. 2 p,m,, 4807 
14. Boats & Madne Bison Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Anyone wishing 
to support the seniors may leave article for 
79 23.50 BAYLINER HISOUALLY 305cu, 280 the sale at the above address or phone 
Volvo leg, VHF & CB, anchor winch, 7,500 Ib 
easy load trailer, nice shape, $18,000, 1978 635.3352 after 4 p.m, for pickup. 2p5 
Ford 150 4x4 good shape mechsnlcaily, some 
rust, good tries 360 4 speed, $1,950,1.690 18: Travel 
• 7389 41)2 
16'COMPION-90HPMarinerOBEconoMix. 19. Lost & Found 
er, Depth Sounder, C,6, down dggers, red 
holdeR, skis, trailer, like new $16,000, IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
638.0419. 6p3 Found Classified, Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
R.5 RIVER KAYAK clw floataflon I~ge. Spray Noon Saturdays. : - . . . . .. 
skirt and paddle, Almost new, $470, LOST IN TOWN, l goidchain.Rewerdlfchein 
635-7842. 6p3 returned. Call 035.3216. 2p4 
25 HP MERCURY MOTOR and 14 ft, Springbok LOST 1 WHITE COCKATIEL, tame. Answers to 
boat, $3,000, 1.695.6419, 4p3 the name of Daley. Call week 6357234 and 
22 FT, SANGSTER inboard on Tandem trailer, home 638-8323. : 2p4 
• In excellent cond. $12,500, 835-7874 after 6 LOST A BLACK VELVET purse w[lh makeup. If 
p,m Ask for Mike, ' 61)4 found phone 635.4219. Ask for Dawn. ~ 2p4 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUMINUM BOAT, 9.0 hp LOST FEMALE GRAY and White 'cat.'Declaw. 
Mercury outboard and new EZ Loader trailer, ed, mark behind right ear, in 4708 Park area, 
Extras $2,500 OBO, 636.1227. 6p4 PIIone 636.1681, . 21)'4' ' 
~, . , . - ,  
• . . . . , ,):. 
FOR RENT 
... ..~,.~..... • .::'. 
i - , - - - ~ l , i  ~ '- 
~:~i 20,: Pets &Livestock 
~ iTWO'. MALE BLACK EAR PUPPIES. 7 wks. 
~ $200. each. one registered chocolate male 
Lab. ~: $350. 'No' Saturday caiis,.849.5395 
. . . . .  6p52 
21.:HelpWanted 
ENTHUSIASM Should earn you a good Income. 
Interested please phone 635.3484. lc5 
WANTED BABYSITTER (preferably live.in), For 
more information call Karen at 635.4596 bet° 
/SPANIEL PUPSI tails docked, dew class weenlOam.3pm. " 2p5 
,,;~removed[ Gi'eat dogs for those who love the EMPLPOYMENT OP~RTUNITY -Nurse fo-ra 'i~,iOutdoots, ;$75: firm Ready June 15, 
• -635.3804. * ' ' 6pl office.schedugng •and field Supervisory posl. 
<~ E , lion with agency' that,delivers services to 
'.~,G NTLE NINE YEAR 15 HAND BAY ARABIAN ' seniors, handicapped and'recbperating people 
:]!Ge ding excellent mover dressage prospect; n their homes Hours"ra e from "~ . . . . . . . .  / , • ng 20. to 
4needs experienced rider; trained by J 0'Nelg. 401week to,start. Some flexibility with job. 
~Cali847~4602 r561.0029 . 4p2 Startinli"date:'~JOne 1,:.1990, For nlore Infer- 
t WANTEDI BuY,,~$ELL/TRADE. Livestock cat- 
tie/homes. D~psed and bonded Ilvesfock 
deaier;.Will"p]dk Ul~ Ken Rose 1.694 3370 
..... 4p2 
FOR SALE 5 YEARLING CHAROLIAS BULLS. 
Pennchar Farms in Vanderhoof. Phone 
667.9323 anytime. 4p2 
ONE PAIR.DRAFT HORSE HARNESS; complete 
With bddles~ also thiee beehlves;-complete 
with brood,suppers; honey supers; base and 
cover. Call 845-7867, ' 4p3 
::TOY PDODLES'AND TEACUP size, white, both 
• sexs: Ready to 00 soon. Call 692.3722 
anytime. - 4p3 
~SIAMESE Kn'rENS ready to go, Beautiful pets. 
Call 1.692-3722 anytime. 4p3 
.-AVAILABLE TO select homes, registered 
- ;:: Rotweiller puppies, quality breeding, Excellent 
: : temperment, allpups are family raised, For in. 
formation ~phene 576-2068 or evenings 
847-3110. 4p4 
ALL BREED 1 
':I egg  GROOMING 
I Reasmlable Rates 10 Years Experience 
; I •JANE .TURNER 638"8018 
| Mornlngire¢ Evenings 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Dickie Dee Iceoream. The icecream bicycle 
people. 635-3102 6pl 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN -- We are looking for 
mature career minded Individuals who want o 
be a part of a growing team that akes great 
pride in their work. Experience ispreferred but 
will. train the right individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of- 
tar competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking appflca- 
tigris for the following posltons 
wa]terlwaltress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
vvalierlwaitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks, No telephone In- 
,qulfles pfeasel 14cl 
MANAGEMENT. OPPORTUNITY- Dairy Queen 
i~equires ~mal~ager fo  its Pdnce Rupert leca~ 
lion ExpedenCe ~i i~  bHt pDt~O ~'~ ssary folio 
persen W~lmg~o train and learn. International ~ 
Dalp)':0ui~en c~urs~ mandat0r~ with on.site 
training in Surrey offered. Starting salary 
$30,000 per annum. Potential to own may he 
a possibility for right person, Medical and den- 
tal plan offered. Operations are open seven 
days a week with day and night shifts essen. 
tial. Store management will include assistant 
managers. Ifyou are energetic and wish to ac- 
cept a challenge please mail your resume to 
Howatt Enterprises Ltd., 13345.25 Avenue, 
Surrey, B.C. V4A 9G8. Please outline your ex- 
perience and your goals with your esume.4c2 ' 
TWO FULLY OUALIFIED HAIRDRESSERS re- 
quired. Duds Coiffures, 4-5 yrs. experience, 
638.1704. Needed immediately. 6p3 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS applications for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap. 
pficaUon and interview please apply in person 
to personnel dept. lc5 
matlon'contact: Batty Stewart Program Direc; 
for, Home Support Services, 635.5135. lc5 
QUALIFIED JOURNEYMAN, auto body man,or 
painter. Needed Immediately. Wages ascot. 
ding to quallficatlons.;Bums Lake Auto Body, 
1-692.7,065 daysl 1:692-3966 evenings. 4p4, 
WANTED TWO QUALIFIED hairdressers, Apply 
Doris' Coiffures, 638-1704, 2p4 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY Bass player for 
,country rock band, 1.695.8469 evenings. 
4;)5 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tlsers that the human rights code in Bdtish 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertJse- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates ngalpst any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to fumtsh 
any Information'conceming race, religion, col. 
our, ansestry, place of odgin er political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B,C., V8G 188. Please do not include bulk 
ooods or money to Box replies, 
GRAPPLE YARDER, HOOK TENDER• Ex. 
pedence at night logging, plus end backhoe 
and backspars. Also possess afety fuse and 
electrical blasting ticket and operate tank 
ddlls an~ air tracks. Call 637-5702 or leave 
message for Bob at 637-2249. 6p52 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME. Age under 4 
years, call 638.8619 6pl 
CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF? I'll do it for you. 
Painting, plumbing, carpentry, concrete, brick- 
laying & general maintenance. Kevin Tumer. 
849-5888 Serving Terrace & Thomhlll 6pl 
WILL DO SECRETARIAL WORK in my home. 
Have dictaphone, typewriter, fax and 
photocopier. Call Joan at 635.6257. 6p4 
NEED THOSE ODD JOBS DONE? Am expedenc- 
ed in all trades, reasonable rates. Call 
635.6537. "Will cost you nothing to chat." 
6p4 
WILL BRIGHTEN ~YOUR HOME. Am well ex- 
~le~lc~l in to~l hP~e c ean~ngj~,WOO~,t'y~ 
gl~e me a call, 635:65"37. " . . . . .  61)4 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMEf~ looking for• 
housecleaning job. Call 635-3577 ~nd ask f~i" 
Barbara. 6p4 
ARTIST 
AVAILABLE 
• Window painting for any 
: occasion. 
• Illustrator 
• Graphics 
• Poster, Card & Invitation 
Designs 
• Reasonable rates 
For more Information please 
contact: 
K. Hicks 638-1782 
Youth Camping 
Experience 
at Kin Camp, Lakelse Lake 
8- 12 Years 
Join our teem of enthusiastic leadem for the timt KItimat Recreation 
Depadmont Residential Camp at Lakeiae Lake. We will be using Kin Camp 
with it's dormitories, kitchens and other facilities. Activities will Include hik- 
ing, swimming, odenteedng, sports, crafta and other ectivlbes. A fun camp 
with the opportunity to learn anme new skills that will make It possible to en- 
Joy our fantastic outdoor facility. 
We will provide an opportunity for you and your child to MEET-THE 
LEADERS on THUSDAY, JULY 12TH at Rivedodge, from 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
DATE8: Monday, July 16 -- Thursday evening, July 19 
COST: $180,OO If you register by June 22 
$200.O0,1f you register after June 22 
CAMP 
DIRECTOR: Martin Gould, Recreation Programmer • .. 
KIttmat Recreation Cepartmant. 
KITIMAT RESIDENTS ,WILL HAVE PR ORITY UNTIL JUNE 4, after that, 
registration will be open to Northwest reofdenta. • 
Further Information available by  contacting Rlvorlod~ Reermtlon 
Centre ate 832.3181 
i 
Kitimat Recreation I)epartment presents 
• i 
• T 
 AREER,S.. 
., ,~ FOR ,~DVERTISING CALL 636-SAVE 
e • . "~ 
• ! ,••  
EXPERIENCED 
LICENCED 
AUTO MECHANIC 
Required by GM Dealer in 
Smlthera, Excellent working 
conditions, exoellent wages 
and benefits, Contaot Ed 
Wuddck at O'Neil l 's CheY- 
Olds, ' 
847"2314 ,,. 
I 
[ 
i 
, Peens r.u.d with 0god 1 
,. SECRETARIAL/ I 
CLERICAL/RECEPTION J 
ekilI8 for temporary and part. I 
time asslgnments. I 
306-4722 Lekelce Ave, 
• (Tint©urn Theatre Bui lding) 
Terrace, B.C. VOO IR6  
I I 
TION  .AD 
  'BUY  'SELL  RENT  ,'TRADE 
Wanted qualified 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
For tire & automotive centre. 
New shop with latest equipment. Full benefit package & st- 
tractive ~afary, 
Apply-in person tO manager. For appointment call: 
635-4902 
Kelum Tire & Automotive Supply 
• ,, . • . . 
AVON 
DISTRICT SALES MANAGER 
As a leader In both the cosmetic and direct selling field, the position of District Sales 
Manager offers a career In recruiting, training and motivating a large team of our sales 
representatives that is both challenging and rewarding to an aggressive and sales. 
minded Individual. If you are a self starter with a proven track record in safes and/or 
sales management, this opportunity wJfl appeal to you. 
Avon provides: 
• Trslofog • Generous base sahir/ 
• Commleslm and Incengves • Cmpany car. 
Experience in the direct selling Industry er sales management wouM be an asset. This 
excellent poslUon is available in the Prince Rupert and Terrace area. If you are interested 
in this position with AVON, please seed resume no later than June 4, 1990.i 
PHYLLIS BARRETT 
AVON CANADA BC. 
904-1112 West Pender Street " 
. . Vancouver, D.C,, V6E 2Sl 
PROFESSIONAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
CERTIFIED 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Required for progressive !0reventionorlented practice. Ex- 
cellent remuneration and benefits with opportunity for I~er- 
sonai and professional growth and development through con- 
tinuing education. 
Apply with resume to: 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlatt l 's  Off ice 
4623 Lekelee Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2552 
: ? "  ~.~[" , .  " " ' 1 [ ' .~  * ' ~t~"  r ' ,=~;  . . . .  ~ .~ r v ~"  " " ,~ . -~ 
• CAREER .0P RTUNITY=,, 
NEWSPRINT MEDIA 
AVERTISING SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
i 
If you are a self-starter, with a positive attitude, an outgoing 
personality, good business sense and an eye for graphics - -  
send us your resume. 
We offer: An opportunity - -  not "a job", comprehensive train- 
ing program, excellent remuneration, car allowance, 
established client list, 'company medical and dental plan. 
Applicants must have previous work experience in a sales 
oriented environment, a strong command of the English 
language - -  including composition and spelling, legible hand-, 
writing, typing, proven time management skills and the ability 
to handle the pressure of meeting deadlines. 
A valid dr iver 's  l icense and a vehicle are neceassry for 
this posit ion.  
Forward resumes to: 
Penny Brown 
c lo  The Dally Nows 
P.O. Box 580, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VSJ 3R9 
. ',.,,,a~ - A KISPIOX BAND 
i ~  A /A  COUNCIL 
L ' J ~ __ IA~l~t  BOX 25, g lSPlOX,  B,C. VOJ lYE 
r ~ ~  phone 842.8248 m 842.$249 
Position Available 
• SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT WORKER 
Two year term position until August  1992 
SALARY: 
$28 ,~92 plus, depending on experience and qualifications. 
DUTIES: 
To read, understand, Interpret and put into effect the Social 
Development Program Policies in Kispiox. 
To liaison with other agencies; e,g., R.C.M,P., School, 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing. 
To provide crisis Intervention services. 
To prepare monthly reports and financial Statements. 
To report to Band Council and Band Mansger as required. 
Other duties as directed, 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Undemtendlng end experience In the Social Development 
Reid. 
Prefer degree In Social Services, but certificate will be con- 
sidereal. -'. ,' 
• Knowledge of computers, 
Ability to work Independently. ,/~ 
.... Initiative to develop pmgrarno. "~':~ "rSL':~;. 
Knowledge o f  Gltksen Culture. ' :  ~:: , ...... ~:   ~ 
MUSt have valid Driver's Ucense and vehlcle~:.i:~,: ...... 
" ~: ~r ~+: " " Mall applications to: • ii~•~i:i = •"~ . . . . .  
: ; .  ~i~i~;,ii . Kleplox Band Council i~  !. 
. . . . .  : ~.~. R.R. No. 1, Box 26i,~i;.~!i~!~:i',.~:!~i!i~i/~ ;~ 
Kleplox, ....... ~ ~'' ~*  '~ ...... B,C.  ~,  : ! ;~  : 
Terrace.Standard, W.edneeday, May 23, 1990 - Paoe B9 
. ~ . :~, :.i •, -• 
. .~• 
T 
BusINEss DEVELOPMENT 
CO-ORDINATORIADVlSOR • 
The Houston and DIstdct of Chamber of Commerce seeks a Business 
~ Development Co.ordlnator/Advlsar. 
The person we seek will have a sb'ong background in business, as well 
as good Interpersonal skills. 
Advising duties include one on one advising to individual business 
enrofed In the program for a minimum 2 hours per month. 
The incumbent will: 
- help implement ideas & techniques received from the seminars . .  
- will work with client & staff to improve cash flow, productivity, : 
team work & profits. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- will act as sounding board and resource source for clients, '~.i ii 
C~O~doir~ater, du,!!es.wlll .include enrelment, record-keeplng, pragrami 
w,ng, laciil[aung oetallS for me I:lUslness Development Pragrami 
This combined position is full time for a pedod of 46 weeks. Salary wi l l ,  
be commensurate with experience to a maximum of $900.00 per •; 
week. Interested persons are requested to submit a resume by May:,: 
28, 1990 to: • 
Chairman, Business Boveidpment Task Face 
Box 396, Houston, B.C. V0J leO - " ' ~.; ~. 
Telephone: 645-7640 Fax: 046.3662 
. . . . . . . .  City of Terrace 
j ~ ' k  Vacancy 
[T~I~4O~E~ PLANNING :... :..,:: 
RESEARCHER 
The City of Terrace has Inltlatad a Strategic Rannlng process to co'ordinate he an. 
tiviUes of the Finance, Engtheedng and Planning Dopa~ments of the City, In conJunoflon 
with a new Bye.year Development Plan. 
Under the direction of the City Planner, the Planning Researcher will ~ e  
research for projects related Io the dally planning operatioos, and the sb'atogM planning 
process, 
As pert of this process, the Planning Department will'review and revise existing 
Development Plans and By.laws (le. Official Community Plan, Zoning and Subdivision By- 
laws, etc.). 
_ The preferred candidate will have some undergraduate education (preferably inUd3an 
ueoGraphy), good research skills, good written and oraJ communication skills, the ability 
to clearly represent spatial features and interre aHonshlps, experience in cartography, 
and working knowledge of personal computers (preferably with Word Perfect and Lotus 
1-2-3 software packages). , 
This is a Contract position with a minimum of four months' work available, with a Ooud 
possibility of bein G extended to July, 1991. 
Please send your esume, alrmO with salary expectaUans, tothe undersigned prior to 
May 25, 1990. 
Perlonnel Director, 
City of Terrace 
3218 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Phone: (604) 638-3111 or Fax: (604) 636-4744 
. . . . .  .... ! !iJ 
JOB POSTING 
SUPPORT WORKER: 
Full Time 
Employer: Ksan House Society 
Location: Terrace Transition House 
Terms: $10.57 per hour. Full benefit package upon completion of pro- 
bationary period. 
Start Date: May 31, 1990 
QualHioaBons: Diploma or Certificate in field of Social Services or 
related field, Extensive experience in crisis management preferably in 
the area of domestic violence, A First Aid certificate is required, 
Applicants ShouM Possess: -Good knowledge of ,community 
resourceS, ability to deal with residents in a professional manner and 
ensure complete confidentiality. 
- Posses good listening and communication skills. 
--Able to assist women and children in crisis situations. 
- Good ability to work as a team member. 
--  Must be willing to submit to a cdmlnal search. 
Resumes will be accepted until 4:30 p.m. May 25, 1990 and should be 
addressed to: 
Shelly Lacbance, Execugve Director, 
Ksan House Society 
• No. 8 - 3238 Kal, m Street 
Terrace, S.C. V8G 2N4 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
The 16.37 Business Development Centre Society is seeking a 
Technical Advisor for its Business Development Centre (BDC). 
THE POSITION: 
The Technical Advisor will report directly to the Manager of the BI)C 
and will be primarily responsible for assisting clients in counselling in 
the area of cash flow, marketing, mei'chandlslng and business plans. 
Completion of business proposals, loan applications, collections of ac- 
counts and all reports necessary for clients and the BDC's operation. 
THE PERSON: 
The person we seek must be highly self.motivated, have excellent 
communication skills, be creative and able to relate to diverse client 
group. Applicants should have demonstrated ability in: Financial 
Management including planning and preparation of a full spectrum o f  
financial statements, preparing business proposals, demonstrated ex. 
perlence in business counselling and lending role, 
A Post Secondary degree in Business Administration, Financial 
Management, a related field such as bookkeeping oran equivalent mix 
of education and experience will describe our ideal candidate, Skills in 
using business software, the ability to work with other staff and under 
supervision of the Manager and a volunteer Board of Directors; 
demonstrated-time management, planning and self-supervision amity; 
as well as knowledge of the 16-37 Region would be a definite asset, 
The position offers a competitive salary based upon education and ex- 
perience, 
Further Information and a complete job description may be obtained ;i 
from the undersigned. 
Applications and resumes will be accepted by: ~i 
J,F. Wldteey, Mu lpr  
18.37 m,,m  o.wrrm.,z , ' iil i
No. 101.4U0 ~ AveM, Tm,  e.c{veaiss '•,', i • ~i~ 
until 4100 p,m, on Fdday, June 1st, 1990. ..... ,:. !~::!,i ~,~ 
Paoe B10 - Terrace Stander(I, Wednesday, May 23, "1990 
TION L" 
638.SAVE J v,' B UY ~SELL  !,," RENT ~'  TRADE 
23. Work Wanted 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, 
private Investi9ations and technical security, 
c0nsulOng ssrvlces: Phone 635.4936. 6p4 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING in my home. On 
quiet street near hospital. Full and part.Urns, 
References available, Phene 635.3804, 6p5 
- - - -  - - I  
32. Legal Hotices 
I. David Storey am not responsible for any 
debts incurred by anyone other than myself 
dated this day, May 16. 1990. 205 
TENDER 
A firm with vehicles In the Ter- 
race area will be inviting applica. 
tides for bids for the washing of 
these vehicles. 
Interested parties should apply 
for further information to: 
Box 262 rJo Temce Standard, 
4647 LazeNe Ave., Terrace, D.C. 
V8G lS8. 
Closing date for InquidBs is May 
25, 1990. 
24. NoNces 
MODERN METAPHYSICS: Prooresslve 
Metaphysics course starts May 22, Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings at 7:30 to pre. 
register. Phone Laurel 635.7776. 6p1' 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10.65 Ibs• before 
summer, We pay you for good results 
978.3009. 0o4 
NOTICE 
Due to unsuthorlzed burning in Ihe 
Thomhlll Refuse Site, effecUve Moy 
1, 1990, the hours of operation for 
the Thomhill Refuse Site will be 
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p,m:,:datty until 
further notice. 
Unaulhodzed burning Is In con. 
troventlon of the Forest and Waste 
Management Act and vlolotors will 
be prosecuted. 
Reese report vlolotoro to: 
Regional District of Kltlmst-SIIklne 
300 - 4545 Lazalis Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. 
VeG 4E1 
835-7281 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescflptions pursuant to 
section 3 of the Silviculture regulations. 
The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will 
apply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing until July 
9, 1990 at the following locations noted below, during 
regular working hours• 
To ensure consideration, any written comments must be 
made to the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1 L1 by the above date. 
Timber Sale Llcence A34614 
Cut 
Block 
i 
Block "A" 
Block "B" 
Block C & D 
Block "E" 
Block "F" 
Location 
Call Creek 
S. Kleanza Creek 
No Gold Creek 
No Gold Creek 
No Gold Creek 
Area Amendment 
(ha) (yes/no) 
26.3 No 
15.1 No 
46.1 No 
54.7 No. 
99.5 No. 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of proposed silviculture prescription (pursuant o Section 3 of 
the Silviculture Regulations) on the following areas that will apply if ap- 
proval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. ThB proposed prescrip- 
tions will be available for viewing until June 28, 1990 at the location 
noted below, during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration any written comments must be made to the 
Forestry & Planning Department, Skeena Cellulose Inc., Box 3000, 
Terrace, B.C., VBG 4C6 by the above date. 
TREE FARM LICENCE NO. 1 
Cut Area Amendment 
C,P, Block Location (ha) Yes/No 
63W 216123 Beaupre 75 No 
63W 216212 Beaupre 8 No 
77H 642811 Kitnayakwa 16 No 
FOREST LICENCE A-16835 
Cut Area Amendment 
C.P.  Block Location (ha) Yoz/No 
EP5098 016531 Exstew 78 ' No 
EP5098 C16541 Exstew 64 No 
EP5100 R79105 Kleanza Crk. 26 No 
EP5100 R77327 Kieanza Crk, 6 No 
EP5100 R77619 Kleanza Crk. 56 No 
EP5100 R77529 Kleanza Crk. 13 No 
FOREST LICENCE A-16836 
Cut Area Amendment 
C.P, Block Location (ha) Yes/No 
EP6030 C16011 Exstew 67 No 
Invitation For Proposals 
Ministry of Social Services 
and Housing 
DAY CARE 
SUPPORT PROGRAM 
Proposals are Invited from non-profit societies to assist the I 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing In establishing and 
delivering a DAY CARE SUPPORT Program In the Terrace 
and Kltimat area. 
Objectives of the DAY CARE SUPPORT Programs are to 
enhance the availability and quality of family day care ar- 
rangements, including licensed, unlicensed and in own home 
care, and to assist subsidized parents in selecting these ar- 
rangements. The goal Is to enable subsidized clients to re- 
main financially Independent through 8ccess to daycare ar- 
rangements that meet the families needs. 
Proposals for the DAY CARE SUPPORT Program must be 
submitted to the Area Managers Office at: 
+ No. 400 - -  4648 Lazelle, Ave. 
Terrace, B.C.: ' 
vao 4E1 . . . .  r+ 
These proposals should be submitted by May 25, 1990 and 
should document the need for service, population to be serv- 
ed, program description, administrative arrengemental and 
project budget. . + " : : : . . . .  
For more Information, please cont8ot the local Ministry of 
8eclal services and Housing Off!ce at: s38 .3827.  
The lowest or any proposals Wili not neceassrily be accepted, 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION ave able ~ to  general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending brap/, 
dealing With human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
weloome, Call 83S.5427 or 638.0362, 5tfnc 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Birthright can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater. 
nlty and baby clothes. Many other services" 
all free and confidential. Call ~635-3907 
anytime. 12p51 
25. Business 
Writings further by phoning 
635.321 9 or 636-901 2 
.... 30, LObltuairies 33. Business 
~,:.: /:7-: Services / ' i! i  ! CHARi~IE HEPPNER age 73 died May 6 1990 
,::/,,::'- In:.~erraoe; e,c, He wUlbe sadly mssed byall 
~+:':; ;~hd knexv him, ' , lp5 r 
• = ~I,L + 
+' +i i '27, Announcements! 
, , MR. AND MRS. JACK RAOELET are pleased to ~1~.(~ 1~ ~ ~ 
. . . .  _ + + + + o  r - -  
Know thou that I hove, perfected Laurie to Mr, David Sheltel, The wedding will 
through thee My bounty andhave lake plaoe on July 9,1990ia Vanc0vuer. lp6 
desired for thee that whlch.I have MR•ANDMRS•JAMESSNEODONolParksv]Ile 
desired for Myself. wish to announce the engagement of their " 
eldest daughter; Cheryl Anne to Mr, Garnet 
Selected from the Baha'l Holy Andrew Thomas, sm of Mrs. Rose Thomas of S ILVER BIRCH 
W'rltln9i. Terrace• Wedding is to take plaoe in 
We invite you to explore these ParksvNle, B•C, onAugust4, 1990• lp5 E L E C T R I C A L  
Opporlunilles 
FOR SALE OB LEASE"Tw°restauran 'n Fort i WEIG H T St, James, One with lake view, Iicenoed di -
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996-7510. +- fin 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy. 37 N, 8 
miles S of Kinaskan Lake or 80 mll,~s S ef 
Dease Lake. With convenience store, 
showers, 3 summer cabins, 2 bedroom, kit- ; We need 30 overweight 
chenette unit and 4 bedroom home wllh k persons to lose 10-29 Ibs. In 
workshop. On 10 beautiful viewing'acres, the next 30 days with the 
Come and talk to us, J. Taylor at Willow Ridge brand new Herbalife Diet 
Resort or write Gee. Del. Iskut, B,C. VOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
ESTABLISHED DECORATING store in Centra~l 
Interior for sale.. Attractive. affordable, 
business With 7 years of steady growth, 
Owner will help train, Phone 1-567.2626 days 
or 1-567-9692 evenings. 4p3 
BEAUTY SALON in downtown Terrace. 
$29,000. 635-7961 or 638-8741. 2p4 
26. Personals 
WANTED: 85 overweight people. We pay you 
for losing 10- 29 Ibs per month. 1 O0 per cent 
guaranteed• Call 1-978-3016 toll free 24 hrs, 
4p3 
MODERN METAPHYSICS Readings available. 
For appointment phone Laurel at 635-7776. 
6pl 
Disc Program, 
Totally Natural 
Doctor Recommended 
Guaranteed Satisfaction 
EARN $$$ 
WHILE YOU LOSE 
• 1-978-3059 TOLL FREE 
~"~ ~'e.,e,,4b,O~b,d).~l.41. 4 
30, Obituaries 
FRANK VERCAMMEN passed away at home 
4718 Walsh Ave• Terrace, B.C. on May 7, 
1990 after a lengthy illness, His wife, 
Stephannlea Vercammen wishes to express 
heartfelt thanks to the following: Dr• Pelter 
Van ~erk for constant care and devotion, The 
Home Support Workers and the Nurses at 
Mills Memorial Hospital for all tha equipment 
and linens to make Frank more comfortable, 
Frank Kirby, Mary and Alan McGowan, Benita 
Chapdelaine, Peter and Gerald for being on call 
day or night, Captain John Harker, Salvation 
Army for his visits and prayers. • 
Captain Bill Young for his friendship through 
the years, aed his encouragements hrough 
these trying times, The Salvation Army for the 
Memorial Service and the Home League 
Ladies for.serving lunch ta family and friends, 
To all the dear friends who vleited Frank 
through his illness and for .the flowers and 
words of sympalhy and comfort; and atten. 
ding the service. 
Doug McFarland, McKay's Funeral Home, 
for his service and kindness. Mrs• Captain Gall 
Harker for the lovely music at the service• 
Mrs. Captain Norm Young who was there 
whenever I needed her. 
My sincere thanks to everyone who touched 
Frank's life in some way• May he rest in 
peace, 
WANTED!!! 100 overweight people. We pay 
youto lose 10.29 Ibs. in 30 days• Call 24 hrs. 
a day, 1.250-9451. 12p2 
LINE /~11EFERRAL -=~I~ 
632 - 4333 
Open ~' days a week 9PM -- 9AM 
Ancwedng machJnc 9AM - 9PM 
CONFiDENTiAUTY GUARANTEED 
Tide AD b i~d ~ wire funds ndsed by:. 
• Appliance Repair 
• Electrlcel Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
r-----CALL . 
1638-7299 
Anew 
I I  gwmg 
~ P  SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.  88 (Terrace)rr-- 
r i l l  KE  EY STREET. 
r"~+t ."T"-q TERRACE, B,C. VSG 3E9 
l,, i I '604.~ 635-4931 
FAX (604)635-4287 
NOTICE • 
Beginning in May and ending Octobar/1990, grass fer- 
tilizer will be applied to all playing fields in the Terrace 
and Thomhlll area schools during the first week of each 
month. 
i 
CITY OF TERRACE 
(SENIORS ADVISORY COMMISSION) 
The City of Terrace has eight (8) Commission positions 
available on the newly formed Seniors Advisory Commission. 
Four (4) positions are of a two (2) year term and four (4) posi- 
tions are of a three (3) year term. 
The Commission has been formed in the interest of develop- 
Ing and maintaining a quality environment for senior citizens. 
The Commission will be responsible for advising Council, pro- 
moting senior's asrvicee and developing new Ideas which will 
enhance to quality of life for seniors In the community. 
YOU ARE INVITED TO SUBMIT YOU NAME 
(in confidence) to: 
The City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
TERRACE, B.C. rag  2X8 
ATTENTION: Mr. Peter Montelth 
Please provide your background, interests and reasons for 
wishing to become a member of the Seniors Advisory Com- 
mission. 
Closing date for applications Is: June 8, 1990. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in t.he more than 1 O0 Nev4~pem of the B.C. ~ Yukon Commurdty Newspapers Assodalinn 
an~ ream merotben 1,503,003 homes and a po~entlaltwo mgllen readers. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
~Ti 'v 'E  
/~:tlve Aulo Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Sendcas• 
Repossessions, estate, legols, 
cars, trucks, mctod~omes, boats• 
Call Mr. Price (only). (604)4.~4- 
1819. D5476. 
BOAT8 
SpadsWiSp~taer Ra he nne nl 22' Bost~ 
"Outrage." Fully standup 
cenvedibla top, 6'2 = headroom 
w'dh Itshino allt8• 1986.185hp 
Evinmde only 130 hours. Hobbs 
hour mater, recording deptP 
sounder.VHS 71/2hp Johnson 
Frscnon of replacement value 
Excellent condition $29,750. 
(504).1-4832, 
BmLDING 8UPPLIF.8 
FFIEE boddeL C~nerets or wood 
Before yell 
t thefants, Call FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-900-663- 
7774, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. PDT, 
• M-F. 
BU~iNESe OPPORTUNITII~ 
START YOU R own ImpeWexpod 
business, even Spare time. No 
~.y  or experience, Since 
F ie  brochurs: Wade 
Wodd Trade, c/o Cdn. S ia l  I~si- 
hess Inst., Dept. W1, 1140 Bel- 
• lamy Rd. N. #1, Scarboro~gh, 
Ontario, M1H 1H4, 
Invest $12,000 In a hlghend deck 
waterprooflno dealership for this 
area. Topquallty product lineal- 
lows for above average retum on 
Investment. We supply openlno 
Inventory, tools and training. 
Seccee~d dealemhipe eutab- 
Ikhed across Canada. Phone 
¢ogect: Mr, O. Chaleson, 
(604)060-1200, 
Readyfor chen0e? Join the best 
pedy plan. Best product, 
people, service, promotions. 
We'rs tope netting fashion trsnds. 
Call Lynn Rocoey. toll-free 1-800- 
268-5670. 
RAISE CHINCHILLAS for exlm 
income• We offergraded breed-. 
Ing stock, negeo, feed, delivery, 
Instmctlo~. Full-time Income po- 
leyntlal, Ouamntaed market, 
guaranteed production, Cana- 
cgan ChinchlHa, Box t684, El. 
6~1~.' ON, NOM 2VO, (519)229- 
BUSINESS OPP~I lT IE8  
MAKE $150/1~. +iomlor ful-tkse 
In your home. Open your own 
stop mnokJng or waloht Icas bad- 
ness. Only $1,905. INo? 
14o3)288,6oea (M.S.'r). 
Be your own boal BW from 
manufoctursr and re~l wood- 
oralt-toys, Itoweq~cts, animals, 
etc. 50 diferent lines, ~ts~( 
JJ. Woodcraft, Box C-16, RIn,~ 
,S-13B,, HW 33 East. Kelowna 
VIX4K4. 
Fast growing home care employ- 
sent ogency. Nannys, house- 
keepem, companion aids. Serv- 
Ing Okanagan end Oenlral Inte- 
rior. 1-542-2188 days 1-549- 
2204 evenings (Vernon). 
Sec~lce-buy• EquiPment. Qeta 
bustness with established clien- 
tele. N/C waterleelodc I./Y. Profit 
$18,000. Owner transferred. 
Make on oiterto $47,000. 396- 
8178 alter4p•m, 
BUILDING SUPPLY LUMBER 
YARD. Death In fmmlly forces 
sale. Excellent returns, ideal 
family business. $150,000 plus 
stock, approx. $110.000. Colt 
Peter, Grend Forks Really 
(504)442.mr~. 
"HAWAIIAN SNOW." Enjoy a 
great lids summer business of 
our own. 6mall investment 
Ida years d fun & geoff nnan- 
returns, Interested perlbs 
cd  829-2251. 
BUSHES8 PERBONM.8 
LOOK GREATI FEEL eREATI 
Loss 10-29bs. b 30 days. 
moommonded, 100% nsturst end 
nutritional. 100% Ouarantssd. 
Cal TotlFree 1.978-3061. 
XXX Fantesy. Erotic adult toys, 
Iotkew, books, New 1990 fdl- 
I:olo¢,311:~0o cstalogue/$5. Pal- 
guaranteed. Leeds, Butte 1372, 
1124 Lomdale Ave,, Nodh Van- 
couver, BC, V'/M 21.11. 
ECKIIPMENIT • MAOHINERY 
Ctann#~ Engkm In exedent 
running c~It lan. Call Frank et 
752..2143. Xodh lalmd e lxp~ 
,call 9~.3403 evenings or see 
Ray Woods al Camp A Reload. 
m~.r l  erdeown.be~. " S~t y~x o~ 
r business ot home. HIAB-TYPE CRANE CLEAR- Free details write to: Dept 102, 
' 20799 Lake=dwre Road, Bale ANCE,sevlng*upto~%. Mad- 
D1Jde, Quebec, HOX 181. ok  7 to 67 tin, WEBT COAST 
MACHINERY LTD. Cal Dmat 1. 
MUlfinDall~ 40seat restaumd 731-5369. Fax1.731-5917. 
Io~Uon In Kamloop~, B.O~ 
growing. Family opersUon, or 
good Investmanl. Fmnchlalng NORITAKEOHINAS4M.EI Terd- ~ 0 excellent potenliaL rio cli~ux~nt on CURRENT pat. 
t }&u-0444. terns. Deilv~ed w~-pecked, 
k. I In.red, F l~y  you~ Nodud~ 
II m.ANKn III , _alp re "lie 
I I  , os  - . . I I  I Tororllo, tof 
II~..~,lam-~e.r0 + IN I f,'~: 1 ~  EDT. tip 
i '  . 
FOR SALE MBC 
aLIgdahtlng fixtures. Weotem Can- 
'e brge~ doplay. 
and mla~. Free catalogue awdl- 
able. Nerbum Llohgno Cen~m, 
4~oo E~= H~ln~ m., Bemaby, 
B.O., V50 2K5. Phone: 
(604)299-0666. 
8 & N Home ShoppinO dub. 
$1,000 credit Ins guaranteed. 
Col now for pro-approved appli- 
cation, (604)380-0950,3211 tram 
81,, Vlctod¢ O•C., VSZ3Rg. 
Adhdtlapaln? Achingheck? Sill 
i~m? Sk)OP~0 hands? "BeaCh 
or  beipall B~chure/~onnadon- 
82. or pho~e'(204)738-2528. 
Beulah Land, Box 26, Trehema. 
Manltdba, ROG2VO. 
Stsn a malt-o~ ho~ h~n~B. 
Easy, l~dlable• BOll INannatlm 
by mail. Bceke, nembltem, 
~ .  We drop-ship. De~le: 
Garant, Box 26~5WX, Thunder 
Bay, Oct• PTB 5G3. 
Treat yeureelf to Ihe host eweM& 
sour meatballs you'll ever eat. 
FledW$2•O0. Send S•A,S•E to 
Te~wa Treemum, Box 499, 
Telkwa, B.C. VOJ 2XO. 
Soffwars catalogue: over 1000 
l~Ogrsms available. IBM and 
compatibles. $1.00fpastege 
c~arge to: Mike Rowe Share- 
wars, 306-2722 5th Strs~, 
VIdbda, B.O. VaT 4112. PHONE 
381-2553. 
Belle Photo Member Card, The 
member card Is redeemable for 
24 mocths or 200 reded FuJI 
Crier print film, any olzelexpo. 
sure• 12 exposurse-~8.40; 15 
expoeurss-$12,22; 24 expa- 
sum8412.03; 36 ex]p~rss- 
$16.57, 
How deae M work? Receive your 
card - get you+' find sett-ed- 
creased mailing envelope. Send 
e]~x~l, elm and cheque for de- 
velopmg in this mailer. We send 
~ back yo.r ~ler pdnts Ioclud- 
a new maltkK; an,adqpe S fma 
~of  Fuji flm. Great Gift ideal 
Norms~n M.W. Entsq~dea Ino. 
~e  696.1886 Marine Ddve, 
N~lh Vancouver, B.C, WP 1 VS. 
OmDF.m~. 
HELP WAlfl-d) HELP WNf l ID  
Train to manage an Apmlment/ GRAPHICS PROFESSIONAL 
Cendomlrdum complex. The requked for expending South- 
goremmenl Ucensed homestudy western B•C, woeldy newopapar, 
certification Includes free place- to manaoe temp. Department. 
mentess~,  Frsebrcehure: Musthelugycompetent I po08- 
1604)661-~156. Or:. RMTI, 1120- maker and Computer graphk~. 
769W. Pander, Vanocuver, B,C., Bend reaume to 6quambh Tines, 
VBC 1H2. BOx 220 Squamleh, B.C. VON 
3GO. 
HOUSEWNES, Mothers and In- 
terestodparoenoneedudlmmedl. LET'S GET BIZZYI Multi-miNion 
ately to ssl toys and outs far Na. doller eaOor~ Ilrm sseks 2 relxe- 
Uceal Home Party Plan. No In- ssntatlvee In your ares. Candi. 
vestment, deliveries or rno~ey dates sslected can earn up to 
colecUon. Cd  (51D)258-7G05• $2,000wssldy. Indivlduslaopply. 
mg should be avoilable Immedl- 
OFFICECLERKREQUIREDfor slaty for placement. Call 
Ford dealersblp In Upper Fraser 1416)756-2111 or1416)756-7796 
Valley. De~lamhTp experience foryourcenlidentbJlntsrview. 
preferred. Aptdy in vnttlng with 
resume to: Box D-~. o'o The ,PERSONAl.8 
Chilllweck Ptogreea~ 45660 
Spadine Avenue. Chllliwack, 
B.C•. V2P 61.19. 
URGENTLY NEEDED. 7 people 
Pad41me, $40041400,8 People 
Ful Tkne, $a00044000. Call Tel 
Free 1-978-3068. 
PRE~OPERATOR. I ~  
D~nlng/DOP~eope~rotwalor x~deno~ A,B. 
er; m uralS. 
gee & oondltloni=. 
Resume to, Manor  Fie #002, 
o'o NaneJmo 11roDs, P,O Bex 486, 
Nanolmo, BC, V9R5LS. 
SEPTEMBER DEPARTURES 
ler New 7.aala~ .4mlml~ 
now to work on ag+Icullural f rina. 
Pe~ aged 19-28 intact the 
Inlemallenal Agrl~utuml Ex- 
change Aeaoclatlm. #206,1501- 
17 Ave, a.W., Calgeq, AS, T2T 
OE2. 
Wo~k at home. Earn up to $300/ 
day oomndeainn, Tehe phone 
erdom for Ixblbher. Peopis odl 
you, Beta & Assodstes 1-604- 
467-9941 exlendo~n 12 9a.m- 
p.re. 
PHYSICIANS REOUIREDII The 
Board of OImdere lor the Two 
Hills Heath Care Centre has re- 
~ntly wwmed control d the 
~e~:al Clk-~ We m ssddngto 
long-term Phyz~ofans who 
am ~eres l~ In alucmtlvelXaO- 
Iimln ormkmctk~ b  our ~ 
Cars Contrs. Oor pleas I.dude 
the mmtructlon d a new Medical 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENEIT8 Clinic to better serve Physk:lan 
STORE, 1,000'e of I~nducta, and Pallerd needs, The Heallh 
, calstogue l lled muRi4evel care fadllty ca. 
of my uv inOm.  I i~II~ d 110bedewllh92rsted. 
weatem Water Reens, 1103, I Theoperstlmalbedalndude40 
20t20,64th Ave,, L.angMy, B.O., I NundnO Home, 20 Auxlltary, and 
V3A4P7. I 32Acute, TwoHIhislocaledan 
HEALTH I hour and fifteen minutes eat  o!' 
- -  I Blmonton In e beauUfd rk:h farm- 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. ~ I Ingema. Outdeore~.wia  
1973,o f fednghtghquagl~ revel In the abundant hunung, 
prices m Vitamlrm, Minerse, 
~om ann ~ e~mml~ pool, 
~,  81Aq~lamonta~ 
FREE .hopp~.+ Intaremd mplk:anls 
mem;SUnCmend'~,%;, cudlng rink, arena, and aml~ ~r lu~ $' 
CA"- - 'ATALOGUE.  Wdle: VITAMIN amimdtedloeubndtresurnento: daces25 
DISCOUNTS, I~•BC15, 203 Exeou~ve Dlmof0r, Two Hk  IdInoverlOOn= 
8.W, ~ Ddve, Vancouver, Health Care Cent ,  P.O. Box hold B,C, 
B.O.,VSX2RS. 1-800.603.0747. leo Two Hllb, AB, Toe 4110. 
• win=Mr, 321-7000. 140~)~7.as44. , + 
I I I  I I I I III I I I1 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
opond with unattached Cbdstlan 
~op le ages 18-00, the obJe¢ lag compentonshlp or mar. 
daoe? Wdte ASHaROVE, P.O. 
Box 205, Cham), B.C., VOE I M0. 
REAL ESTATE 
Kamloopa and Area Pmpertlse. 
Write for Information or Swede 
guide to: Inland Really,822 Sey- 
mour 81. Kamloop6, B•C., V20 
202. Attn: Prepe~yCoordinator. 
Phone: (034)37~o22. 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING, 
1,5,10 acre lots. Wster, hyde, 
telephone, dyer view end dyer 
front. 30 mBea west Ol Kamloops. 
ms=: ( Im-22=, 
.81~ul, B.C.'Pmk like p~pedy; 
HOUSS, gamoe, fruit trace, oar. 
den, ladder ape• Aal~g 1~,000, 
Oa11604)832,6711 or wrRo Box 
252, Be]mortArs, B.O, Vl E4N3, 
SERVICE8 
Major IOBU end Injury claims 
Joel A, Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
years, Cell collect (604)736. 
5520, Vancouver, f norecovery, 
noise. No Yukon enqulrlss, 
"ICBC offered me ~1,e0o. Cersy 
Lindegct me $190,o00." G.N,, 
Abl~4dord. LawofliceaolCerey 
Unde, Veneer/or 684-77~, 
Seeing clients throughcot B.C, 
for 18 years, 
WANTED 
wWiAN, lED: Expeder~ coUoctor 
shee to purohaee oMer 
any re. or anr~r ~n~ made 
by Moon~ or Maolntym. Call 
odlect: Vl¢o~a (504)~a-2~, 
(034)e6~u, 
BLANKET ~ASmF' I~  
ADB 
Sm.0o you =n 
word dam1~l 
~ r 15'o MWOI~m 
I I 
k P ,  sq~* i ,  ~ ,~+r  I 
,from B1 - ..,..-. • ***** , .  . 
TERRACE ~ MEETINGS, 
n,, .[  s up . . . .  .m HospltnI,Psyoh Unit,4720 
" Haashlandi"~ Sun. ~ ;Women's 
The Tenmee Studm'd  8:3o p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
offers What 's  Up:  iul ' it : :  Monday nile 8:30 p.m. Blue 
publ ic  set;vice to  its OablesCorr. institutlon. Mon. 
day nite '8:30 p,m., Knox 
readers and those corn- United Church, '4907 Lazelle 
munit~ organizat ions in Avenue. Tuesday nite 8:30 
the area. p.m. Catholic Church. 4830 
Items for this section Straume Avenue. Wed. nlte 
Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
are  fo r  non*pro f i t  Psych ~ Unit; 4720 Hausland, 
organizat ions  and  fo r  Thurs. nlte 8:30 p.m, Hospital 
Iho~ events in which Psych Unit, Friday:nite 8:30 
there is no  cost to  gain p.m, Kermode Centre 3313 : 
admission. Kaium Street. , . 
To meet our produc- **  ***  
' OVEREATERS : ANONY~ ~: ,' 
l ion deadlines, We ask' MOUS support group meets 
that all items be submit, every Wednesday evening at 
ted by noon on  the 7:30 p.m. at,Terrace Women's, 
FR IDAY preceding .the . Resource, Centre. 7:30 p.m;'"~; "
4542 Pai'k, Newcomers 
fo l lowing week 'g i i igsue,  wekome. For more info,: call '~ 
We also ask that Items be 635.6510 or 638-0664. 
typewfl iten or  be printed * * * * • 
neatly. LOSSES, . EITHER 
THROUGH separat ion,  
• * * * * divorce, or death can be atime 
THE KINEIWE CLUB OF yoO may need additional sup- 
Terrace hold their meetings on port. If you wish to be in a sap- 
the second and fourth Wed. of portive group, please join us 
the month. Anyone interested the ist and 3rd Wednesday of 
in more information about he each month. 1:15 - 3 p.m. in 
Kinettes or meetings please call the cbnfi[rence room at the 
Gall at 635.9253, Mental Health Centre. Call 
• * * * * 639-3325 for more info, "KITIMAT" & TERRACE . . . . .  
BLIND & .VISUALLY IM- SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
PAIRED PERSONS, We have meeting every Friday evening at 
a white cane club in Terrace. Women's Resource Centre, 
When in town come and have 4542 Park. Ave arT:30 p.m. 
coffee with us. We would be Come out and join us. it's fun 
happy to welcome you, and coffee's onl For more info. 
Located at Women's Resource call Ruth at 635-9551. 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs. . ~ . . .  
day, i:30 p,m. lnfo contact BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix SISTERS ar~ now underway, 
' 638-1285, The first A.G.M. proved to be 
• * * * * a success with enough people 
CCB/TER RACE AND present to fill all executive, and 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE directors chairs. The next few 
CLUB needs volunteers to months will be busy trying to 
assist he blind and visually ira- set totally functional by spring. 
paired with crafts and recrea. But. we still can't do it without 
tions (bowlins etc,) Also need. you. Anyone interested in 
ed drivers to take members in becoming a Big Brother or 
and around town. We would Sister. or if you are willing just 
really appreciate it,Please con- to help please feel free to join 
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis us in this worthwhile project, 
638-0412. Meetings are held every third 
• * * * * Tuesday of the month 
, VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for . . . . .  
"Child Health Clinics" tim- • OSTOMYSUPPORTGROUP 
munization Clinics" Tuesdays for any persons having an 
9:30 a.m. - noon and I - 4p.m. ostomy or needing one in the 
Weighing and measuring future. A chance to share pro- 
children, no lifting necessary, blems, concerns, information 
For more info. phone the and receive support from 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. others in the same situation. 
• ****  Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
KERMODE's ~ALCOHOL & Kitimat 632-5951. 
DRUG Program offers **** , .  
Wednesday nite videos, AGORAPHOBIA & PANIC 
7:30-8:30 pm at Kermode DISORDER support group. 
Friendship Cent re Do you experience high anxie. 
(downstairs). Opened to ty? or avoid crowded places? 
anyone. Drop in for a coffee We meet every 2nd and 4th 
and a movie. , : ~, , ~ ,, , Sunday.: of, the montl at, the 
• **~r  -~,~,~L~,~i~ . . . .  • . , ,, :;. rl'erthce'~'Wem'en s' 'Resoles TM ~ ' 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN Centre at7 p,m. for men and 
JOINING A SUPPORT women who share this pro- 
GROUP for step and hlended blem. For more info. call 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 638-3325. 
32. Legal Nohces 
Skeena Highways Dlatrict 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is requesting 
proposals for highway contract writing services within the 
Skeena Highways District. 
The service will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, Kltimat, 
the Ness Valley area, and QueenChadotte Islands area. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
NOTE: All proposals shall be received at the Distdct 
Highways Office, No. 300-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
'B.C., V8G 1V4, no later than 10:00 a.m., May 30, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
J,R, Newhouae 
District Highways Manager 
Skeena DI8trlot 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 038-3360 Fax: 638-3316 
FREBDOIW Honourable Rite Johnston 
~- - - ' - - -~TO Ministry of Transportation 
• M O V E  and Highways 
D A JlMIOT'IIA r 
_mrl__u_u_mmm m.~ m m~ u 
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L"m"~~_ ! . ' TERRACE ~PERTS :~'N A ~ 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
- -  11 r" -- • - 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 min Passports 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Edition Pints 
Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace 631k6288 
r :  £r;: 
~,; .. 
k; ,  : 
"9 .' 
" r  r, . 
£_ 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
• & MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS- BOX LINERS -- lO FT. SHEAR 
• ~ 200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
• J IM NEID I 
~-~[~1~'~' ]  I / /  / "  (604)  635-  3478 I 
[L~/ J i  I I / I .1 .= J  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
/ - -  1.- ~E~,,c~. s.c vg~ ~s I 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bronze plmques 
& monument= 24  HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitlmat, Srnilhers P,=a Ru~, 635"2444 Funeral Service Ae, soclaUon 
SPRING CLEANING 
SPECIALS  " 
s39.95a ,, 
We'll clean two rooms & hail C II • . . . . .  , ,= ,=,v  , , ,~,,- , ,  e me for upholstery 
... . . .  :: ~:.~ ~m~ o;L¢: . . . . . . . . . . .  speclalsl  
~635 3944 
! 
let's talk 
"p,~o,, * Satel l i te Sales & Ser¥1ce 
• , ~ 1 D L A N I ~  dea lar -  
North land  ,.~oo~ ~ ^.~ 
, Communications 688-0261 .
i i i 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
NOW AVAILABLE  
* Concrete Blocks • Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
* Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16* per linear foot 
375! 01d Lakelse Lake Drive 638.8477 
i 
,ANE 
FUN L HOOF. 
BOX 247~l t J lb l ' s~B.C . .  847-2441.  
• Di rector  A J Jad~hr~iae~ p& 
Professional counse] l l~ / - '~/•  ! ; : ' '  I /~  
Memorlalmarkers ~ . . . .  "" ! )~ ' - " : , ,  LL~ 
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Honour tel Is 
CALEDONIA SENIOR Tracy L. Story and Tracey 
SECONDARY SCHOOL Tomas. 
The Honour Roll is con- Honourable Mention 
, , , "  
structed in three categories 
calculated for full-time students 
and using the marks from all the 
courses the student is taking 
when report ~ards are issued. 
Outstanding Achievement - -  
grqde point average greater than 
or equal to 3.50; Meritorious 
Achievement --  grade point 
average greater than or equal to 
3.25; Honourable Mention -- 
grade point average greater than 
or equal to 3.00; where "A' is 4, 
"B" is 3, "C+"  is 2.5, "C' is 
2, "C-" or "P"  is 1. 
Oulstanding Achievement 
Corinna J. Adams, Brian D. 
Anderson, Lara A. Bachynsky, 
Suzanne Banville, Richard W. 
Blower, .Jessica Campbell, 
Carmen Cebuliak, Raymond 
Chretien, Nicole Collison, Bob 
Cuddeford, Penny Dover; 
Heather C. Dreger, Chad Ed- 
mons, David Edmonds, Chad 
Patrick Elwood, Nicole Fick, 
Ken Giesbrecht,  Lynne 
Hallman, Troy Hansen, Dalice 
Kelln, Margarete Koerner, 
Jason Krause, Devon Kuiper, 
Linda Lagace, Sandra Loptson, 
Scott Alexander Loptson, 
Kirstin Mackenzie, Elizabeth 
Mendes, Carolle L. Michaud, 
Theresa Newhouse, Shelley 
O'Brien, Jeanne Ogawa, Mike 
Parker, Amandeep Parmar, 
Jason A. Parviainen, . Vicky 
Sainis, David Shepherd, Alison 
Siemens, Ryan W. Stevenson, 
Paul Strangway, Callie Swan, 
Dennis Venema, Lia Wandl, 
Heidi Wiebe, Lee P. Wilkerson, 
Nathan P. Wilkerson, Scott 
Wilson and Dave Wolfe. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Nicole Annandale,  Nicole 
Bingham, Frances Brodie, 
Kamaljit Buttar, Rick Glasspell, 
Dean Homer, Stacee Martin, 
Tami Moritz, Angela Parmar, 
Sharnman Ramsundhar, Angela 
Ryan, Danny Scarborough, 
from 83 "" ,, 
Speech 
impossible to understand. 
5. A 3 year.old child who says 
less than 200 different words, 
who does not use simple 
sentences ("me go store") or 
whose speech is less than 50 per 
cent untierstandable. 
6. A 4 year-old child who says 
less than 600 words, who uses 
no sentences, or whose speech is 
less than about 80 per cent 
understandable. 
It may seem at first to be an 
imposible task to count the 
number of words your 
preschooler says. The easiest 
way to get an accurate stimate 
is write several categories on a 
piece of paper including 
"food/drinks", "names of 
people", "verbs", "toys", 
"'social words" (eg. hi, bye-bye, 
thank you), and 
"miscellaneous". 
S ,UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Phone 635-6302 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS:  
Weekdays  
6 :30  a.m. •- 8 :30  p.m. 
Saturday 
7:00 a.m, - 8:00 p.m, 
Sunday 
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
• , - :  , .  
6000 FAMILY DININ6 AT 
RE4$ONABLE PRICES ~ 
Carey Agnew, Matthew LanaOeieri~:GurpreetOill,.Carl 
Albert, Chad Albright, Clint' Go0dall, Dawn Haight, Leanne 
Baker, Heather Bretfeld, Dean- Hidber, Rupinder Kandola ,  
na Bryant, Jessie Carroll, 'Ann 'Menard, Helen':~:Raposo,: Playhouse raffle sponsored 
Melani¢ Clayton, Linda Cud- Alden Sheridan,Deb0r~ih stain- :~ by. the Terrace French ~:. 
deford, Jeanne Mar Degerness, . ton and Natasha Young~ ; • - Preschool. 
Bruce deHoog, Carl Devost, Grade 9 Honours The Preschool thanks the 
Greg S. Doeleman, Karen Erstl- 
ing, David Falardeau, Kyle 
Frank, Carol Gerler, Kuljit Gill, 
Lakwinder Gill, Chris Grieve, 
David Hamhuis, Todd Han- 
cock, Leila Jormanainen,.John 
Konst, Kevan Letawske, Kyle 
Lindsay, Erica Lloyd-Jones, 
T-Jay Mackenzie, Michelle 
Michaud, Theresa Middleton, 
Joe Mogg, Shawn D. Munson, 
Brant Neeve, Felicia Olson, 
Kannin Osei-Tutu, Gary Peden, 
Jason Petho, Jody L. Popp, 
Dallas A. Prevost, Charlotte 
Reiter, Spencer Roches, Leesha 
V. Sabine, Alice Soares, Elvira 
Soares, Monica Sousa, Danielle 
St. Thomas, Wade Steele, 
Deanna B. Thain, Kristine 
Torgalson, Kenna Turcotte, 
Diana Vallee, David Vincenzi 
and Brenda-Lee Wiebe. 
SKEE.NA JUNIOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Eligibility is calculated on the 
basis of 5 = A, 4 -- B, 3 = 
C+,  2 = C, and 1 = C-. 
Categories and mark criteria 
are: Honours - -  4.375 - 5.0; 
Meritorious Achievement --  
4.25 - 4.375; Honourable Men- 
tion - -  4.00 - 4.25. 
Grade 8 Honours 
Theresa Anderson, Malkit 
Atwal, Deborah Casey, Thomas 
Cowell, Binh Du, Stephen 
Fleming, Stella Haigh, Brandy 
Hansen, Shannon Henderson, 
Erik Hernes, Clare Jennings, 
Pauline Lepp, Phung Liu, San- 
dra Mantel, Jennifer McMynn, 
Leslie McQuade, Julia Mid- 
dleton, Sonita Nahal, Depak 
Parmar, Upasna Ramsundhar, 
Hannah Rensby, Jillian Smith~ 
• :Dear Sir: . . . . . . . . . . .  
Jackie Rioux is the lucky 
winner of the Little Tikes 
Ngaio Beausoleil, . Curtis - Terrace Lions for their sup- 
Bretherick, Sunny Deol, Bag-  •port, 
Van Diep, Tien!/Dd;'~Shafiiion'i" i~ ii: :. : Terrace French 
Hamhuis, ~ Stephanie. Hvnes: : i  Preschool 
Erica Jennlngs, Robbie:r'Lar~" . i::~ '" " 
mour,  Kenna  Miskelly; Jack!e .- 
Palmu, Manpreet Parmar, Kale. : : i '  /:!ii 
Pauls, Anthony Roodzai iL  I : : ~ ~  
Then spend several days 
writing down all the words you 
hear or remember your child 
saying under the appropriate 
categories. You do not need to 
get an exact count. Words do 
not have to be pronounced 
perfectly to count. For example, 
if your child says "da du' in- 
stead of "thank you", it would 
still count. 
These are only guidelines for 
a referral to a speech/language 
pathologist. You may also con- 
sider having" the health unit 
speech/language pathologist 
screen your child if you are con- 
Parmpal Sandhu,.Jon.Shepherd 
and Brenda Wiebe. .. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Catherine Cann, ShaWn Car- 
son, Jason Dvorak, Bryan Fick, 
Anna-Marie Graham, Emily 
Hendersgn, Christine Morrison 
and Danyei Zilinski. 
Honourable Mention 
Jason Matzner, Sheldon 
Mclnnes, Nicole Page, Jason 
Prevost, Tina Raposo, Sonya 
Schulmeister, Kezia Sinkewicz, 
Julic Teixeira, Rebecca Van 
Hark and Leah Wilson. 
Grade 10 Honours 
Carl Anderson, Brian Cox, 
Meredith Crampton, Bag Long 
Diep, Jason Elorza, Alayne 
Fleischmann, Kelly Gingles; 
Angela Henszel, Scott Hodson, 
Barbara Kuzyk , '  Theresa 
Laderout¢, Lung Liu, Wendy 
McLa~hlan, Susanne Miskelly., 
Manon Morin, Mark Neeve, 
Kevin gates, Joseph Pelletier, 
Matthew Phillips, Roy Preyser, 
Megan Reid, Kyle Stevenson, 
Terry Vu and Chris Wilkinson. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Bobby Basanti, Fatima 
Botelho; Chris Irving, Chris 
Oldham, Kip Parsons, Robin 
Sharples and Chad Wilson. 
Honourahle Mention 
Amanita Coosemans, Line 
Dougan, Matthew, Shawn 
Giesbrecht and Dawson Kelln. 
earned about stuttering, voice 
disorders, or any other com- 
munication difficulties your 
child is experiencing. If your 
child fails the speech/language 
screening; the health• unit 
speech/language pathologist 
can assess the problem(s) and 
begin provid ing 
speech/language therapy if 
needed. 
What are your questions and 
concerns? 
Write us at: Did You Know 
That... c/o Skeena Health Unit, 
3412 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 4T2. 
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i ' : ' Time Cleaners, Ltd. .:, :.~-i-.~ [: 
!' i " Commemlal • Industdal ;Retail " !'". :.J 
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Prawn 
Cocktail 
• Tiger• prawns sensed to 
you on a chilled bed of 
lettuce with seafood 
cocktail sauce. 
The Card ina l  
Of The  Seas  
Broiled lobster tail sere- " 
ed wilh zucchini sautes 
and parlelenne potato. 
"St icky"  Baby • 
Back Ribs 
Ribs are bar-b.qued. 
brushed with an apricot 
, and orange glaze. Frui- 
ty, but not too sweet. 
Served with steamed 
dee • and Broccoli au 
Beurre. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at Its best In our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT5:00 PM 
O 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
• d RESORT LTD. 
798:2,214 
We offer 
10,9o financing or 
5750 cash back. 
t's not the  
nt is, 'you 
:ar for its 
~oI just the 
And we 
in. qualHy,, 
uld*be able. i: 
1to a,welb:~ 
lependable ,: 
car without paying:: 
through the~nose~ :;i 
" - " C 
TemPo I, Canada's best-selling car four yore  runs!no.; ::i : ":i'i ~i! i:il ii 
Remember, when you're looking around f0racar. ! ' i'r L !~ :~ '?'i~i:: don t forgot the quality ~ Andat Totem Ford.we~ : 
think of incentives as simply another feature. But giVe*give you both~ So, what are youwaitlng forl'ri ! 
4031Kalth Ave., Terrace . . . . .  ~ ~ '  166~ ~ i 635"4984 
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26-31, 9:15 p.m. ONLY 
7:00 p.m. ONLY 
9:15 p.m. ONLY 
7:1.6 p.m. & 9:30 p.m., 
May 25.31, 7 p.m. ONLY 
SPACED 
INVADERS • 
May 26 -- Mal~R 
2i0O p,m. $3.50 ' 
ENDS THI JnSO~ 
Teen Age Mutant Ninja Turtles 
The First Power 
The Guardian 
BE CIMT, Y 
X 
May 25.31  
7:15 p.m. ONLY 
9:30 p.m. ONLY 
,,,:, 
May 25.31 
ROBIN TIM 
WILLIAMS ROBBINS 
IF YOU CAN'T TRUST i' 
A CAR SALESMAN 
WHO CAN.YOU TRUST? ' )"~,!  
Don't  get ~,= 
wrong. We belie 
in incentives jt 
like the next gt 
In fact, we offer 
choice of 10.9 
financing for up 
48 months 
$750 Cash Ba, 
on two of Canad~ 
best.sellers, Te~ 
po and Topaz. A, 
we freely admit we • 
do it to ease the. , 
' ! i 
:1 
'lbpaz 
I what? 
